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This thesis is concerned with variations in the tredi-~ 

tional Hindu marriage ceremony as practiced by the several, 

Temil-spesking oastes on the east coast of South India, The 

primary objective is to survey the descriptions of marriage 

ritual which ere available in the current literature, rather 

than to attempt = sociological snalysis of any particuler 

problem, i, intention has been te organize and examine the 

existing material with ea view to additional field research in 

‘person in the near future, In the following pages = point 

out several significant differences in the nuptial rituals as 

they ave performed at different levela in the caste hierarchy 

and these facts are interspersed with a discussion of the 

relation of the marriage ceremony to South Indian ritual in 

generale  Beceuse information on this topic is relatively 

ebundent, the area to be considered in detail has been limited 

to three districts of Madras State: South Arcot, TMruchina« 

palli* and Thanjevur*, 

These three districts, together, constitute the larger 

pert of the so-called Carnatie region of Gouth India, This 

region lies at the heart of the Tamil-speaking area and it has 
@ long history of political unity. The Tamils have been 

    

* ere Independence these districts were referred to b 
tae Bebaden on Splthinoeeie ek Belen eee tively, r 
AS most of the available date of marriage ceremonies 
comes from this ee 1947 period we will use the earlier 
Spelling in the following pages.



frequent rulers of the South in the past and their language 

ean claim "one of the longest unbroken literary traditions” 

of eny of the world's Living tongues (Sasham, 195: 476). They 

also enjoy a splendid architectural and meicel inheritance. 

the vast majority of the people in this region are settied 

cultivators whe live on the flat, fertile plains of the Coro- 

nae] Goaet., The area is broken by only two amall hii 

renges and, for the most pert, men Live et close quarters in - 

seattored villages of milti«caste complexion, There has been 

relatively little population migration in ené out of these 

éietricte historically and there are no proper tribes or ether 

pockets of isolated people. As @ result thie region remeins 

ially and culturally the moet homogeneous area of the South 

    

    

Per these reasons a thoreuch faniliarity with the history 

and traditions of the Carnatic 4a « necessary foundation for 

as a whole, Without such information we eannet hope to under+ 
etend ond to place in perspective the customa of the mora mixed 

tions and al@o of the email colorful tt isolated commami~ 

tise also found in the lewer helf ef the peninsula today, 

Despite the importance of the Coromendal area, very littie work 

on this region hac been published by anthropelogiets in the 

_ oe and we mat ovidh Largely depend en Signe 
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it is fortunate, therefore, thet the author of these seven 

volumes was an ethnographer of the highest stendard, intimat~ 

ely sequainted with the region, ané that the information 

eoupiled reste on more than fifteen years of research. 

Thurston's material ie uneven on many subjects, but he 

took s particular interest in marriage ritual and published 

detailed, desoriptive eecounts of it as performed by a large 

vangs of castes, He recognized that in marriage lay a key 

to the understanding of both social structure and religious 

ideology in India ané the importance that Indians themselves 

 w@ttach to the marriage ceremony, He saw that by a detailed 

comparison of the nuptial rites of the various castes one 

could approach the study of ritual at various levels of the 

social hierarchy more generally and he intended the material 
he hed gathered to be so used. In hia Ethnographic Notes on 

ia he devotes one hundred and thirty-one pages — 

to noting various deecriptive parallels in the ceremonies he 

head eo carefully gathered, paying particular attention to what 

he calle the “grafting of Brahman rituel onto the non-Brahman 

community”, (Thurston, 1906: 1), Unfortunately, however, 

Thurston never persued his intended analysis beyond these 

‘notes! whieh record # variety of colorful practices end super= 
ficial similarities, — | 

This thesis, teking Thurston's material as a starting 

point end supplementing it with other descriptions to be found 
here and there in the literature, attempts to organize the 

information available on marriage ceremonies in Tanilnead in a 

       



new fashions By ee doing we hope to bring to the surface 

coments by other wetters, On some points Thurston's data 

&%, 80 seanty that we have been able to provide little in the 
way of coment, This is the case, for exemple, with infor~ 

mention on the quantity and nature of wedding gifts, the 

invitation of gueste and other ispertant seelological topics 

which surround the actual nuptial rituele themselves, ‘The 

comparative study ef there questions, therefore suct largely 

avait further field research, 0n the variatien in the rituel 
of the marriage ceremony itself, hewever, Thurston provides 
engugh deseriptive material te discuss at some length. 

The anelyeie of this information, to which this thesis 

ie devoted, is carried progressively in several directions, 

Piret, the selection of castes to be atudied ia discuesc? in 

some detail and a generalised outline ef a traditional uppers 
caste warriage is presented for the convenience of the reader. 

Then several dominont themes, common te nuptial ritual at 012 

levels in the caste hierarchy, are developed against a back« 

ground sketch of “indy ideas and of Seuth In@ten ritual in 

general, The main themes to be discussed, aa evidenced ty 
the chapter headings, are: the relation ef the marriage cere- 

mony to Hindu cosmological ideass the nature of the ritual 
preseribed by the encient textes; the intimate ascociation of 

ee eee 

aevelopment of these motiffa the varietions in the detaile of 

   



their expression st various levels in the caste hierarchy 

are noted, ‘The thesie concludes with a sumcary outiine ef 

ditferences in the geremony oe it is performed by the 4iffer~ 

ent castes in the region, ond with this information attempts 

to expand and modify the current conception in Indien exthro« 

pology that the merriage ritual of the lower castes has and 
is teing "Senskritized",
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The three Gietric¢ts of South Arcot, Trichinopely and 

Senjore have enjoyed a degree of political wnity and cultural 
homogeneity over the past two thousand years which cannot be _ 

paralleled in eny other region of South India, ‘hey represen 

today, what was for centuries es Stead br 0d coals Seconds 

and con be taken as the region where whatever customs and 

traditions were distinetive ef the Dravidian kingtons 4 

past ere most likely te versist in recognizable 

are no isolated tribal groups in the aree and it is entirely 

flet, with the exception of a few emall ridges of hille on its 
bewters, Thirty-six percent of the more then 26.5 million 
speakers of Tamil in India live in these three districts, 

(Govt, of Indims 1962:23, K3h,) and as a megoure of ite rela~ 

tive homogeneity, 92% of the inhebitants consider Tail their 

mother tonguts (Govt, of Indias 1954: 25). 

shout 250 B.C, when King Asoke, to the north, recorded the 
exigtenes of en independent Chola territery on some of his 

voek edicts, (Panikkar, 19h71 60). In 190 AsDy under Kerikela 
Chola these people of the Coromandel Const began to expand 
after defeating the —_—, and the Cheras, 

cox “etestena rulers posted reclamation of and, 

               



built extensive irrigation tanks and generally looked after 
the welfare of the people”, (Panikkxer, 19471 61). he firet 

time of his rule and seme of the creat Taxil classics date 
wack to this period, 

A sevond grest Chole expansion toox place at the end of the 
9th conturys For sone three hundred yeare following ,» the 

Chole dycasty gathered power and momentum, Mow, during their 

eleseic period of hegemony, the Chola kinge held sway over the 

remand Coast, mich of the “astern Decesn and Merthern Ceylon 

SS well, Aceor@ing to histeriens, the adeinistration of the: 

empire waa well organized ond village end district councils 
exerted ® congiderable influence on the ruler'’s policy, ore 

irrigation works were constructed end splendid temples were 

reised. The politiconl stebility which resulted encouraged ‘ 

ereath of Tenth Guitare ant wang tnceriotene tentity to & the 

presenee of a flourishing economy, (Bashan, 195k: 76) 
_ Awound 1100 AyD, the Chola hegemony begen to wane and Ceylon, 

and other parte of the empire were lost. The region was now 

to feel the force of Islam and the Sultenate of Delhi which had 
siveady well established iteelf in Vorth India, Turing a series 
of raids im 129661525 under the Sulten Almwudsdin the newly in~ 

_ Gependent Deccan was crushed and for several years a Kuslis 

Sultenate was set up at tindura, deep fn the South (Besham, 195k 
76) This sultenate was only te inet a few years, however, for 

in 1536 en independent kingdom was founded at Vijeyenagara to 
the northwest of our districts, under two great leeders 1 Harihare 

                   



and Dukke,  Vijeyanagere wae coountially a militery state, 
and having learned something of militery strategy from their 

ttuslim enemies they were able to resist attempted vuslin 

invasions from the Deecen. As a result of their strength, 

“power in the North of Indie for another 

(Panikkars 1947: 139). | 
This period of Peninsular history is of partiouler cultu« 

ral impartance, According to Panikxar "the Vijeyenager emperors 
were fully alive te and consciously cultivated the idea of being 

the enperora of orthodex India in the tradition of the great 
kinge of Old... The claim of Vijeyenager emperors was that 

of Kinda expire wan lodged with them” (Pend&iar, 1947: 1b2). 
Daring thie period « new ecetatic, devotions] theiem srese in 

‘the Tomi. country, a popular moverent whieh lesked to vernacu= 

ler poess end hymns, rather than to the Sanskrit texts, for ite 

mein source of inwpiration, Aecording te bachan, it wae this 

development which “wee subsequently to set the standard for the 

popular reLigion of the whole of India, through the work of 

miseionary theologians who travelled all over the subcontinent 
in the later middle ages" (Basham, 1954: 77). Krishnadeva Raya, 

the mest powerful monarch of the dynasty, wae a scholer and a 

weiter himself, and several of the queens of this era figure 
ag poeta, the growth of later Vateneviem is alse connected 

ee ee 

             



By the middie of the seventeenth —e ert 

    

of these northern King@s “This was followed by abeet a so 

called war of succession in which the Fritieh end French 

supported pival candidates, Under the leadership of Robert 

ae a ees eefely ingtel- 

led as “oghul Governor whose responsibility to Delhi was 

nowinal (Penikker, 1947: 191k), Sy 1805, under Wellesley, 

the British “st India Company head suceeeted in establishing 

ite sovéignty over the Coromandel region along with almost 
ali the rest of India outside the Punjed. The aren becane & 

— ee ee ee rule, Todmy, in 

dependent Indie, the three dietriets we will consider, fall 

under the edministration of Madras States 

Prom this short historical suasary we can appreciate how 

relatively few shifts in the major seat of power there have 
‘been in this area over the pact two thousand youre, Despite 

changes in dynasty, these three districts have never suffered 

politioml divieio: for ore then the briefest period, We have 

algo seen that the region haa repeatedly been a center for 

tant influences throughout coed india, The seletive 

homogeneity of the marriage ceremonies, which we shall exemine, | 

weflect this hietorical — while the influence this area 

the South ermves for the importence of euch material for « 

                    

    

 



general understanding of the Situsl traditions of neigh- 

  

(») 

  

nly couppehengive ethnographic work available on the people 

of the Seuth Arcot, Trichinepoly, and Tanjore distriets in the 

fifty-five yeors since ite publication. Fortunately, however, 

the author was intimetely acquainted with this region and he 

the fruite of hie research have remained both interesting and 

ee ee err ity — 

nie dh an te a ek eas took his job an collector 

and pegorder of information sbout the people of Yadrar State 

seriously, He considered it a part of bis duty to teke perto~ 

dicel tours of the Presidency to collect #thnograph: 

tion and ne Lerroned te noesnary eguimment to take enthroren 

morphic meacurements as wells He also ecllected photographs, 

made lentera slides, gathered recordings ef tribel music and 

eontclestiously published his material in successive Museum 

Watle Thurston vee Superintendent, a plan fer a detatied 

stinographis survey of all ef India we passed by the Sritien 

                  

for the job and with these funds he was able to greatly



inerease the scope of his previous research, In the eight 
years following the goverment decree of 1901, Thurston 

eollectes an impressive volume of additional informotion, and 

books, in periodicals and in the census reports, he organized 

his materiel with the heip of assistents and published hie 

moyelepedic work (Thurstan, 1909: xiii), 

in the tezt Thurston makes it clear that he visited people 

and attended ceremonies himself, but that he relied on the 

te reconcile conflicting ini, pat juxteposes the state. 

monte jn hie writing eo that the reader may ne for himself 

it ie not cleay from the author's description of his research, 

which the people around him spoke, Mowever, it seem a 
likely surmise from the length of his stey, the intensity of his 

interest oné hie frequent use of Tend) words in hia text thet 

he had a good working kmowleige of the lenguage ef the ares 

with which we are concerned. ; 

Unfortunstely, when it comes to information on Lineage 

organigation, the relative position of a caste in the social 

Nierarchy, and even the ritual activities surrounding deat? 

Tarsten 45 veuy variante tu tho ment snd the shitty of te 

information he supplies. Hie particular interest in the 

" tngetoton. ha reoult the author ouppliee ue vith a betet 
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account of merriege for almest all of the 300 castes and 
tribes included in hie survey, and with a much more detailed 

hie treatment of this subject is the lnek of information 
on spouse selection, the wedding guests and the relative 

values of gifte exchanged, When it comes to the actual, 
sequence of pidunl sete at a serriage he ie quite detailed, 

It ie this rich but specialized vein running through t 
nountein of Thurston's general observations which we intend 

to mine in the following pages. | 
The information Thursten supplies in hie encyclopedic 

ee ee ee ee 

Gio end aleo by 

      

    

    

: Wid, wave ths ts te seals @t Oe Mae 

ene by the Abbe Dubois ami the other by Revy Js By Padficlds. 

@nong the Premeiel Eeliar by Prof, Loule Dumont, This sub+ 

easte lives in an area gomewhat to the “eat of the three dis- 

tricte with which this thesis 49 largely concerned, Yet Dunont's 

Tamil region by a precisely the a of spouse 

Pinaty, this thesis goes further afield to compare sese<t 

       



    

The majority of information availebie on the castes in 

the aren with whieh thie thesis is concerned reeults from roe 

seapeh carried out in the first eight years of the twentieth 

century, Thug, we have decided to work from a list of castes 

know to populate the area at thet time, Thurston deale with 

caste groupings which aprend over wide regiona of the South 
and he is not always precise about which districts they inhebit, 

The 1901 Ceneus of India, however, dose give a detniled list of 

the castes inhabiting each district of the Nedras Presidenays 

The lists given in thie publication for the districts of South 

Aveot, Trichinopoly and Tanjore have been taken ae a bese for 

thie stuéy, Not only does this liet correspond in time to the 

years during whieh Thurston carried out hie research, but it 

ogrveue extremly well with his om etimographic materiel. ‘The 

1901 Cemmue does not lump together eastes which Thurston 4 

tinguishes, uor does it distingui nuraten tre 
RS one. There 18 only one caste nentioned tn thts Caiban, the 

report, and U. FPreneie suggests that this group may be a 

            

    

   



Ub 

eibedivision of the Kallen (Gert, indimy 1901, Yok» X¥s177) 

a caste which Thursten diaqusses at some Lengths 

In enrlier censuses of the area, the ennumeration of 

antes was greatly confused by lumping together munbers of 
castes under blenket occupational terme, One caste name was 
pleked, seemingly at random, to head = colwm and then others, 

hought to rosesbie then, were placed under it as “aub- 

Giviaions,” On the otherhand, berinaing 

castes were no Longer emaerated a district, buh treated ' 

simply es inhabiting the Madras Presidensy ac a whole, Further~ 
more, U. Yrancis, the Superintendent of Census Operatisre, 

_— tm 1901 Later published e goverment seust entitled 

South Arcot tn this more deseriptive volume the 

sabi 90 SAL Leth ot en veshen Goh enn Wt tan exten 

appear to have been colleagues and the latter author makes 
frequent reference to Francie in his work. 

tn 1911, & new mem, J, Ca Malony 

    

   

        

    

    

    meosrephiec doeument shows en unfortunate decline with his 

eppeintment, Other reasons, in addition to inexperience wi 

{net ins see Sindiceeny siubiintnke tus thde uetannnd ainiaa: 

Aa ds Ny Tutten writes, “On the ocession of each successive 

eeneus ainee 1961 # certein amount of eriticiam hee been directed 
at the census for taking any note st all of the fect of caste, 

4 has been alleged that the mare act of labeling persons as 

belonging te & caste tends to perzetuate the systen,( Govt. of 

   



Indie, 1931: 430), A strong campaign against any record 

peporte ever Gince. : 

One final end extremely important reason why the 1901 

cengue io the best of these governaent jogunents for our purpese 

ie that thie 1 the only year in whieh o report desling with the 

: eney attempts to discuss the order of precedence 

iis es lis odes lek weil. ernie ou 

cerning the previous reports on the region, §. *rencie writes: 

“at none of th® three censuses which have so far taken place in 

melran tone the suetee Rode Groment ts w super whieh quohdnt 

their characteristics to be exauined in | 

( wt, of ~~ 29043 — Jeverthe less 

the castes stopd was 0 bold move, sk aan eae 

deol of eritieien and in the census of that yeor we find that 

sxsfOund vigorous expression on the part of many no longer wil~ 

ling to admit their polluting abilities im bieck en@ white’ 

(Govt, of Indian, 19111 159). ‘Such a general idea of the hier 

exchy into which the castes fall ia of great importance if we 

are to exemine the variation in marriage ceremonion, After 

The attitude and general approach whieh 4, Francie took 

toward“the eonstrestion ef his fable of Secial Precedence show 

  

    

  

    

      

       



me eubsiaiary tebless. Shows how the various ensten 
potter ore tm Senses Sm, 

to 
pots yet ie type 

public ye yon to a be aeid to wecorcing t0, such @ 
matter 2 not 

shantrde’ eyiamen evider    

wavs gritaeheel ant anon ace eis , 
bet t an well aware that the task hes been # Rost dott 
cate one, The first few and the last few groupe gave Si a ti, tr oar 
@, Froneie does not attempt te arrange all the castes in 

the Presideney in on sbsolute order of social precedence which 

he erques would be both a difficult and on invidious tesk,. 

Instead he sorts the castes inte twelve groups, having sdopted 

® combination of three considerations! “Whether Brahmans act 

ae purobite at the religious ceremonies of the caste, whether 
it (the caste) carries pollution either with or without tough 

and in the case of the lowest caste, whether it allows or doss 
not allow the eating of beef," He then ranks these groups of 
caste in theit necopted order of precedence, ie table is 
given on the following pases, Castes not present in the area 
chosen for intensive study aecording to the 1901 eensum, have 

    

       



  

(Gorts i“ 

tefensnopoiy ‘Soca 
(a) + 1. 

  

cf Indtng 19011 136259, 

Brahman and allied Castes: 

+ Edghatriye and allied cestes: 

3« YVeteya end allied Castes: 

(8B) = bk. ‘Sat or Good SGdras: 

(3) « 5,  Siéras who habitually employ 
Brahmens a6 purchits (gricete) and 
whose touch polluters to a slight 
Gecreet 

(D) += 6 Other Sudres who occasionally employ 
Brehmens ac purohite (priests) en and 
whose edd pollut 5% 

(3) - Vs aera he do not Brahmans 
as purohite priests) end whose | 
touch pollutes 

(?) - 8. Castes which pollute even without 
touching but do not eat beef: 

Se Caahen Miah an Dat bat Go net 
pollute exeept by touch 

17 

Eéiteé to include only 
in the Districts of Seuth Arcot,



(G) - 10, Castes which eat beef and pollute Parsiyan 
even without touching: 

ii, Castea which deny the sacerdetal Kemnfilen 
authority of the Brahmans: 

12. Cases in which caste was Kongan 
insufficiently indicated: Udaiyen 

The author includes severe) coments on his table: 

— i ee ee Sat Sidras, from 
who also habitually employ Breiens as purohits (seamete) 
but whose touch wn Beara 4 to & Blight degree, is not very 
well marked, The Sfdras who eppeer in the former have 
been placed there on & consideration of a variety of 
cirewwmteances, Chief among these are the facts that 
Brahmans will take curds and butter from their hands 
without restriction, wili éeok in any part of their houses, 
and, are polluted by their touch only to a slight degree 
end also for many emall resacons which it would be tedious 
to set cut: at at Lensthy they are placed by Hindus generally 
an the 
habit employ Brahmans ae prieste at their ceremonies. 
(Govt. of India, 1901: 129~30), 

It 46 clear from the above that ¥, Francis was well ine 

formed about the castes included in his table. In addition, 

his information agrees fairly well with the few hints abe 

social precedence which Thurston gives in hie discussion of 

these various groups in hie Castes and Tri 

      

Om the basis of the care with which this chart was outaivaitndy 

and the considerable ethnographic knowledge which ite author 

appeers to have hed, we heave accepted it as the basis for the 

ranking of castes in this thesie. 

Nonetheless, for the purpose of our study we heave modified 

W. Prancie’s work in several minor ways, For example, the 

last two groups in the above table fall outside the hierarchy, 

the eleventh (Xemmlen) because they deny the sacerdotal 

ee
e
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because of lack of information, With a little research it 

hae been possible to desl with these threes castes in other 

woys, und thue to simplify the table, The Hemnelens, accord~ 

ing te Thareten, do not deay the sacerdotel authority of 

Brahman, but on the contrary, employ them et the marriage 

esremony (Thuvaten, 1906: 27). Also, we find that “there is 

@ @lose connection between the Kamnmelans and the Archarapales 

Chettia”, a section of the Chett1 caste. “They interdine and 

2 edit Sas sama eta 

ITZ 135). i 20, Thureaton telie wa thet the Kemsalens 

ere comprise of five competion Siviaieny et of whieh 

Hinéu world, These Kemenlan cecupations are : goldemith, 

bresesmith, carpenter, stone-mason, and blackemith (Thurston 

1909:1IT 107). or these reasons the Kmwnalen are placed with 

the Chettis in the Sat or Geod SGdrn group in our discussion 

of marriage ceremonies. 

lack of informetion provided ebout their marriage rituel, The 

with the Mattenen, Maleimen and Sudermen castes" (Thurston, 

19092 VII 206), ‘There are a total of 191,296 people Living — 

groupe in 1901 (Govt. of Indim, 1901: Table 15), but since we 

they have simply been listed, along with others of this 
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eetegory, in the appondixs ‘the nome Eengen, on the other 

hand, we heve eliminated completely. ‘this term, according to 
Tharsteny mecns “inhsbitent ef Kengu eountry* (Thurston, 19098 

Ili 417), ‘hic region corresponds to the present districts of 
Coimbatoire ond Gelem which lie to the weet of the area we 
hove eheset, The 1901 Genesue returned no Kongen in South 

Areot, no Kongan in Triehinopoly and only 17 Kongen in Tanjore 

(Gevt. of India, 1901: fable 13). In addition, there is ne 

information ovailable on marriage ceremonies for thie caste, 

  

Por these reasons, the Kongan hove not been included in our 
atadys A imei change is one of epelling. Ws. Pranciata« 

suravyan osete has been referred to es Korava in our text ia 

order to meteh Thurston's uasge. It is asewaed thet these two 

names refer to the seme group of people, The finel pn on a 

nese in Perbt ig generally only an alteration in form heving no 

norphenie signitiennce, and an daitiel uw is often changed to © 

im eOlloguiel speech (Jothimuththu, 1963: 251). 

Thies leevea as with ten groupe in the original table, How~ | 

ever, three of then are enpiy categories us there are ne Kghatpdy: 

80 Valeyes end no castes which “eat beef but do not pollute i 

except by tough", living in the three districts we hove selected, _ 
if we @liminste these, (groupe two, three and nine) we are left — : 

with seven auste estegories which, for eonvéeaienee, we have 
relabeled with the letters A through G, these letters have 
been pieced in parentheses en the lef teher 

  

a aide of the original | 

teble, The memes Proneia hes given hie categories are se long — 

thet we will sometines refer te then ty letter at



Al 

  

Information shout the marriage ceremony is not available 
for all of the castes on W, Prancis's list, Only those for 

which we do have such data are included in the discussion off 
the following pages. They represent the basic semple on 

which the argument of thie thesis is based, ‘The twenty-four 

eastes excluded because of lack of information are described 

briefly in the appendix, It should be noted that those castes 

for which date on marriage are published are a fair and well- 

distributed sample of slightly less then helf of the total 

forty-five mentioned in the 1901 census returns for our districts. 

Group C (Stidras who habitually employ Brahman priests end whose 

touch pollutes te a slight degree) are the least well represen- 

ted, Information on their marriage ceremonies is available 

for only two out of the original seven castes listed. Each of 

the other six categories, however, is represented by half of ite 

epiginal castes, or more, In addition, there are twe further 

eactes (Parivaram and Melayeldi) found in this region according 

to the census returns, but whe are overlooked by Francis in 

making out hie list. We have included these castes in our 

semple because material on their marriage ceremonies ia avail- 

able, The Parivaram and Malayaial are pieced in Groups D and 

? respectively, by ueing the same eriteria Frencis originally 

employed, 

Within each category Frencie simply listed the castes in 

   



ae 

diphabetical order, He specifically states, however, that 

in each group etend te one snether as absaclute equals. He 

avoids too fine a ranking for two reasons,  Piret, ho was 

Lrendy a delicate iseus, and second, he, himself, felt thet 

‘not bot rempect Ma audenent on the Firat potnt and asroe wit 

his stend on the second,  “thnographere have told us tine 

end agein thet castes in the middle ranges of the bierarchy 

dispute their relative st os and these are frequent ceases 

of otheras, Yet when we study W. Prencie’s categories in detail, 

i% soon beoomen clear that they do subdivide further ac & 

result of the status of their major occupation and by the degree 

reality, ave of eonolderable importance in the determination of 

eecount of the sample of castes we are to study which follows, 

—- the costes within Prancis's groups are not treated 

i eal order,  iInetend they are listed in a descend. 

ned by their apparent economic strength and 

rable from Thursten’s deseriptive material. 

The erguvent developed in thia thesis Goes not depend 
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be sure to shift sone of the castes wp or down the list e 

few places, The reason for putting the esstes within each 

quite strikingly from our materiel, It should be an aid 

to the reeder, as it wan in studying the ceremonieny initially, 

to be able to refer back to this general description of our 

ee ae 

fhewally appears to fell. 

     



  
ace 19091 I ar iat ose 

Uiliy396 = Bomajan: cure, Shee eomestens sven Oa . 
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Nerriage is an extremely d=epertent even; in the life of « 

Hintu. weny weeks are apent in preparation, and families 

frequently bring theseclves to bankruptcy as a result of the 

levge-cenle expenditure involved, Mehatma Gandhi, the son 

of a Gujarati of modest means, hae given in his eutebiography, 

& colorful 1 At enema tempering seco of Ms om muraae, 

Beoh tries to outdo the other in the murber and variety of 

@eurses to be prepared,  Yomrn, whether they heve e volee or 

ee re re ae and disturb the peace 

neighbours These in their turn — = up with 

wis semis GA tad, sevens Gi Sabb en 6 tee 

whon they alee will be behaving in the seme manner” (Genii, 

1957: 9). Meny reformers have pointed te the erippling 

excesses which traditionally accompany the nuptial eclebration, 

Yot to thts day there has Yoon Little suscess tn refusing the 

eecepted place of these expenditures in village life (Dumont, 

1957? 226). | 

wore then a simple, if irrevocable change in the goctal posi~ 

ttm of the parnen © opr They ere linked to a vect 

ria of religious ideas and comologiosl notions 

                     



im the lives of men, O'Melley, in hie book on Poouler 

births, deaths and marriages are of more importance in popu} 

ler estimation than temple or domestic worship and they are 

tainly observed more genorally, A man may negleet the 

        

worthip of the gods, but he wlll not negleet the ceremonies 

on whieh his status as a Hindu and 2 merber of his caste 

depend”, (O'Malley, 1935: 112), these these ocoasions, when 

accompan a by the eppropriate ritual, are regarded as 

cateoes by the Hindu, or ceremonies which Karsan 8 pecu 

(Pandey, 1949: 26). 

Se 

ob in sees nian enemas ates thie is because 

nepriage ia regerded as the origin and necessary foundation 

on which all other domestic sserifices rest. ven in the 

whya Siitrag, were written end 

si ssads alka och es Malian i a ee 

een en nek Es ee Oe ite 

opriete at a marriage has remained eutetotontly stable 

          

   

} in aneient Indie was regarded as a kind of 
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‘lled “one without sacrifice”, a tera of uneoncealed 

Lcspge aes onan ooerssamsies: (70a 

all epusiah di ok anh diieien, Wins Wade ‘The 

Sarena scheme of the four stages in life, so well imown today, 

reinforees this conception of marriage as a religious duty. 

first become a student, second, « householder, third a hermit, 

and. fourth « genyasin or religious wonderer, The second stage 

in life bad these main ends, listed in descending order of 

hold saerificesy the begetting of children to insure a happy 

efter-Life for one's ancestors; and pat, or sexuel pleasure 

(Saehamy, 19542 163)« 

lech of the other three stages in the ideal life was seen 

air, even eo (the members of) a1 ordere subsist by reeeiving 

      

   

  

P with vealed of) 

holdere is the moet exesllent order* ie 1886: 

Married life is universally revered and ia considered 

   



Wo tinge of antipathy ie associated with it. In support of 

eC ee 

  

  
SE conch mwa 

BORE. These two men are key figures in the Hindu ritual that 

arpounds death. ‘They are the only relatives whe cen ensure 

ech ten adllk dd thactaihinns one eoentintoeny wma ale 

will resch a comfortable resting place in heaven, efter a 

perilous journey aeress the river of death (Thurstony 1909: 1 

20heG), “The Genskrit word for son, guinea, means literally 

without sons fall" (Dubois, 1906: 205), Marrying daughters is 

tageying a girl mey not he weleomed, « man in marrying his 

deaghter is considered to carn as much, if net move merit, than — 
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Sette” tes vn Meanie Gehan Uti Me, tot only 

dees he seoure for his daughter the most desirable religious 

and ¢ivil condition a Hindu women can enjoy, but he provides 

ee ee ee 

ling, Finally, from a father’s point of view, well married 

eo ee 

The religious overtones of marriage for the bride and 

groom are every bit as importent ac these outlined ebove for 

the parente,  Sesides the central sacramental act of esteblish~ 

ing a household, both parties to a marriage acquire « new 

veligious stature during the proceedings, <A married man is 

ing pigfa or dalle of cooked rice to the manemy a right denied 

him ao @ bachelor (Srinivas, 19621 47), Likewise, "a women 

may be aeid to attain her religious rights on marriage and 

te retain the: only while she ie married” (Pandey, 19491 113). 

Women undergo only one ceremony in which, if they ere rehman, 

vray Reng arin 18 wots one sotnn or eer 

dno an ee ee Te resin unearried as an 

a@ylt woomn in India is the equivalent of a social and religi~ 

ous anathema, while widowhood is nearly as bat, Widows ere 

considered most ix suspicious and are not pernitted to join 
in religious ceremonies and festivals with married wocen. The 

        

    

 



general social disabilities which e widew in India suffers 

 *‘Puapther mereriage has economic and polities! edventages, 

A man hee Little secial etetus util he has married and until 

this time he is not consulted about important subjects. 
Aecording to Dubois, no work of consequence may be siven to 

am unmarried man (Dubois, 1906: 205). A widower regresses to 
& similar position and is expected to rapidly remarry, This 

is partly because a man's marriage aetivates important social 

kin-based ties he can manipulate to hie advantage. “Sefore 
tmarriage @ man is merely so-uneeo's son, after marriage he 

becomes someone's gon=in-lewy a father, and finally « bride~ 

giver” (Besls, 19621 28), This ie the way 2 men reinforces, 

inepeases end with age begins to dominate, the network of kin- 

is in Indien society and how centrel the taeel of marriage is 

in Hindu religious theught, The truth of this statement will — 
gather even more foree ag we proceed to examine the detaile of 

oo “" it will become clear that the 

siiisien dt tadeinen 0 Satta 1 bine Gheenty witen the Ohlk 

and expense taken in preparation for the event, as well an the 

oriented as is 6 similar occasion for the Brahman, but we 
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arachy the event is elaborate in its own ways 

Purthermore, it would appear from hints in literature 

the details of the marriage ritual. Sovelists writing about 

    

Ag I think of 1 - on ee 
ai fes ht ats 

  

SS A ae ep 

(Serayen, 19521 2283), In addition, svb-caste names in our 

aven ave riddled with minute 4istinetions, besed on details of 

the marriage ceremony, Some divisions distinguish themselves 

by the use of a specific mamber of poles in their marriage 

booth, or the decoration of these poles with particular leaves, 

large flat beede at merriege', ‘the eub-caste which ties beads 

the eize of marbles’ sami so forth, Ye will have more to aay 

ALL we would argue at this point is thet the marriage cere- 

mony ie elgenifieant ritual even for the villagers thense: 

     



© i a ee eae 

meprioge velid (Pandey, 19h92 293). Clearly, then Indians 

themelvere think that the marriage ritual ia importent end — 

they have haudied dow: some of ite basie elements, almost 

a fron generation to generation for 4,500 years, The 

icane: [ 

  

oe L GENES, ‘en — 
operons 
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Gae of the major objectives of this thesis ie to examine 

the variations in the marriage ceremony at various levels in 

the enete hierarchy and to venture come ———— about 

Gels OF take Seehetbin bik Steal tenes one seep euthenn bane 

eomaented upon it. The Brahmans, at the top of the social 

order, have a very lang and intricate ceremony, while ee one 

id maney ab testicals pretest & tine. in edition, 

less reference is made to the ritual handbooks, yhya Sutras, 

sinh the SANs versa thee procenten Oe eeiatetians ‘inte: 
of the fact that meny of the Brabeen rites are eliminated in 

‘the vitual of the lower castes the ceremony looks quite diffe~ 

vent to en observer, Yet, surprisingly enough, nothing dis- 

tinetly new has been sdidef in repleeement, and cach element in 

the low-easte ritual has & more er less obvious parallel in the 

full Seebousn eeremony, 

is the following chepters a mmber of themes underlying 

the emrmiage ritual ac a whole will be the foouse of discussion, 

rather than om attempt made to take up the detaiie of the cere- 

mony in their strict sequence, 1% 48 importent, therefore, to 
give the reader a deseriptive survey of the marriage in ad« 

man ceremony « It will form a convenient starting : 

pite the feet that it is the longest acd most « 

  

    

         



by all the castes in the area, because 1¢ ignores none of the 

lower castes, tater in the thesis it will be precisely this 

subtle shift in emphasis which results from employing only 

    

   

aceerding to Thurston in his generel deseription of the marriage 

of the Brahmans of Southern India (Thurston, 19091 276+93)« 

this differs slightly in the order in whieh the details are 

evyente ie always the sexe, ‘The slight variations in the differ 

eeeriptions probably is the result of the fact thet the 

aittenent sutmonstes of Dratmans pattern thetr ceremony after 

    

written at varying tines and places and incorporate minor 

regional variations, The main outline of a Brahown ceremony, 

nonetheless, is common throughout India (Pandey, 19491 556)~ 

  

A) The hones of both families are serubbed 
ally ¢ eee 
are mades | At tne bride's where the 

  

   

   
B) 4 

ean, enceet tn Cintas end ettentek ww 0 tein of



B) gontinued 
friends end relatives, procesds from his home to the 
bride's, They are welcomed ceremonially et the Eest 
gate of the bride's villege ty her father and soustines 
ether relatives 

  the marriage cele 
in the middle of the pavilion. 

¥) 

  

Next, the bride and groom are are anointed with oil of 
caeaian Ge Gas betbele tetaer one by quests, — 
glee be omeared from head te foot with turmeric paste. 

  

   

o> all oped; agp an pada nfs ging Mewiglg 
“pride and groom, 

hend ore iaid on a vessel. After the re«- 
citation of sone vrese in Senskeit by the gp sg 

takes a thread in his lef mob ant Foret ee ee 
ever it ign cates an tee thumb forefinger and 

es it te the e 
dees Geo amen oath tae aubee eae aa Oe % te the 
right wrist ef the groom. 

   x) teet> eee 

bride's father offers the groom an auspicious drink |



1) ¢ontanuea | 
of honey and curds, The bride's father places ‘the 
boy's feet on a _ with milk and water end proceeds 
to wash them. He may adorn the the toes with \ Fangs. 

ing the father's feet, 

   

x rid Pe we or | 

) of shee and rice are made to the fire 
sans ‘The bride is asked to sit on 

nag rice) and e ring of 

2B ge
 

  

cuter St te eee nb 
datian ersee may Se viseet os bow hoot. 

ma neld ever the bride's head. 
: s onto her head a gold coin 
goon to be a 

    

) af Cloth 
civea the bride oo So oe the bride putes 

  

®) 

  

gid at eee a a plese of string ayea | with 

turmeric and often ey a 4aee ef gold ao oe it, 
ond, adndast & loud noliee made by others, ties it to 
her neous with three imots, 

0) 

  

@ is thrown over the heads of the by guests, 
the girl nay nace an offering of fricd rice ts the fire 
SS ee handa by her 

  

and welke with her, three times elockwise around the © 

 



a) 

  

R) 

  

brides if then asked to tresd on a stone te the 
north of the fire with her right foot. She may do 
thie onee or three times. 

8) 

    

@ couple ore shown the pole star 
The bride muet eaffinm thet 

podies, Semevhat earlier in the 

day the nay have been axed ine similar fashion te 
look at the oun. 

  

W) 
   ie firth Gay the groom ney 

Geiustens io ats 

    x) 

‘been faithfully watered are taken in procession to « 

 



” nn pend ov viver inte which the seellings sve 
throm, The wrist threads “eanaene 
removed and’ the pavilion may be Gcasaebied. 

    

he br wn taker Te wccunsion t0 the grecn’s 

Sars maar rey oe 
oe ee 
eeattering the grains on the ficer. 

deys, Nowever 4 ony lest only ome if the family are poor 

and ao many ac thirteen if they are exceedingly wealthy, The 

Brahman ceremony is lengthened by spending many daye in 

feasting guests, playing games, singing end pareding around. 

It is shortened by cutting down in quantity on the sans, The 

is rarely changed, Usually an of4 nucber of days is chesen ~ 

preferoenese to on even musber fer the marriage festivities. 

Thue one, three, five or seven days are better than two, four, 

or oix for the dduration of the feasting, gnomes, and merry- 

making (Swindvat, 19421 66), ‘The monthe from January to dune 

are considered the most propitious, although marriage at an« 

other time of year is sometimes arranged, January to June 

ie aleo the slack peried agriculturally, This is the time 

and mney ig in hend, In this matter, at least, conveniences 

and suepice appear to have etruck upen a pleasing partnership 

(Pa@field, 1896: 122). 

 



  

All werriages in Indie traditionally take place under a 

pavilion, These tesporary booths are erected with much care, 

often by @ sived specialist, in the courtyard op in front of 

teke place, A similar construction may be erected at other 

moments when eeremony is called for, such as at a funeral, and, 

in particular, at upenevene (initiation or second — or a 

      

highest vargas. Because of their universe] use at weddings, 

the foremost association of a pavilion appears to be with this 

oogaslons 

  

songattimned, as the pavilion is called in Tamil, is 

caisson: ded shh 0s eaten tie ea 

poste and covered with foldage and the branches of trees, 

wiing to Dubois the top or eeiling may be ornamented with 

aintings or other costly things, while the whole is hung with 

garlands of flowers end other decorations (Dubois, 1906: 15h). 
It 48 usually erected on a platform raised slightly above its 

urroundings and its floor is decorated with various designs. 
wisest for exemple, are often painted in alternate bends 

of red and white, This beoth serves to shade the couple from 

the gun during the long end drawn-out ritual end else gives a 
good view, as would a stage, to the quests, The latter customar’l; 

       



eireular rings. i enitiiiits Gensel, suk & onan 

preotical air, It alec serves as a recognined stetue ayrbol, 

giving @ generel indication of a family's wealth. 

At the sane time, however, these pavilions have a clear 

sc: ate a ne comanta, "in ne sense thn piliared hell 

pevilion of stone," (Dumont, 1957: 222), It ia thie parallel 

in general shape between the plan of a Hindu temple and the 

setting in which all marricces are performed which we shell 

take as the starting point of cur study, From temple archi- 

tecture we muat proesed still further, te inquire into the 

general rationalchehind a ehrine’s construction end the eommo~ 

logical ideas which inepire « perticuler architectural plans 

It 46 only with this beokeround of information thet we ean 

wae Se ee ee ee ee ee 

performed, As we will discover, a proper understanding 

yerehteh of the gurtthen Oth tanks evatindees wh ome 

ideas the latter is intended to exprese, will provide a key 

to the events of the marriage themselves, 

So budl4d @ temple in India, all architects begin with the 

Gepemonial drawing of e equere plen, There is ne text on — 

Indien erchitecture which takes this initial step for granted, 
and a knowledge of its meaning ae well as the means of its 
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execution are the first lessons which the builder mst 
master (Kramrisch, 1946: I 39). In laying the foundations, 

one mist firet measure out e square surfece and therdrive in 

a post at each of the four corners. <A cord is then stretch- 

wuilding iteclf. Shite 0s fede tek waiting 66 0 Ninth tommte! 

(Xvampiech, 1946: 1 39). ‘The laying out of a square area 

and the enclosing of it by use of a string or cord wrapped 

around four posts has an important parallel in the Brahman 

marriage ceremony, We will develop it at eae later point. 

Next, before the temple superstructure can be built, the 

‘germ’ out of which it is understood to grow must be laid in 

the foundation, 8 a flawless night, under an auspicious 

constellation of stars, a gold, silver ox copper vesecl is 

ee oe Oe 

wnssidis wails: dak side @ wid bint Giles aa 

building, ‘This is considered the causal act “whence the 

unuanifest becomes manifest" (Kramrisch, 1946: 1 126). With 

the completion of the building the seed is thought of as having 

germinated and to have realized ite creative potential, it 

has figuratively "assimilated all the substance (used in con- 

struction) and grown into the body of the temple" (Krampisch, 

1946: It 360), In this sserifical act the officiating sane 

is seid to act as generator. | 

A Hindu temple is elways oriented to the four points of 

        

  



the compass and is understood to "£111" the four regions of 

space. At the same time, however, it has a second and even 

more importent direction in the vertical. The vertical 

superstructure reaches “towards God, the Supreme Principle, 

which is beyond form and above His seat or house of manifes- 

tation” (Xrampiech, 1946: I 179). when a temple is completed 

@ golden jar is installed at its highest point, directly above 

lies at the base of the temple, “the sum total of all fhe Forms 

and Prineiples of manifestation and their reintegration lie in 

the superluminous darkness of the Golden jar on top of the 

temple” (Keamrisch, 1949: II 360). When the temple is completed 

the “supernsl radience” of the golden seed is considered to 

pide through the temple to the golden jar at the top and there 

to meet end-te-cancel-the-descent-ef the Supreme Principle, fran 

above. 

  

Within these two movements the Hindu temle has its 
beings a) Ste scatesl, sition 38 qvestel Buen <=? the heart of 

Vastupuruse in Bratmesthena, from the center and 
heart of existence on ee gg the Pracada 

see aubtln euevaen os, imaged in 3 n ite varied texture 

ri ge is kha srele tas aay af tan tenga * 

pees ee ei ae 

‘Thus we see that the etructur@ of a Hindu temple approximates to 

on ideal. form, end that this form is intended to express certain 

eommic conceptions associated with the basic supernatural forces 

which pervade the universe, These ideas, and the form they 

take in architecture, are closely linked to the primordé: 

souree of 11 Hindu cosmology, the Vedas. Within thie body 

   

   



  

in the Hymn of Creation we find that the poet's intuition 

of the origin of life io strongly dominated by the iden of 

ee eee 

Desnen the conse behind GEh thet entebee Yet these two formes 

never lose their individuel identity, they are conceived of sa. 

throughout eternity, They are of mile and fomile, respectively. 

end intelligence, He appears as the crestive breath, ommi- 

present ond all-pervaiing, Meanwhile, the female counterpart 

is thought to be derk and chaotic, and evbodied in the inert 
mage of the primeval weters, Left to themselves both elements 

unite, till erestive breath eaters the water, dees the creat 

mystery become a fact, At that moment and ot that point life, 

Hirenygagerbha, ‘the Golden Germ’, that 4e to be the beginning 
ced orisin of all ereation ie born" he oe Sh) 

bearing of @ arent tres, the Tree of Tie. (nesen, 19601 

               



Ju pest-Vedie Literature the four grout brenden of thie tres 

frequently saseciated with the four Vedas. Thus the tree, 

oo it branches out through space, may be identified with imow- 

ledge, 98 wOll as with life. The Naltweye Upenishad VI, calis 

4% the ‘One Awaxener’ ask Sth etaiiie tens 0 ee at 

Brahman’ (Besoh, 1960: 68). Meny legende, for exemple, hold 

thet a men sitting under « holy fig tree is able to foreteli 

virthe op to understand the lenguage of enimele, In general, 

a@ man in easeociation with the Great Tree participates, to an 

extent, in thet inexhaustible store of power and wisdem thought 

to inhere in the highest godhead (Boesch, 1960: 63). 

 ‘Thde Great Tree, however, as mentioned in literature and — 

expreseed in art ie not always recognisable as a tree at first 

gienee, Often it is referred to in writing as something more 

like o piller, ‘The Vedas, for example, speak of “the axis of 

the universe end the prop of the firmement". 9 =<" 2, 

axle and Re Yoda VITI, ik, 16 refers to “He who divides heaven 

and earth by a pillar" (Bomehy 19601 o)0 This notion is re+ 

of Many tet 19608 55)<  +the tdentafteation 

ct tree and pillar 48 not mupiing in ite. There ia a 

somlication which arises, however, A pillar cannot be seen an 

«ities coats doen ths Ott bo une dies 

thought to be shove it. literature has sometimes stressed one 

          

    

   



of art, and of architecture for both of whieh Bosch euppises 

numerous examples (Bosch, 1960: 155 and ff.). We have re- 
presentations of pillars rising from golden jare and support~ 

ing leafy foliege on their swenits, ac well as pillars used 

&G & PROD, on top of which rest deities, ghakes (wheels) or 

other sysbole of the godhead, 

Beeause of the frequent identification of the eemaie tree 

with pillers and the dual coneeption of the latter, bosch develops 

& most interesting argusont concerning the representation of 

the creation myth in post~Yedic times, With « covbination of 

ee eee 

the slam aned, bot that the Aye fencee wideh waited te 

erate 30 aye gives antlixe form, This means thet the commie 

sthees ef vegetation which have grown together, According 

Besch, the most frequent icetsiietiaes alli atte ton Oeil 

denent of the waters is that of the lotus delk, rooted in 

the m@ below the waters end growing up through thom, The male — 

Glement of breath and Light, on the other hand, is iéentified 

with a celestial fig, rooted in heaven and growing downwards. 

Seay eet ee ee ee ee 

in it, which grows outward, strangling the lotus foliage, and 

forming ite om top. 

The tree in question ts « covbination of te itfe 
the rooted in heaven 3 

                 



leefage ie tenet a nee tap Reet, “tseoe 78 _— 

Thos we have a stem, conceived of a a great pillar, 

which grows out of # nede in the root~steck or rhizome of the 

totus plant in the mad below the primeval waters, It is fed 

by a whitich life-sep called xase and supports on ite sumit 

exuberent end branching foliege of the great tree which lies 

at the base of all animal and plant life, This basic orgmic 

ideas take, hae provided him with an extremely rich starting 

point for hie analysis of theses in Hinds art. 

Although Bosch does not specifically deal with the con~ 

struction of a temple in his work, it is perhaps clear to the 

We have eeen how & seed ie planted in « vessel, similar in 

shape to « lotes node, and laid at the foundation of the new 

building, Furthermore, we have noted how the life-forse in 

this seed is coneeived of as rising through the center of the 

structure and how it ie thought of as meeting the descent of 

at ite highest point e golden jer, containing a golden germ. 

Lastly, when the temple ie complete, this seed is thought to 

into the befy of the temple” (Krampisch, 1961 Il, 360). Since 

the teaple is oriented te, and considered to f111 all the four 

regions of space, the bedy of the temle, with the golden germ 

   

   



Beach's cubline of the baste artistic expresaian 

i's deseription of a Hindu eet in 

one ve bape to show how reference to thts 

    

   

    

ot hk weewtens vets We will see how it cen be used in 

the interpretation of many of the other details of the marriaze 

coremony an well. 

  

In Indie any tree is a vomningee of the Great Tree which 

sprung fron the initial golden seed an4 whieh is understood to 

stend behind all ereation, This is not only beoause in visual 

form any tree resexbles the Great Tree, but decnuse all trees 

drew their sap from the seme source, the life-giving naag of 

the waters. They share in the substance which snimated the 

golden germ and, thus, are microcoamic manifestations of the 

oune guperamtural foree, All plants, just like oll living 

crontuses, are encentially rooted in thie magical substance and 

all vegetation, whevetardy chanen in the eumtuane wf He Civine 

to a greater or lesser extent, This maxes pags virtually the 

equivalent of natural life itecif, ess tak db ad 

the fertility of women, of fields and of cattle,” and it is the 

cause of “sbundent offepring, crops, livesteck and earth) 

viehes* (Bosch, 1960: 82), At the sone time ggag is conceived 

of > On theaet EEN Et Ny Oe ae 

4s the opposite or counterpart ef the forces of evil, poverty 
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end of life and death, ae 

The lotus, as the water-plent per excellence, enjoys the 
foree of rage in ite purest essences, Trees, however, because 

of their similarity in form to the great trea, and because of 

ble whitich sap, share in this elixir POND than 

do moat emis ake. Among the sacred trees repeatedly 

mentioned in Indien literature, two species of the lneife 

fig renk foresoet: the Meus religiosa (pipmwl or sein eas 

end, the fieus bengeleiie (banyan or Eimemaram). These trees 

ane two of the Largest plente crowing in Indien soil, They are, 

in fact, often referred to as yenegpats or ‘lord of the fost’ 
(Bosch, 19603 67)« Their sise, their milky sap and their 

pniency to spread into ell evailable space by sending down new 

conte sith tah Spdeiies liidaheh toes dhpeely lhe Meike 

mythical counterpart, On a popular level the ficus relictosa 

"ts conceived of as the enbodiment of the highest god, It 42 

frequently seid to be a form of Vishnu, just like the palasa 

nyagrodha of Siva.sesTte brenches dive away 

the ficus bengalensis 1s net mentioned in the Re Veda but in 

later literature and in popular belief it occupies @ einilarly 

a, (Bosehs1960: 69). 

"Beng, teany other trees in India are also considered in 

lotel folklere and tradition to be stuees te 0 goesher on 

lesser extent, Every town snd villege in the Tamil country 
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has @ public place shaded with trees, some of which are regare 

éed ao holy because they provide sbode for « god or spirit 

(Pilled, 19b3: 72). Often a particular tree revered by the 

pullt,. sis Hees 0 ek 

tected ane after its branches have withered and died (Pillat, 

Sa oe oe cs 

Aue in the branches may be placed at the fost of their trunks 

nipped (Pilled, 1943: 7k). ‘Im this case the parallel 

vilntie | The follewing are only two of a long list of 

                  

cae tn the Teliore district rage may 
These offerings 

| oe 

  

In ad@ition to the popular reverence for sacred trees, there 

is @ large group of narratives where the figures concerned meet 

in @ situation which calle the image of a tree to ming, This — 

situation is always the elimaz of the story and association with 

it is considered to produce the same effect as any other syvbol 

   



of ten Avie quttents suns the ceerestien ene el eteod to 

aid des it Gn te 0b en 

Great Tyee infuses te ite surroundings. 

  

The introduction to these cituetions or their 
denouToment in of little epneust end ean be altered 
at The situation : 2% iteelf 
At the particular momen manent created by 
elements of the imeae of the Tree 

oF te Nentemaps eek be Set Gis eran at ates 

fs smnotdares eo Frotuoe aa ; 19601 238)0 | 
the uoe ef week fven Saeped trees and the sonstant raterenss 

to the Tree of Life motif in the marriage ceremony 

we te include this general. acecunt of the importance of 

Sin inulae Wahiole de Ms Hall 0 dbininn On Wetinntnn dein 

tions in their broad eultural context. Illiterate vilieger 

may net keep the details of the creation myth in the forefront 

or ee ee ee 

tem 0 Ss Sia ee eae Shenton SITS OFF 

        

(4) Peers ocx 2 aes 

  

The use of a temporary pavilion constructed specifically 

fo ee eS ee 

to Hindas @11 over Indias ‘ureten mentions it bgt 

for ninetem of the twenty-one castes in cur samples. For the 

two castes where a pavilicn is not mentioned, Husaven end 

Veleiyen, we have only the briefest descriptions of the marriage 

coremonys it im probable that in these two inatances Thurston 
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took the use of such a conatruction for granted and overlooked 

the mention of it, It is conecivable that at the wedding of 

the daughter of extremely impoverished parents a pavilion 

wight be dispensed with, A marriage booth is not genereliy 

constructed for a remarriage. 

Unfortunately, no author has given us 8 really detailed 

@eseristion of pavilion conetruction. However, we know that 

the booth stands generally on twelve pests (come af the ‘left- 

ged in three rows end thatched with green lesves (Srinivas, i9h2: 

91). There is no precise information on the thatch of the | 

booth for the areas we are stud i but it is extremely inter~ 

wanches of uber on uineun) bearing blossoms over the 

poles and that they shake the frait of these branches on to the 

bridal pair ae they sit below (Abbott, 19323 522). 

It mst be green and is taken from preseribed trees which vary 

from region to region. Abbott says thet the xhandesh Bhile 

enfractuosum) and seyshal (Nyetenthes arbor tristis). ‘The 

first of these trees “is of repid growths..(and) perhaps no 

twee in the world has a more lofty and imposing appearance, 

emi the second has a white flower which “sheds a delicious fra« 

granee” (Drury, 1673: 19%, 314), ‘Srinivas, in writing of 

uyuere, similarity specifies the particuler woods to be used for 

the pavilion posts. Purthermore, we have similar evidence 

    

    

               



    
Soiovtada penton Foam om sing) Sunsets wists at, 19063 95)« 

P; sepis tree, especially in iysore, enn also reach a very 

leege size (Drury, 15751 355)« | 

There is one other interesting detedil that enn be gleaned 

from the Literature concerning the construction of the marriage 
pavilion. <A great many of the non-Sranwn caetes in the region 

preparations for a marriage an expedition te a white ant biil 

from which « quantity of earth is brought, and spread out on the 

dais underneath the booth. Thurston says that for the Sembadaven 

it is actually heaped up around the supporting posts (Thurston, 

Vig 355). Serth from en ont-hill is used on many ritual oeen~ 

sions end ie said te be especially mspicious, particularly for 

growing things, beceuse an entehill ie always increasing in 

size (Abbott, 1932, 51). 

If we piece together all these bite of informeti ip we got 

& general ispressicn of the pavilion which runs es follows, 

general form, a square structure on @ raised dais supported by 

ee llered hal. 

of stone in South Indien temples, It i¢ assumed that these 
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ee ene > on ane ane ee 

saeeriptior grean wooed for the poste is chosen fron 

watts seats, weit date tres os Gain 

heve a apectal religious significance, Under ani around the 

top of the ponts ie laid »® thateh of green branches, usual]. 

from a tres of the fig species, ‘Finally the pests my be 

painted with suspicious rea and white stripes (the importance 

ot tease extern wits ve Giannsces ts tates ot’ Raton sete) 

and on them may be tied sprigs of green bamboo and ficue 

With our knowledge of the creation myth and teegle archi~ 

tecture we can — to see the parallel clearly, The pendel 

on mholien of the firat creation, We find poste, treated 

nt tue ow dl tse eh ok nee 

aud support on their summit « leafy foliage of the ficus species. 

The bridal couple sit in the center of thie temple, which ts 

sytholieally understood to encompass the four regione ef the 

ting te note et this point that the naar 

Brahmans, and perticulerly the lower castes, plece much more 

ee ee 

Surrounds 4¢ then do the Srehmans, spectficalls 

beth) is one of the most impertent anc eonen w the ceremenies” 

(Dubois, 19062 232). lo one makes @ siniiar statement ir 
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a is brought out much more cleerly when we consider the 

mhurtekkal (referred te as milk post in the retaneteene) whieh 

ie on additions post erected only by nonelrahment. 

Ag Dubois describes 1% among the South Indien Sudras, the 

milk post ic planted in the eenter of the pavilion and offerings 

represent Vishnu, to whem the sacred fig tree is ales dedi~ 

cated, and processions around 4t take place at intervals, accom 

panied by deep gbeisence and other marke of respect ates _ 

232), ‘The post is often made from a branch of ficus religioss 

er at least has leafy twigs of thie tree tied to it. It is 

eresting that, in edéition to its associations with the Grent 

Tee@, to walk erounl a fleue religiosa tree a certain number of 

eae nadine caeenatmeenduscedmaaes in the viliag 

€ South India. “It in very usual shi, wens stdting pond 

the huge gnerled trunke in the gray dawn. There ic a proverb 

about a woren whe after her first teip around the giant t: 

hopefully felt her bellyleesIt is gaid that couples sleep under 

unten to be fruitfun" tiles 2942 275) 
fuvaten clearly thought that the erection of a multe) 

fieaniy x mentions ite use for thirteen of the twenty noneSrahnan 

costes in our sample, The erection of such a post scene 

  

   

    

                   



Pollewing Dubois it seems likely that the use of a gyhwertekkal 

te a wtveres! custon mong the Sudres of our ares (Osbotey 1906, 

29%). It ie interesting that Thurston's desoriptions of thie 

post are most detailed for the very lowest castes in the soeial 

order, end it eppears likely that these are the people whe place 

the moat exphasie on it im their rituel. Later material will 

ee Before we develop the 

significance of the milepost further, however, let us examine 

in some detadl how it is installed, 

A muber of different woods can be used for the muburtekig). 

Theae moct comsonly mentioned in the deseriptions ares green 

mimusopa hexandiea, The firet three of these have a whitieh emp. 

(Syery, 1675: 336, 526). Dwory does not record anything strik- 

systematically Geseribe the sap and growing properties of #11 

the Indie trees, However, Srinivas mentions that the Gelli 

tree, used in Mysore for this post, exudes a milky substance 

when seratched (Srinivas, 1942: 92). Abbott confirms that for 

the wlentn (gumurtekk@l) have milky sep (unmet, 19323 + 53h). 

Gain 40 clearly why the post acquired the adjective ‘nile* an 

tion inte English (Dumont, 1997: 222). 

guirteice), however, aiso hee certain aessociatt 

with the color red. "a ane ety pn 18 nena 
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vy the edition of Lime (Thurston, 1909: VI 98), Also the post 
is sometimes made of seumidiea febrifuge whose wood is reddi 

in eolor un ba -_ end more frequently of ficus 

19k2: 92). It is most interesting that Bosch described the 

park's juice (Gable, 188: 335). It may be that Srinives's 

obeervation-refere te the sep exuded from a eut branch, In any 
ease, both red and white are appropriste eslors, Yo have 

follow ond rod ore sok murpetaing when we stop to examine thats 

‘erences in the brosder cultural context. If white ie asasco= 

isted with pase, the elixir of the water which carried in it the 

espential life«foree of ereation, red is etrongly associated 

en geod luck and prosperity, These several ideas 

we inextricebly linked in traditional Indien thought, as will be 

chom in nore Geteil at « Inter points Red, of ecourme, is also 

fineliy, we find that the milk post oan be repleced by a pestle 

used to powder household eubstances, or by a piece of @ wooden 

    

              

Plow (Bhandari, 1963: 10) end Thureten, 1909: YI 19)s Beth these 

rT ee 
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for the purpose. A little milk is poured inte the pit before 

erecting the post and sometimes curds, ghee, a pearl, a coral 

end a bit of gold are added as well (Srinivas, 1942: 92). The 

Korava actually soak the green branch in the village water tank 

for several days before planting it in the marriage pavilion 

(Thurston, 1909: 483). To the north, in Gujarat and U.?P., 

several authors record that at the bottom of the little pit «a 

amall earthenware pot is placed te hold water, milk and other 

substances (Bhander4, 1963: 10h and Stevenson, 1920: 62). 

Evidently, when the post is erected it is inserted into the 

mouth of this pot. 

There is a most interesting parallel to be noted here with 

Indien architecture. G.d. Held is one of many writers who have 

noted the fact that the feet of important pillars are often 

shaped like pots so that "it seems as if the shaft of the pillar 

stends in that pot” (Held, 1935: 207). The tops of these 

pillars are frequently carved in a way which suggests lotus 

vegetation. E,B, Havel, a noted authority on Indien art, has 

pursued this problem and suggests the following interpretation: 

(We find in these pillars) an adaption to structural 
purposes of the same lotus-and-vase motive, which with 

different implication served for the of the Buddha's 
nativity...The open flower with turned down petals... 
suggested to them the heavenly vault supported by...the 

pivot of the universe. The vase forming the base of the 

pillar stood for the cosmic waters, the shaft was the 
stalk of the mystic flower....The bell-shaped capital was 

the world itself enfolded by the petals of the sky. 
(Havell, 1920: 1-3). 

in another plece Havell has suggested that the pole or pilier 

is aleo associated with Viehmu's churning stick and Siva's 

lingem (Havell, 1915: 53). Held notes that pillars in archi- 

tecture not only have capitals with lotus-like vegetation but 

 



  

ms =e ee ee 

  

neh, 19351 230) | oe 

  

Held even suggests thet an attempt to show rotation by apirel 

carving on these pillars ¢an be observed in seme cases (Held, 

19354 210). 

are frequently tied to ite apex (Thurston, 1909 Vi 97, and Shane 

epi, 19631 10h), Stevenson seys that in Gujarat two sticks 

are tied crosswise on ite swmait end with them sre placed pipal 

leaves, turmeric, reddened thread oi a gadeng fruit. On top 

of this is placed one of the bride's ivory bangles (Stevenson, 

19203 61).  Theraton specifically mentions the tying of a thread 

dyed in turmeric to the post for three different castes in our 

19421 92), At ‘the and of the mrvisge festivities sone cartes 

Leave the post to take root end grow, or it may be specifically; 

planted nearby, Sai sith dade $0 to Giieionanin © ened shan 

it prospers (Thurston, 1909: I 1h). Other castes, it seems , 
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float it down a nk nen 19h2s oo. 

yoording to Srinivas the people in Mysore say the purpose 

    

mhurtakkal is to ensure the continuity of the line 

(lig 19h24 91)« Uarlier in the same book he suggests 

that “the milk-pest is worshipped in order that the family may 

ok isnt nuiaenaaci’ ES Woke: she Puyther, he 

specu’ ee 

syxbolize the marriage union” (Srinivas, 1942: 51). 

seoeee with any of these possibilities, With 

kground sketeh of cosmological ideas and their tradition- 

dh tens dt daieeesdias iieiny ts tehtdln es on ee 

this interpretation and earry it further, 

The form which the pavilion end muburtakial ayubolion 

eqpenne to tone in Indien navelages can be outlined an fellouns 

Firet, we have a marriage booth supported on many poles end 

ports are treated as if they were growing upwarde from a fecund 

base, At their sumit they meet green branches which spread 

out to shade the spnee below, just as the seed planted at the 

base of o temple is said te rise through its structure and sup- 

port at the highest point the Praseda Purusa whose “mantle 

ee ee 

forme and principles of m 

             



— Here, somewhere noar 

muhurtelkel, is plented in the ground, It 

rama fron round pot through eater or nity it of we 

ll in id te i ae se ie en 

pearl, recelling the seed at the base of the temple. The 

eternal pase can now be acen as drawn upward from the pot to 

mingle with the milk°y sep of the fresh, green post, Further~ 

mone, on top of the muhurtakk&l, rest more pieces of gold, coral, 

anne pieces and seeds, all of which remind us of the second 

grew inte the Great Tree of Life. The leafege of this tree is 

repregented by the fig branches tied to the post. These twigs 

ean be understood, not only to “symbolise the marriage union" 

as Srinivas suggests, but at the same time to represent the 

first and most important of all unions, that between the stalk 

deseended in the form of a fig root. : 

cub te eaiave: Oho Say of Vk tans noses mense tht 

        

Ae ae eee in ie See oe eee 

seulpture and art. 

 



  

from a species of tree whose cuttings grow quickly and well, We 

have also seen that it is often plante’ after the ceremony or 

lett to take seek whens £6 Stentne Auboyer mentions thet in 

important religious sacrifice Cialhinies 1961: 57), « fact 

providing an interesting parallel to the present-day custom of 

planting the wedding pest. The Bhile go co far a@ ‘say the 
purtel will "eonfer issue on the bridel pair in prepertion 

te its oun fruit’ (Abbott, 1932: 321). There ie som evidence 

that the erection of @ post is acsoctated with fertility and 

prosperity in India in other contexts as well. Abbott says 

that the central pole of the threshing floor mast be cut from a 

tree with a inilky sap (Abbott, 19323 334), and Thurston mentions 

in passing that many castes have a ceremony of “putting up the 

pot” when the building of a new house is comoenced (Thurston, 

19091 V 57)s We will return to this probles in section Sg. 

PedsKs Bosch has outlined the general form whieh the 

Indien ereation myth and accompanying cosmological ideas have 

taken in temple seulpture and the other visual arte at the 

show how this conesption is p eepentad Se he torte 2 sonseption 

               



  

cre not mentioned tm the aetent opto Altra texte on the 

  

coremony (Pandey, 1949: 361092), 7 They thus seem to 

be truly populer ritual traditions rather than a prestige-builla- 

eommentarics, Host surprising of all is that the emphasise on 

the milk~post and the details of its construction increase the 

further down im the social hierarchy we go. Both Thurston's 
end Duboie's observations support this conclusion, end they are 

    

(@) 

  

One small tut significant detail was omitted in the des~ 

eription of the muburtaidgl given in the last section, This is 

the facet that in Gujeret, at any rate, the two sticks tied 

crosswise ond belaneed on the post's sumuit are said "te repre- 

sent the four faces of the god Erahma" (Stevenson, 19208 61). 
Shis fite precisely with the classical representation of the ‘ 

Opeat Tree, This tree appears in art and seulpture as ” a 

symmetrical organien spreading in four aivections whose axisess 
is the stem rising vertically from the lotus-root™ (Bosch, 1960 
$5). If the tree is depicted in a twoudimensionel plene it 

they or four branches in two lapere of two with fifth ste- 
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ee 

cnet aie on oth ener 0 tettie s weneheus dtc to 

never chosen, for twigs indicate the growth end@ spreading of 

the family” (Srinivas, 19421 91<2). 

The basic eoneeption of the free, however, is three dimen 

sional. It is eupposed te grow townrds the four points of the 

compass and to fill all four regions of the world, In this 

to the expanding life, ite form; and of perfection beyond life 

end death” (iremeiech, 1946: 1 22), ‘Sometimes the sides of the 

ideal plen for a city in ancient India, for example, was 6 

square with three main rosds running from north te south and 

three more from east to west, thus dividing the eity inte sixteen 
sections (Auboyer, 19611 158). However, the sten of the Tree 

ie alwaye understood to rise vertically through the node where 

the aide branches originate, Thus the center of the square 

always remaine prominent in architectural plans, from this 

Scheme we understand why the impertant numerical divisions in 

1960: 85). 

Ae @ result many of these nurbers have a special 2ig it 

cence in folkebelief?, The ecliptic in Indian astrology, for 

( etemple, is drawn aa e equere sodiee (Kramriach, 19461 I 30). 

In eGditien, “to the Hindu the fourth day of the week is m 

       



auepleious day, as ie the fourth day ef the lamar or soler 

fortnight” (Abbott, 1932: 295). Sight ie sleo a lucky munber, 

When blessing & woman @ commen good wish is "May you have eight 

sons ma remain married until death”, Eight ie alse common 
in the details followed in preparing a yantra. Sueh a holy 

eight or sixteen leaves is alse a very common design (Abbott, 

1932t $034), Five ie similarly auspicious. 

inde Bos lag lla rg lag A OF 

is ¢ rustion of the set's. ond et, oars *2, 
: 2 of gods in’ 

    

    

sxamples could be given, Their inport~ 

enee 16 mentioned because these beliefe enter into the marriage 

neremony at many pointe, We will refer to this ister, but we 

een note here with new significence what has already been eaid3 

that marriage festivities always last on o@f number of days 

and that a five-day duration is particulariy common for those 

who con afford it, 

Por the same reasons each of the cardinal direetions ina 

India has @ character of ite ow and is guarded by ite ow gods 

Dubreull these are : Indra for the est, Agni fer the southeast, 

o
O



ee eS 

Isanea for the northeast (Jonveau-Dubreuil, 1937: 107). The 

wilh ds deh alee iene 

favereble direction, In #ll auspicious ceremonies, and in 

particular at « marriage, the participants must face one of 

these two cardinal pointe, The cest is usually preferred, 

Houses‘ainauid face east or north and most temples face the 

east, (Abed 12752 seummaiecetien ene walke clockwise of 

ccuiaiann‘iaeannin lt Ux 64 ih inesten t wableann 

and counterclockwise or against the om if it is inauspicious. 

Tre south ie associated with death end on death «a lam is 

lighted whose wick is turned towards this compass point. 

Plowing towards the south is avoided and folklore has it that 

& man showld not sleep with his feet to the south (Abbott, 1952: 

of fields, cattle sheds to the southwest of e dwelling house, 

welle ané bathrooms to the weet and the hearth to the southeast” 

(Abbott, 1932 529). There is some attention paid to the 

cardinal. directions in all marriege ceremonies, However, a6 

we shall see, the points of the compass and their subdivisions 

are more important in upper eceste ritual and particular empha~ 

eis is lei@ on these details by the Brahmans. 

  

(2) 

  

the imagery associated with it for us to develop: the close 

mnection between the god of fire, Agni, and the origin of 

 



quinounx (square with a central point), above, we shell show 

how the same creation theme receives a significantly differ+ 

ent sysbolic expression in the Eralmnan ond upper-caste non« 

Brahman marriage ceremonies, 

To begin with, the great seed of life and fire share a 

common color, We will renecber that the seed from whieh the 

The association of fire with gold ia aleo feniliar in mythe- 

egy. There Agni is “variously compared with cold, attibuted 

with e golden body, called lerd, father or maker of gold and 

represented in Yedie rites by « golden syrbol" (Seach, 1960: 

58)s Fire ie eleo identified 

L7h)s The Vedie poets themmolves set the «tage for this whea 

they being all three, seed, fire and water, together by saying: 

wating fire, then arose the one life-spirit of the Gods” 

fvom water is still prevalent in India today teas een igems, 

1891: 364). It cannot, therefore, be classed as — & 

as gold "just as Amite (xaeg) te gold ané immortality is gol4" 
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(Bosch, 19602 63), Further, we will remexber thet the 

ef @ Golden Puryes from a golden jar, In edition, the two 

are called in Indie yeneeoati or ‘lord of the forst’, and this 

ie a nome they share with the fire god Agni (Bosch, 19601 67). 

And, just es great epreading trees are associated with 

fertility, so fire is associated with fertility, “Fire is the 

tre Shs tt a (mot 19352 e mat $0 

ca fre, reucen the ey fren the oun come rainy fren at 

| feed, therefrom the living creatures (derive their substance)". 

Thus, Hang too, clearly ensoctates fire sacrifice with abundence 

¢ offspring end material prosperity (Muller, 1656: IT, $2109). 

Wheat ie am even more important fact for our argument, however, 

4g thet fire ie often direstly identified with a pillar, *The 

goa of fire is said to separate heaven and earth by means of 

a pillar (Gg Veda I 67, 5: VI 63) to support the firmament 

with his flame or piller of smoke (3 Veda TI 5, 103 ITT hy6) 

or elsewhere is identified directly with a piller (fq Veda IV 

5,1" (Boneh, 1960 94) In addition there is sles o myth in 

the pepuler ine Eurans he 7p 59524 1948 wm called the 

      

    

        

Onee the Brahma Vishnu querreled over 
|“ RSE 

       



middie or end snd being the origin of ali things. Hepen 

, saa Teak cheng plaice tut aftse aoe, taocbond years” 
     

    

feet gore ee 

Aesording to Bosch this identity of god and pilier is even more 

@istinet in feonegraphy than in litereture, Here the primew 

linga is often pictured "as a flaming piller having in its 

center as aperture through which the god in his four-armed 
figure is visible” (Boesch, 1960 1 189), . 

out of @ pillar of fire, Agni hae strong associations with the 

in which the seed is placed under the center of the temple ia, 

aecording to Kramriech, “a counterpart te the Urka, the fire 

pan, the wok of the Fire, equal in oize with the exbryo, Agai* 

(Swempiechs 1946: I 2k),  Whet ie more, sbove the seed and 

the tele tere in ¢ hich etry the canter for veate fire 

2s which is also square, 

fo complete the substitution of fire for water, seed and 

the plllar-like stem of the Great Tree, we may recall that this 

plant wee imagined to rine through the center of the temple in 

esd oc Fk mal tan var negra es ——— 

ensues dba yetten of ten tn ee tee 0 ee 

“In gupernal vradianes, the golden Puruse of the Vedic (fire) 

       



the Hindu temple Le” (Kreurise “agnss ‘at 360). Spann isok 

  

    

  

Assurding to the Ghye siltres cr classical ituel hené- 

ee ee 

kindled at the vesting of ermey main Lifeesyele 

eerenony, ‘The sien tnulekdl: © inde nullk tise to On able at 

the marriage pavilion is, therefore, a wiversal rite et the 

begining of the Brahman warriace ceremony, It ie sentioned 

ee ne 

Sralsans, vc 2A Bp NORE a for 

Hi Ng a a PL 

ee 

three rites, SenyiGens, meuierehans end eapte-pedi, whieh the 

wikis eanies 4 Gs ck aie in whe ed 

cerenony, These threes rites ars considered to seal @ last~ 

a fire as prime witwess, At the sane tine that the fire ie a 

witness it is eleo thought to cerve as 2 messenger which 

carries news of man's doings and of his ascrificial offerings 

to the gods of heaven (Pandey, 1989: 61), 

The budlding of « anered fire and the making of obiations 

to it ia wise mentioned by Thureton for the eastos of groups © 

and c, (No fire ie noted for the Eemmelan and the lnwaven, 

      

    

    

 



@ pavilion for these two castes.) Groups B and Cy we will 

remexiber, are those who habitually employ Brahman priests at 

their ceremonies, A fire is also included in the accounts of 

two of the castes in @roup D (the group which oseasiona 

moter Drea orient at their conmentce), he Jotattn an | 

castes in thie catesory where Teneiais sqaebtteding wanthes 

that « Brahee: priest is present. In the other six castes of 

gevap D and in ell groupe below this one in the hierar 

on«irahean priest is employed according te Thurston's report. 

Im only one of these later descriptions, a very elaborate end 

neonvineing pesort of « Paeraiyen wedding by his Srahe=an 

wel, is o sacred fire mentioned (Thurston, 

            

    

    

In these lower castes, however, Thurston does say that 

@eie somewhere near the nuptial couple and the milk poets 

Although none ef the ethnographers who have written about the 

area say that a sacred fire ean only be 14% and cared for by a 

Braise priest, Thurston's material suggests that thie is 

propbly the case. there is no fire, a emall lamp or 

pot light can be said to serve as a reminder of the symbolic 

represent specific gods or ancesters, and nowhere are oblations 

te place sacrificemin it. 
     



  

(ae on taportent iten of the marriage witch we ili d1s- 

uss fully at a later point) they go around the dais end milk 

ec just the sacred fire as is specified for Brahmans. 

monibulation of the entire pevilion is mentioned for 

mdeiyen end Palld (who have a Braheen priest aul a 

said ou @o well ac for euch low castes as the “onga Veliala, 

Palien and Pewiyan who have no Drelewm present end no fires, All 

this would seem to imply that in the Drahnen ceremony the sacred 
five is the main witness of the contract and the center of ritual 

attention while among the lowest castes, on the contrary, it. 

mhurtekikal waieh receives offerings, witnesses the coneman 

1th vation ool 0 the object of encireling steps. 

Among the Agemadadyan cultivaters, en upper non-Draimnan 

cosli ace sehiblliaih <ichiilh tines hte “nsiins andi 

mugual eleboration on the marriage setting (Thurston, 19092 

I 2324), Apownd the sacred fire on the four sides of a square 

are placed = nuuber of people and objects, ew in the 

} prominent position, is a many-branched lemp representd 

miurtekeSl, ie faust beside this lamp ond slightly 

north of it. the prteat and a ot with « lamp teleneed on tte 

brim oceupy the southeast corner and one or more women represent- 

mies (Wirwti) are posted in the southwest corner, The 

idegroom, sei¢ to represent Varunsy is sented to the weet and 

presumibly faces east, A “best man’ representing Vary is 

plaved ot the nepthaest corner ant enether mm sith a bee of 

money ig seated to the north and said to be Kuvera, the god of 

                

       

     



  

wenlth, A grinding atone and roller representing 

neil css ws bl aoe ene sae 

The emphasie in this description on a square surrounding 

tert eon th veto pte hich thts he four regan 

deseribed, Wore interesting, however, for our — ” 

the feet that the mmy-brancher ouorhalicel, 

by virtue of their easterly saenisen and @laberste eons 

to be equally ae prominent as the sacred fire. In addition, 

the Agemidadyene, - ee oe en ee 

break & soponut™near the grindstone” (Thurston, 19091 I Ak)» 

which, saecerding to the ines deseription, would appear to 

moan at the milk pest, A few minutes later the couple offer 

er Phas, ee 

a a canes ue weil a 

use of five and seered pillars in ancient Indie, First, we fist 

that in the Yedde texte trees are often considered’ to be endowed 

with magieal virtupes and thet their essence is considered to be 

4denties! with the divine principle, The Great Tree of — 

                    

    

to aneane maneanethy life and fertility (temas 1951 ee 

Thin pest eonsicted ef an uprooted tree, striped of ite branches 

ee The veeita~ 

 



  

post in ite ceremonial context (Viennot, 195%: 2). 

he contrel theme of Vedic ritual is the offering to 

god of a @ivine elixir called sors. “his oblation wee the 

finsl achievement which followed upon complex preparations 

ineluding the erection of a post necesesery for tying up the 

enimeals @ectined to immolation., Yiennot cives an exeeliens 

description of this anered pillar. 

  

our propice » accompagmeés da bucheran, les pretres, . 

se contort b = Pituel P PI gOUPeUxs+.9' en en vont dens La foret 

cate — se Ge Lierbre qu'ils Gagorent propre fie febri~ 

een on Fae ' 

    

yels @ lee texts indiquent les se 

propitiateires "au "41 convient de teire pour ve "sensaaee 

epaactasves, Gi ss oemviens O6 Sire Upe herbe derbha, 
“pointe en a est placSe sup le trone a L'andvodt ou 

ly ag ecg geri yee 
Sa ne iui f pas be mel,” Le premier éc: colat est 

semen conservé, car il est le splendour de 1 ‘arbres 
alors prendre garde garde que le trone n'ait pas 
BE reraentitnents hue 

sement _Pzenent a la heche et 
exclusion de Le base 

“—. “J a maintenant réduit 
= sur : du seentiee 

       

   est, — de lui un vase 6 emu. 
herbe, du beurre fondu, une cuiller a libati 

ecordes feites a’herbe darbhiessPuis ie . luiqmeme @ 
a@ress@ dene la fosee, bien preparée, nt plusieurs 
atanees par eee ee Le poteou Selutfinialess dev: 
outre un pilier que, Le pretre oint alore le 
avee une cuiller isbations (Viennot, 195h3 hi-Se) 

   

  

The cane taken over the erection of this pillar, the 

libations poured over it and the import of the verses recited 

all closely parallel the setting up of « muurtskkdl, as we have 
deseribed carlier, : | 

stood at once as a manifestation of the divine aid as a source 
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end the point ef communion between god and man (Viennot, 195k: 

une It 4a © symbol of the Great Tree and the priest in 

addvessing the post enlle it Vanespeti, or “lord of the forest 

vedi 1954: 41), Farthermore it is referred to ae the 

axis which separates earth and sky, the piller which supports 

the oun and veesel of the liquor of life, gong (Viennot,195h: 

6)» ‘There is even « thread of daybhe gress tied around the 

seered post at the moment at which it is invoked as “inpreguater 

of the world.” After the thread 1s ¢1ea the post is poeticelay 

compared to “a well<dressed young man" (Viermot, 195k: bh). 

There is a similar thread tied around the marriage mulhurtaka 

We ead Gigenes ‘the sapiiibemnes o¢ tee (hoents testine th 

section Jes 

Viennot insists that 4 Shs sank ao tlis tn. te ones ol 

was not simply an accessory item, divinized becouse of ite gene» 

ral aesociation with somm oblations, but that it held a central 

place as a symbolic equizalent of the creat, cosmis tree and 

was the means by which the gong was understood to be raised to 
the realm of the god Indra (Viennot, 19541 53). 4H. Olderberg 

in his femous work on the religion of the Vedic period coneurs 

ee ee 

 vegetel imacery and that the aceospanying fire was a magical 

accessory. only tater QM fixe become the center of the eult 

    

    

      

    

  

i! athnologie nous fait remonter a une forme aa   



ej 

oe ceaece Mike, Se Centos nceaee cue cranes Se fon 

    

  

    

smekeround. In these Miche, « sumosed nolel 

Drahmans y ib tentty oom shove ell, identified with the domestic 

five and ite associated ritual (Auboyer, 1961: 21).  Spesking 

of this literature Viennot says that the very trees which wore 

  

sepensable to Vedic ritual, beceuse now the objects of private 

eulte whieh figure only vaguely in scholarly works which were 

anvepresentative of pepWlar customs (Viennot, 1954: 88). Boseh 

oveerves a similar decline in the literary references to the 

tree and to vegetal symbolism during this period (Boschy 19602 

Ce ee en 

aches t0 exist oh Sin prmicien Loved ot tate tone (Vininnts 

1954: 68),  Auboyer, for example, tells um that horse seerif: 

remained vitel for the installation of a king during the early 

historical peried end that iseleted exemples of this rite have 

         



peried plecet om the erection of the central pillar of a new 

a@welliag (Aubyoer, 1961: 171, vet 1952 67) and beth refer 

specifically to ite commelogical association, In addition, s 

ilies tunis eh ned aie 

city (Adboyer, 1961: 171, 157-8), Of thie latter pillar Auboyer 

sayes 

  

    
Sis § as aware tt at a 

Tas the interest in trees, poste and colums continued in 

populer rituel and in architecture while 1( was supersefded at 

point ean also be made specifically in regard to the marriage 

ceremony, Aubover, in deseribing the ceremony for this period, 

in as popular form as she ie able to deduce from her soupoet, 

mentions the existence of @ pavilion, similer to the wooden 

structure we heve desoribed in use at the present dey, Yet the 

Ggnya-Sitra texts on marriage ritual which date fron the same 

@poch nowhere mention such « construction. Instead they stress 

that the marriage is to teke place on an elevated dais, which 

mid@le of which burne the sacred fire (Miller, 1866: Vol. X<I%, 

162, 276 376~7 amé 1892 Vols XXX, ky 138, 252), We have also



& 

found in the coments of one of these sitras e warning to the 

voy who has just teken a samqvartane beth, ending his period of 

he oi gnE oo eampaRone ountagninsetl 

ficial post. "By touching it he would bring upon himself 

(the gilt of) whatever faulte we have been committed at that 

seerifice’ (Muller: 16921 Vol, XXX, 161-2). 

ee 

ny nth etek era fine Sat 18  pseratie mane 

vy Viennot, 19541 1-5). This observation only reinforces what 

we have said above. In addition, the Buddhists of the pericd, 

following their Brahman exemphars, exprese in nunerous places 

their reserve about the.worship of sylvan gods. Although there 

was @ very extensive use of vegetal imagery in the Buddhis’ art 

of aneient Indin, it was always the personification of the plant, 

or tres, which was important. This is one of the mest important 

conclusions of Viennct's study. 

’ 
2? 

goin irae ea St ~_ 
nique puis oom peveuanes® fie ety : 

        

   
on ie suiere 27). 

in the foregoing seetion we have attemtped to show how deeply 

inbedded in the cosmological imagery the marriace ceremony is. In 

addition, we have pointed to two complementary traditions used to 

— eS 

 



srvign ritual Wi return to the emnetaaion to te 
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6 MWARRIAGE RITUAL AND THE SANSERI?T Texts 

Gphya Stitras or ritual handbooks which taken together fina- 

lise a marital 1 union and make it crease There are the 

‘netepradakeing (taking her hand and cireling the dnd ai 

ai, (the seven steps), These three traditional acte 

sonstitute the highlight of the marriage ceremony for Brahmans 

all over India.  Referenees to these rites are frequently 

made in works of fiction and they are as familiar to Brahmans 

as the words "I do” are to people in the West, 

These three rites may be run tegether in various ways, as 

we shall see, but they are most commonly treated ac three dis~ 

tinet acts and from the Gghya Slitras it would eppear that one 

should make a seperate sacrifice to the sacred fire after each 

one (Pandey, 1949: 369-8h), Usually the marriage ie considered 

winttiie sn dempbatnen: 66 the Cate of the: sonia shai Non 

Brehnans in Cochin emphasize the importance of the second 

(Thurston, 1909: I 286), and Brahmans in South Canara the first 

(Thurston, 19093 I 262), In the following we shall discuss each 
of these three rites in detail and attempt to discover what 

After this we shall examine some of the less important rituals 

mentioned by the texts in the same fashion. 

               



The first of these three central Brahean rites is called 

canyadang in Senskrit but is referred to sometimes ee Ghare in 

texts, deseribes the rite and the events leading up te it as 

follows + 

  

» (The bride is given to the groom with appropriate 

VOrSess formally accepts her.)... Only the constituted 
@uthorities are maxe the gift of a brid@sss 

sother are authoriz ageending 
57072) 

    

caste people and the ; 
ender (Pandey, 1919: 

Prebhua, who also deseribes the ceremony as given in the 

SGtras, confirms that the bride is given by her father (or other 

guardien in his place) and edds that a libation of water is 

poured out by him to symbolize hie gift. Meenwhile several 

Sanskrit verses ere recited to the effect that the daughter isa 

being given to the groom (Prabha, 1954: 166~7). Thurstons des~ 

eription of the ceremony for the Tamil Drahmene agrees with — 

these other gources, but he adde a few very significant details. 

The bride site in her father’s lap and her mother stands 
at her #i40...7he father places the hand of the bride on 

thet of the groom and both he and the bride's mother pour 

water over the united hands of the contracting couple. 

The following gloke is repeated "I am giving you a virgin 

decorated with jewels to enable me to obtain religious 

merit® (Thurston, 1909: 281—2). 

Prom these description with the addition of others about 

Brahrans elsewhere in India we ean draw several important
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conclusions sbout the kanyadane ¢ 

  

the bride is always presented by her father with the mother 

standing by his side to indieate her participation in the act 

of giving. If the father is unsble to preside then someone 

of his lineage, preferably his brother, repleces him. Her 

mother or other guewdian ie next in line, The mother's brother 

is not mentioned in this role. Second, the traditional re«- 

ng telling us why a father should give away his 

daughters is well eteted in the subsequent verses he is asked 

to recite. A daughter is married in order to secure mapital 

felicity for her and to ensure a continuing abundance of off~ 

spring in the next generetion. In marrying her the father 

makes a “gift because the children born to her will belong to 

enother Lineage, “Giving” away 2 daughter ie considered a great 

sacrifice on his part and religious mebit is “earned” in return. 

With this added merit the father hopes “to obtain the heaven of 

Brahma” and at the same time to gain "salvation" for his 

ancestors (Padfield, 1696: 125). 

Thies emphasis on humen fertility and the need for con 

timed offspring is evident in the ritual itself, The pouring 

of water over the joined fists reminds us of those waters of 

the original myth which ley over the golden seed, and the sap, 

yasea,@lixir of life. Meanwhile, several verses are recited 

asking thet the union may be fertile and which bring to mind 

the new life which is to spring from this aymbolic joining 

grasp, The ceremony is followed by sacrificies to the fire, 

by the throwing of rice and by & request that the bride sit on 

Ligious reason 
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a heap of paddy (un-husked rice). 

Seinives mentions thet a nunber of nen-Brahman castes 

ceremony (Srinivas, 1942: 20). It is most interesting to 

discover, therefore, that smong the non-Brehnan Tamile of the 

aves we are studying this rite ia not common, Thurston men- 

tions the tying of the clothes of the couple in one upper non 

Brehmen easte, the Palli, Both Padfield and Stevenson mention 

this as @ part of the kanyadéna rite amons the Brahmans so 

this parallel of tying clothes and joining henis is easily 

castes, the Koliyen, Maleyalai and Pallen, link the little 

stances, however, it in only the general sysbolism of joining 

ané of fertility which is repeated by the non-Brabman groups. 

In net one case does this ritual have the prominence of these 

desoriptions that the kenyfdang ha 

important, yet, is the fact that nowhere among non-Srahmans in 

our area does the father symbolically “give” the bride away. 

By contrast, the mother's brother's role vis_a vie the bride 

is emphasised. 

              

(>) The Mother's Brother, 

Aesording to the Gphya Sutras, it is the mother's brother 

who escorte the bride to the wedding pavilion (Pandey, 1949 : 

369). After she arrives, however, it is her father who takes 

charge of her and attention centers on him as he gives her
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away in the ensuing kenyadene. The mother's brother is not 

even considered a suitable candidate to give the bride away 

responsibility evelves on someone in his male patrilineage, or 

as a lest resort, on her mother, as we have seen, A similar 

giver of the bride 1s eti11 common among the Tamil Brehmens 

in ouw area (Thurston, 1909: 280-82). 

the mother's brother at his niece's betrothal ceremony, which 

so far as we can gather, is required in the Oravidien -epeaking 

region of India alone, We are referring to the fact that et 

Leaves and areca nut from the hemis of the father of the pro- 

spective groom, Thureton makes it clear that this acceptance 

ie considered a sign that the mother’s brother consents te the 

mateh, The wedding camot proceed without his formal spproval. 

A custem of thie kind is mentioned for no less then eight of 

the castes in our area: Ideiyan, Pelli, Kallen, Uppiliyan, 

Patteneven, Valaiyan, Koreva and Melayalai.  ‘Sinee the betroth- 

ol arrangements are not directly connected with the marriage 

renony iteelf, Thurston does not always include a paragraph 

shout them, We may surmise that the consent of the maternal 

uncle is probably en even more general custom in the area then 
the available material would indicate. 

When we learn that cross-cousin marriage is a general 

theme in the Tamil~speaking areas, we ean begin to understand 
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why the maternal unele is given such an important role ia the 

decision sbout whom his sister's daughter should marry. The 

idea of cross-cousin marriage is, in fact, deeply imbedded in 

the Tamil words for close kin. Thus the word for mother's 

prother, mamaN, is also used for father's sister's husband and 

ror father-in-law (Dumont, 1957: 276). In addition, there is 

@ high general value placed on such marital matches. A good 

example of this traditional interest can be taken directly from 

the Pariyan marriage ceremony. Here Thurston says that the 

groom, on entering the bride's house, has his toes pinched by 

her brother until a promise is extracted from the groom that 

if = daughter is born of his marriage she will be given in marp- 

iage to the son of the brother (Thurston, 1909: VI, 101). 

Terminologically as well o culturally, the marriage of first 

cousins is expected in Tamilnmad. Parents anticipate being 

given first choice on their nephews and nieces when arranging 

marriages for their own children. 

A first cousin marriage, however, is often hard to arrange 

for one's children because of variability in the age, sex and | 

number of offspring which any one sibling is likely to have. In 

regard to this problem Dumont's material supplies some most 

interesting information. He tells us that if the maternal 

uncle's son actually does marry his father's sister's daughter, 

that it no longer is this uncle which leads the girl to the 

pavilion. In such @ case, he says that the mother's brother 

is replaced by one of his brothers, or failing this, by a more 

distant lineage agnate (Dumont, 1957: 223). This informatiion
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seems to imply thet the several brothers of the mother, and 

to a lesser extent her more distant agnates, all have a certain 

claim on her daughter for their sons. The man who escorts the 

girl to the pavilion renounces his competing claim and as a 

representative of the lineage, the claim of geneologically 

more distant members, in favor of the men with whose son the 

marriage has actually been arranged. 

By use of the same reasoning, when a girl is not, in fact, 

marrying her maternal uncle's son, he, by escorting her to the 

pavilion can be understood to be publiedily giving up the right 

to arrange her marriage in his and his lineage's own interest, 

He has given one sign of his approval at the betrothal. He now 

makes the final ritual gesture by acting as her escort to the 

very spot where she is to be married. Dupont, without comnent= 

ing on it, gives an excellent example of this sentiment in his 

own ethnographic material, 

Ensuite L'oncle maternel, prenant ses mains dens les 
siennes, améne le fille au dehors et lui fait faire tois 
fois le tour be la plate-forme dans le sens auspicieux, 
puis i1 i'y fait monter per L'ouest du pied droit...Le 
betel que tient dens ses mains la fiancée no droit pas 
etre endommage a l'arrivée, sinon c'est que l'oncle a 
serré trop fort (Dumont, 1957: 223). 

Thus the squeeze of the uncle's hand ie equated with his 

interest in the girl and the difficulty he:has in giving his 

full and sincere consent to her marriage elsewhere, 

Among the non-Brahman castes of the region, hewover, Thur- 

ston does not once mention the ceremonial gift of a girl by her 

father, although he specifically refers to the mother's brother 

as escorting or carrying the bride to the pavilion on a mumniber



of occasions. He records this latter seature explicitly 

for five castes, the Idaiyan, Kellan, Pallen, Malayalei and 

Patiyen, In several others,for example the Kenmalen, he says 

that the bride is taken to the dais, although he does not 

speeify by whom, It de likely therefore, that the mother's 

prother bringing the cirl to the marriage pavilion, is a wide- 

traditional in the Brahman commnity. 

There ia an important difference in the significece of 

thie rite in the two groups, however, The absence of kemyadans 

cuong the noneBrehmans results in the bride's escort being 

wrought inte considerably greater prominence. He is now the 

only relative who has a specific ritual role vis-a-vis the 

bride during the climatic events of the ceremony. Tt would seem 

that we have en example here of a regione] social ideal which 

hes become increasingly important in the marriage ritual of the 

lower castes, while the larger all~In@ia religious value assec~ 

ieted with the "gift of a daughter’ has faded and is forgotten. 

The mother’s brother has become the all-important relative in 

relation to the bride. Her parents may wash her feet or wave 

lightenea lemps around her head, but these gestures are first 

made te the groom and are not intended to single out the bride 

‘ticuler, They are meent, rather, to emphasize the impor~ 

wie ak actanmead a tals We wild diseuss these Latter: 

details further in another section. 

——— se Se ee ee 

by some castes before a wedding can teke plece, Thurston 

suggests that this is the ease emong the Idelyan, Pattenavan 
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the shoulders of his maternsl uncle. The mother’s brother 

role of the bride's mother's brother is stressed more and more 

in the generel culture, than is the role of the same relative 

vis~aevie the groom. Residentially es well as culturally it is 

the daughters and not the sons who are “given” in marriage. It 

seems reasonable, therefore, that “permission” from the mother's 

vrother te marry elsewhere is more important in the ease of 2 

girls 

There ie a further problem, however, which we have thus fer 

gloased over. Wu, if the general cultural and linguistic ideal 

in the Teskh asen de aquntie aeenecouenin marriage, could 16 

be the mother's brother rather than the father's sister's husband 

who is considered to have a “alain on the girl? if a symmetric 

maspiege has been made in the previous generation and the girl's 

mother's brother is, in fact as well as in speech, her father's 

sister's husband, then there 7%, of course, no problems, However, 

we mow that for practical reasons this kind of marriage is not 

often carried out. @hy, thea, should the mother's brother and 

aguates have firet say in the girl's marriege and the privilege 

of escorting her to the pavilion, rather than the father's sister's 

scendents, after all, ee 

    

      

el ee



  

lies behind the cross-cousin marriage ideal, The important 

consideration appears to be thet crose-cousins are somehow 

purer, closer to the family and therefore better then out- 

siders ao paritel partmere. If the marriage in the last gene- 

retion was not symmetric and mother's brother 414 not marry 

the father's sister, then the man who aid mst be an outsider. 

The mother’s brother has first claim on the girl for hie son, 

peceuse her father's einter's ¢hiléren, sired by an outsider, 

‘here is one other point which we would make in this 

connection. It is the general cultural theme, with its empha~ 

sig on cross-cousin merriage, which prevails in the marriage 

oy pears to be true even where there is a 

marked preference in a particular caste for unilateral contracts. 

Sueh 48 the case, for exemple, smong the Kallan who Dusont tells 

us place a strong value on marriage and consider the patri- 

they say, upsete the direction of the alliance eatebliched in 

the previous generation. It is better to give a daughter to 

the son of the man ehom father's sister married and to reinforce 

the direction in which women have travelled in the pest, than 

to receive @ women back for one’s son from the house to which 

& sister went (Dumont, 1957: 165-96), Still Dumont says that 

it de the cirl's maternal unele who must give consent to the 

wedding pavilion (Dumont, 1957: 218). : 

This nen-Brahman pattern in the Tamil erea forma a clear 
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contrast with Brahman marriage treditions, In the first the 

enphasis is on the social expectations which focus around the 

nother"s brother's responsibility towards, and interest in, 

the bride. It ise a regional social ideal which triumphs over 

the particular custome of the small caste groupings within it. 

In the seme way the Tamil Brahman ceremony looks to on ali~ 

Indien Brahman ideal, Among the Tamil Brahmans the mother's 

vrothers do carry the bride end groom to the pavilion, but the 

euphasis shifte away from the mother's brother end his relation 

eC 

ei UE oaks 0G vedi te lac se ree a : 

merit in the next world for himself end for his agaatie ancestors. 

There is one last question to face. The Gynye Sitras slso 

mention that the mother's brother brings the bride to her wedding 

atate We kmow that thie is still the tradition at Jat weddings 

xiny (lewis, 1958: 161-3), Mayer mentions something similer 

in Central India, the only change being that the bride is carried 

shout by her father's sister's husband,or by her sister's hus- 

band, rather than by her mother’s brother. Shah confirms that 

men caste in Gujarat (Sheh, 

1958t 73, 73) and en Indien student at Oxford from Borbay has 

confirmed that this service may be performed in his area by 

either mother's brother or sister's husband. 

Sinee there is no cultural ideal of symmetric cross-cousin 

mother’s brother's ¢onsent to a marriage in Temtlnad cannot 

         



hold true elsewhere, In fact, in north India marriage with 

hifferent interpretation must be leid on thie aspect of the 

maptiel ceremony onteide the Teil eres,  Unyer, in hie writing 

on Central India hes euggested that the importent idea is that 

the san who escorts or carries the bride te en affine, rather 

then an agnate (Meyer, 1960 231), Interestingly enough, the 

etudent from Boribay we interviewed at Oxford sucvested the same 

reasoning without previous knowledge of Mayer and without 

is thought to have a certein imunity fron evil or jealous eyes 

which may try to attack the bride or her agnates on thie moat 

mpoptent cceasion, Perhaps the carrying of the bride by an 

effine is an suspicious gesture thought to shield the bride 

4% is clear thet the meternal uncle is not without auspicious 

associations in the south as well, In ou» even we find that 

h@ 1s sometimes the one to tie the pattem or protective chara 

on the wedded pair the second day (Thurston, 1909: 355). 

frequently it ie aleo the maternal umeles whe threw garlends of 

19034 + tis tin uh: Sewn sain Se aie hued Gee Gwinn 

gestures and charms at a later point. 

Perhaps the most es ee 

tv Si oe etyes enipehenk{ el, am te the bette, ‘Dement, 

             



  

odie Mele ab en shblinin audits tah i een 

(Dumont, 19573 232). Since Thurston provides us with so 

little information on gifts it is difficult to imow whether 

this ie a general pattern in our ares or not. He does, however, 

mention a gift by the mother’s brother in the case of the 

Pallan and the Paratyan (Thurston, 1909: V 480, VI 100), This 

North Indie Agcording to Lewis, for exemple, at a Jat 

wedding the mother's brother provides the clothing required 

for the bride at her wedding as well as money and a ring. The 

groom elso receives clothing fron his mother’s brother, money, 

oh ee ae senne ree OO 

Sheh reinforees this impression in deserit 

ssilitie GulGs. suine ik eb eneiihauteauniien 

clothes for the bride, as well as a wedding reception (Shah: 

1958: Ths 77)« 

Mayer, in writing of Central India, makes a similar point, 

Re says that the maternel uncle is set apart from all other 

pected to give, This author goes further, in fact, te give us 

sone feeling of the kind of sentiment which ie associated with 

this tradition. : 

    

pon Soke ease eame ste wren ae” 

The relation is closely ec 
with nis sister. Here the brother o thet of 8 an 
sTakas's caetuetes Gan utaae kak oaaie 1 she or her 

husband will give in return (for in meny esses the brother 

      

 



will not accept anything from his sister and gifts must 
be made to his eniiéren tneteed)« It is, in fact, an 

  

ld, Im this sense the mother's brother 
ope ae ae or ieee yon dg + a Donte 
uterine relationship, Yor the material expressions of 
the relation ccour mainly ynen the nephews snd and nieces are 
meeried and have chiléren (Mayer, 1960: 223). 

Perhaps the escorting or carrying of the bride to the pavilion 

in other areas of India is understood as merely one more way in 

other's brother indicates his willingness to be help~ 

    

The next of the three central Erahwen rites which must be 

performed at marriage consists of the groom seizing the vride's 

right hen@ in his own right hand and leading her three times 

elockwise around the secred fire, The joined hands are basi- 

cally a repeat and en affirmation of ae 

placing them together in the previous rite, kenyidmna. 

an important shift, however, in that this time the groom takes 

the initiative and it is he? who recites the accompanying 

which mention heppiness, old age end offspring, According to 

Pendey, thie time the grasp is a sign of the groom's taking 

full responsibility for the girl on himself (Pandey, 1949: 379). 

Sometimes, this ceremony and the kanydéns 

there ig no break for offerings to the fire in between. in this 

          .
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ease the groom simply takes the girl around the fire after her 

es oes aiepantn acon 19062 2).« 

  

ctreles which the couple make together around the fire are also 

significant difference is that the non~Drahmens in our ares 

appear always to circumenbulate the entire pavilion or the milk 

pest, rather than as the Brahmans do, just the fire, Thurston 

madadyen one Palli) one middle one ‘eso’ as well as 

for three of the very low (lslayalei, Pallan ond Fariyen). The 

Agamdeiyen, whe Thurston saye do have a sacred fire, stil chose 

to go round the entire marriage dais, rather than just the fire 

in the center (Thurston, 1909: 1 14). This makes the shift in 

whasis in the eeremony from fire to pavilion end milk-post 

anong the non-Brahmen castes, which we argued for earlier, even 

clearer, From Dubois's general remarke about the pavilion among 

the low castes (Dubois, 1906: 232) this circumanibulation by the 

couple ig probably more common than Thurston's material would 

indicate. 

It is interesting to note as well that the triple circunan- 

bulation of a ascred object fite very well in the larger pattern 

of folk ritual end religious belief in India. Circling an object 

clockwise ie @ very old and widespread tradition and is strongly 

associated with worship and prepitious oeeasions, dust as in 

ine has an inauspicious 
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several times in their daily devotions (Stevenson, 1920: 245) 

rircumesibus tion is a traditional pert ef temple worship, 

Indien temples usually have special corridors built around the 

central shrine for just this purpose (Harle, 1965: 21). One 

should walk round a site thrice, sprinkling water, before 

building a house and as the story goes "the pyre on which lay 

the body of the Buddhe took fire of ite om secord when the 

500 disciples had walked round it three times (D'Alviella, 1910: 

657) « 

The fact the couple, in their mmptial circunerbulation, 

held pight hands is eleo not surprising. The right hand in 

Indie is associated with cleanliness and is always the hand 

used in ritual, Still more interesting are the strong general 
essocietions which the number three has with finelity. “When 

finality ie desirable three is delibrately chowen as a limit” 

(Abbott, 1932: 285). However, when finality is associated with 

disaster the muber three ie avoided, There is a most interest- 

ing custom, wideespread in India, that if a men must marry a 

marriage the fourth (Thurston, 1906: hh), In the marriage cir- 

bulations the fire (or pavilion and milepost substitute) 

> widened 06 ‘he iitele eeteaih ab tn anenate nas 

wnien and thug three is an appropriate nunber, 

          

    epte-ned, or the seven steps, In this the 

bride is asked to step forward with seven strides te the north



or northeast. Sometimes the groom accompanies her, In any 

event he is asked to recite a treditional Sanskrit verse 

prosperity: sap, juice,wealth, comfort, cattle, the seasons and 

marital union. It is said that each step is taken with one of 

these objects in view (Pandey, 1949: 351). The gapta-padi o 

ve Lunia to the povoneding ritual so that the oomle 18 sned 

with the seventh step 5 alliatily eels “a. Some descriptions 

simply say that the bride is to lift her right* foot seven times 
(Thurston, 1909: I 286) or that she places it successively on 

seven Little heaps of rice (Stevenson, 1920: 89). 

Thie rite constitutes the culmination of the marriage 

ceremony according to most Brahmans end with the bride's seventh 

step the union becomes irrevocable, According to the Laws gf 

any “The nuptial texts are a certain proof (thet the maiden 

step (of the bride around the sacred fire)" (Miller, 1886: XZV 

295, vidi, 227). ‘The number seven figures prominently in 

Hindu theology and the seven steps of marriage can be seen to 

      

* Thurston actually describes it as the left foot in 1909 
(I, 266), but as the right foot in 1906 (p42). In ali other 
eases the sources say right This ri 
ee ae ee De Ses cutee Ge ede co ae Oe 

in teasting ens spose Tie bese. empties unen ber Late fe 
eee Ate cae ie sometimes uses he: oot 

wit; ine tavane ieture. Yor a further diseussion of right 
end Left in carriage risaal see section Tec



  

spond with the seven sages, the seven sacred rivers, 

seven sacred islands, seven principal centers of pilgrimage 

and the fact that the creative energy of the gods is personi- 

fied a seven divinities (Abbott, 1932: 301). 

india a reflection of them has become incorporated in other 

ceremonies and in folklore.  Brahwan students, for example, 

who want to swear life-long friendship will teke seven steps 

around a fire together and there is a story in the Bemayana 

thet when Rema formed en alliance with the monkey King Sugriva 

they sealed the contract with seven steps around a fire (Steven~ 

gon, 1920: 89), ‘There is also a reflection of the seote=pad: 

in Bratman death ritual where the widew takes seven steps 

following the bier of her husband “es witness even in her sorrow 

that she has performed the vows promised in her gladness” 

(Stevenson, 1920: 148). | 

Because of this emphasis placed on the gepte-pad 

Brahmans 4% is particularly interesting to note how Little atten 

tion is paid to this rite by the non-Brahmen castes, at least 

by these in our aren, Thurston makes one passing reference to 

an Agemadadyen couple going seven ties round the pavilion 

(Thurston, 19093 I lh) end speske one other time of a Melayelai 

pair taking seven steps together (Thurston, 1909: IV 452). The 

Agamdadyan ere a well-to-do agriculturel caste and the Melayalal 

are fairly recent immigrants from the north, Thureton does not 

mention the sapte-pedi for any of the other eighteen 

our area for which he gives information on marriage ceremond 

      

    

 



Ginee he was particularly interested in recording those as- 

pects of Brahman ritual which had been "grafted" on to the 

of the faecte then continusl oversight on the part of the 

What, then, can we conclude about the central rites of the 

heart of the first, kenyidine, ie the gift of the bride to the 

groom, by the father, w ith an emphasis on his sacrifice and his 

hope of sequiring religious merit for himself and his agnatic 

encestors, Thurston does not mention anything corresponding 

to this "gift of the bride” for any of the non-Drahman castes 

im our eree, The clesest thing we find is an increased enpha~ 

ais on the mother's brother end the importence laid te his 

gesture of consent to the match, The ritual sssociated with 

the mother's brother's permission appears to largely replace 

that associated with the father’s gift. This contrast is even 

nating rite, septe-padi. For this traditional act as well, 

with the exception of two brief references, there is alec no 

parallel among the non-Brahman castes of our area, 

We are left, neentuitg only with the second of the three 

grasping the bride's hand ané Gennrtitee ¢ three circles clock- 

wise, This rite, we have seen, is eo treditionel part of lower 

eante ceremonies, but with one importent change: the couple 

| mibulate the entire pavilion end/or the muhurtakkgl 
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rather then @ sacred fire, This is in itself an important 

difference. In addition, this is the only ceremony of the 

three which has importent parallels in the general culture 

with which these castes are familer. 3 

    

or the seven steps, three clockwise circumanbuiat 

religious object or piece of semi-sacred ground is en important 

end very widespread ritual tradition. Such @ rite is frequently ) 

performed by villagers of all castes end is a gesture whose 

general significance is familiar to everyone. Let us now Look 

at some of the other rites which surround these three central 

acts in a Brahman ceremony end examine to what extent they alse 

can be or cannot be found in the marriage ceremony among 

non-Brahman castes. 

    

We have already mentioned that all Brahman marriages take 

place in front of a sacred fire end in the middle of a pavilion. 

    eiskara (life sacrement) is complete for the Brahman without 

making offerings to the fire's all-co: 

  

to the sacred texts, a man should not only make offerings to Agni 

at his marriage, but his first purpose in taking a wite should be 

to esteblish m domestic fire so that he can perform the pres- 

eribed daily obifetions in hie om house, Only by such diurnal 

worship cen @ Brahman fulfill his religious duties (Kapadia, 1958: 

167<8), For this reason the lighting of the domestic fire is | 

considered another important rite and is included in all the 

Brahmen marriage ceremonies, 
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The lighting of the fire is eonsidered to remove any evil 

influence that may be lingering over the bride's person (Pandey, 

19h9: 389). Usually, nowadays, it is esteblished after the 

wedding at the home of the bride, before the couple depart for 

the groom's home, Srinivas says that the Brahmans convert the 

nerpiage fire into s housgfeld fire by @ short eeremony the first 

evening (Srinivas, 1942: 78)» end Prabhu explains that it is 

cerried along by the pair in the precession from the bride's 

house to the groom's (Prakbu, 1954: 171). Thurston deseribes 
it by ite Senskrit neme, Sthalipaka, as a short ceremony at the 

end of the wedding day in whieh the groom offers an oblation of 

vice to the fire which has been previously cooked by hie bride. 

He says that in practice uncooked rice is often used (Thurston, 

1909: I 289). This ceremony is not mentioned by these ethno- 

grpephers for a single non-Brahman group. 

  

There is still another ritual mentioned in the ancient 

fitual handbooks on marriege which only the Brahmans in our area 

perform, According to Thurston's account the rite comes after 

the father's gift of the bride and before the three circumam 

Dulations of the fire, and it consists in helding a yoke made 

for a team of oxen over the bride, While the yoke is held over 

her water ig sprinkled through one of the holes on to her head, 

Sometines the tali or cord which will be tied around the bride's 

neck is alse dropped through the hole end aprinkled, The 

SpPinkling of water on something is generally an auspicious 

 



and cleansing gesture. We will return to this symbolism in 

section 7e. As to the yoke, Thurston trenslates the Senskrit 

verses which 28 recited simlteneously, which gives us the key 

to its significance. This mytra telle the story of an ugly 

worm, Abhala, who wanted to marry Indra. The great god finally 

esonsnte, but he first treneforme her into a beauty by pouring 

water on her through the heles in the wheel of his vehicle, 

The groom similarly says a prayer for purification, happiness, 

health, and long life at this point in the marriage ceremony 

(Thurston, 1909: I 284-5), Padfield mentions that this rite is 

performed by the Telugu Erehmans and Srinives refers to it when 

talking of marriage in Mysore, Stevenson says that in Gujarat 

a yoke is merely placed beside the bride during the wedding 

events, Thie gives the impression that it is an awkward ritual 

end that it may not always be performed (Stevenson, 1920: 88). 

The general impressions we have gathered is that the yoke 

is a traditional rite, described by the ancient writers on 

ritual, which is intended to beautify the wife and te increase 

the years of her life, It appears to be a rather learned pro- 

cedure and not well known to the general populece. There are 

several other rites recorded in the Gghya Sutras, however, 

which eave practiced by the lower castes, and from the nunber 

of references to them, appear to be much more widely known. 

will diseuss these in the following three sections, 

      

Agcording to the ancient texte, men of the three upper 

!
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verges (Vaisya, Kehatriya end Brahman) are expected to undergo 

a ceremony of second birth, called Upsnayane, 

a sacred thread, With this ceremony they enter the stage of 

studentship end ideally are sent to study for several years 

with @ guru. Furthermore, there is gnother seuecer 

at the end of this period which sin a thal ae 

student life. At the Semavertane a man is given a steff and is 

expected to make @ pilgrimage to Banares to bathe in the sacred 

Ganges,  Sinee such a trip is not usually practical a ritual 

path and @ short walk to the east or north to pay reverence to 

the gods of these quarters is ueuslly regarded eas sufficient. 

Thie ritual is considered neceseary before marriage can take 

place, It came to be advocated in the middle ages, therefore, 

lomevertange be performed just before the nuptial rites 

themselves (Pandey, 1949: 253-60), Today it is one of the carly 

events in the traditional sequence of Brahman marriage rites. 

jemavertengs im his deseriptions of 

gathered he deserides the groom as leaving for the east with en 

unbrélle, a fan end @ bundle containing rice, coconut and erece 

nut. The bride's father is expected to run efter him, beg him 

to accept the hand of his deughter end, finaliy, persuade him 

to return (Thurston, 1909: I 279). Dubois also mentions this 

mock pilgrimage in hie deseription and Srinivas records a paral~ 

lel custom among the Kenade Brelmans (Srinivas, 1942: 71-2). 

Pandey notes that when no real period of studentship is posal 

Which ends a man's studies, Samaverteng, 
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together (Pandey, 1949: 253). It is interesting that in the 

mexriege ceremony among Telugu Brahmens not only ie the 

Upenayene performed, but 1t actually seems to serve as a sub~ 

atitute for ea pilgrimage and to have the same symbolic purpose 

in that it provides a kind of licencerfor the marriage 

ceremony itself (Paéfield, 1696: 123). 

fhe initial listing of castes in the area we have chosen 

to study mafie 4¢ cleer that the Brahmane are the only group who 

are generally accepted as twice-born, There are no traditional 

Kehatriya and no treditional Vaisya castes an the region. Only 

these three upper vargas are supposedly entitled to 2 sacred 

thread an@ a period of studentship. It ie mest interesting to 

an NEW ee ew oF Te Senet nevten Sy ae 

pena ens mevartene rite at the beginning 

of their marriage ceremony. Thurston specifically mentions a 

mock pilgrimage for three castes (Kemmalen, Agamdaiyan and 

Pallen) and ea tying on of a sacred thread for three more 

(Pettenaven, Udeiyan (who are classed with Natteman*) and Ureli*). 

in addition, Thurston records that some or all male mexbers of 

many mope castes in the region wear a ‘sacred’ thread all of 

their adult lives, elthough he dees not say when they actually 

tie it on, This adds eight other castes to the list : Chetti, 

Kermelen, Kuseven, Senbedavan, Velluvan, Veniyan*, Occhan* 
and Malayalei*. 

      

* The reader will find these castes listed in the appendix 
as there wes so little additional Set ereanian on their 
narpiage ceremonies available.
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It i¢ not clear whether men of the lest named caste actually 

wear a gecred thread themecives, but they put forth the claim 

that their ancestors did (Thureton, 1909: IV hil). Some of 

these castes belong te the top, some to the middle and some to 

It would eppear that wearing a 'Ssecred’ thread and the mock 

pilgrimage whieh is ritually associsted with it have become 

general signs of status in the area and that they are rather _ 

freely adopted by castes of 211 social positions, lven though 

ted as twiee-born (Govt, of India, 1901g 136) it would seem 

thet « muiber of groups are concerned about this distinctions 

The adeption ef a seered thread is probably 4n indication that 

 tieny castes are currently vying to establish some sign of 

association with one of the threes upper vargas for themselves, 

fie will retum to this question in the conslusions 

    

Ywo short but interesting little rituals traditionally 

follow the climatic septa<pedi, or seven steps, The bride, in 

the first of these, is asked to tread on a stone, often the 

household grindstone, and in the second she is asked to look 

at a star, Sometimes the groom joins her in these rites as 

bride and groom that they should be steadfast end faithful in 

married life, Aecording to @ verse of the Ophya Siitras 

"the stone is a symbol of fixity and one who mounts it is 

 



  

supposed to be invested with firmess in his or her character," 

(Pandey, 19492 69) and whdle the couple toueh it a little 

prayer im said to this effect, In addition, Thurston links 

the rite with a well<imnewm story of Ahalliya, wife of a saint, 

Gauthama, whe ig cursed by her husband for her misconduct with 

Indra end turned into ea stone, He says that “by placing their 

feet on the grindstone the young souple express a wish to keep 

in check unchaete desires” (Thurston, 1906: 73). The yoting 

required to step on = stone (Pandey, 19h9: 69). 

In addition, at the end of the wedding day the bride, and 

sometimes the groom, are asked to leok st Avundathi, the "pole" 

ster, (near the middle ster of the tail of Urea Major), This 

too, is taken as a suggestion of firmese and chastity 1 eon- 

jugal life. Ayundatht is said to have been the wife of an 

ascetic, Vasishta, and @ model of chastity (Thurston, 1909: IT 

360). There is @ little verse which the couple recite, follow 

ing the example of the priest, as they gaze at thie star, 

  

    

  

The seven Righis who have led us to firmness, she, 
: iy who stands first, anong the etx Krithikae 

  

The bride is expected to affirm that she sees the star, whether 

it is visible or not, lest not finding it be an unlucky omen 

(Stevenson, 1920: 91). : 

Both these rites, according to Thurston's accounts, are
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also observed by at least four of the non~- Brahman castes 

in our area, Interestingly enough, however, three are castes 

who habitually employ Brahman priests, the Idaiyan, Agarmmdsiyan 

end Pelli, The fourth group are the Valluvan, a low caste who 

act ag priests for the Pallans and Pariyans., Unlike the sacred 

thread and the mock pilgrimage then, these two rites are not 

ineorporated into the ceremonies of a great range of non-Brahman 

castes, Instead, they appear to be strictly limited to the 

uppermost of non-Brahman castes where the ritual is directed 

hman priest and to the Valluvane who have priestly 

pretensions with regard to the lowest castes. We will return to 

the significance of this observation in the conclusion. 

There is one further point to be made, This is that the 

groom, in all eases but one, the Palli (Thurston, 1909: VI 20), 

is asked to use his right foot in stepping on the grindstone. 

The foot used by the bride, on the otherhand, is more indeter~ 

minate, The Gghya Sutras specify that she should use her right 

(Willer, 1886: Vol. XXIX, 37, 282, 361), but Thurstons’ deserip- 

tions seems to indicate a lack of uniformity on this matter at 

the present day, some castes requiring her left (Thurston, 1909: 

I 15, II 360, ¥ 20). If we count Thurston's one reference to 

the groom's left foot as a mistake, whether by him or by his 

infoymants, then the other details on right and left ere not as 

inconsistent as they would first appear, A Hindu always considers 

his right hand and foot to be purer and more approp 

the left for use in ritual, Yet, at the same time, the left is 

frequently thought of ae feminine and the right as masculine. 

  

by a B 

  

    



One interesting example of this is the famous iconographic 

opesentation, the Ardhanar a figure whose léft side 

remit thi eobtise Vvate ect on vee talk en (Bashan, 

195k: 312 and pi L&IVea). It follows that there is a justifiable 

difference of opinion as to whether a woman should use her 

right or her left in a given rituel, while it is always con- 

sidered correct for a man to use his right. “e will refer to 

this again in section 7¢e. 

    

  

Ageording to the Gghya Sltras a very populer all-India god 

Ganesa, who is the secend son of Siva and Parvati, mst be 

worehipped before the beginning of any great ceremony (Stevenson, 

1920: 29), He is considered to be “the remover of obstacles” 

and his good will is required to eliminate enage and hindre 

in the proceedings, At the begiming of the Tamil Brahman 

ceremony, soon after the pavilion has been erected, a small 

image of this god ie installed under the canopy and worshipped 

(Tmrston, 19091 280 and Dubois, 1696: 221), The bride and 

groom may beth pay reverence to Ganese, However, traditionally, 

the girl ought to honor the goddess Geurl (the wife of Siva) or 

Lakgmi (the wife of Vishmu) es well, Her ehoice of goddess is 

usually determined by whether her family is Shaivite or Vaigna- 

vite. In her prayers the young bride asks for long for her 

usbend, prosperity and many children (Padfield, me 123 and 

Srinivas, 19423 70). 
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reverence paid to them beforehand is nearly e umiversal tradi~ 

tion, Unfortunately the ethnography on this topic is not 

very detelled. Nevertheless, it is clear that there is « 

definite change of emphasie in this worship emong the lower 

castes, Thursten mentions that respect is paid to Ganeéa at 

the commencement of the wedding by two of the upper non 

Brahman castes, the Idaiyan end Agamudaiyan, Dumont sleo says 

the Kellen bride end groom etep in front of a village shrine 

sonhephen te Sie aa pe eens erent Oe Sete (Dumont, 

1957: 218). Still, the deseriptions place more emphasis on 

offerings presented to household gods and ancestors in the case 

ef the lower castes. In writing about the Valluvan end : 

that they ere worshipped. From hie phraseology he seems to 

imply that the worship of “pote at a marriage is quite @ common 

phenomenon in the area (Thurston, 1909: VII 306 and III 30h), 

We know from the general literature on Indie that pots can be 

wot ty sasha nee st Sh tne a 

and of lineage deities Coates 1961: 37; Thurston, 19093 II 

385)» mately, we cannot be sure how they are thought 

ef when reverence is done to them in the context of a marriage 

oeremonys 

In some respects, however, the picture is clearer. For 

example, Thurston says that the Melayaleai go in procession to 2 

           



stone at some distance from the bride's house which is 

painted for the occasion and said to represent the King whose 

permission had to be sought in olden days before a marriage 

eould take pleee (Thurston, 1909: ITI 408), He also seys that 

the Paraiyen on the oceasion of a murriege lays out a cloth in 

en open field end places offerings of cooked rive end vegetables 

on its Puja i@ done and a gost is said to be sacrificed te the 

ancestors (Thurston, 1909: VI 99). Both these detaile remind us 

of the deseription of lineage cult ritual which Dumont gives us 

in hie recent book on the Pramalsi Kaller. Probably the goda 

worshipped in @ manner which reserbles these eutdoor cults, 

@ seemingly generel phenomena among non-Brehman castes in the 

South, but which we, ae yet, know little about. In addition, 

Thurston saye that the Pallan of Coixbatere construct a figure 

out of cow dung, plantains, seven coconuts, paddy, a stelk of 

sorgum and betel, They then call i¢ Ganesa and plece offerings 

before it (Thurston, 1909: V 481). ‘The neme may be one of an 

ali~Indja god, but it is clear that it ia the materials of which 

the 1401 ie constructed which are all important. ‘Srinivas re~ 

inforees thie conclusion when he writes that in Mysore “there is 

no simflarity between the Brahman and Non-Brehman negayelt 

‘un denne te tenths at Gn btn fn Ob , eh 

the letter is:wotshipping the pandel (pavilion) posts with 

anthill ead” (Srinivas, 1942: 103). 

When we remenber the emphasis the lower castes place on the 

ee 

       



look te all-Indie gods just as they attempt to adhere closely 

to @ complex ceremony deseribed in detail in the ritual texts. 

Those lower in the seeiel hierarchy turn to the lineage deities 

for good will at the beginning of « marriage just ae they look, 

on the whole, to ® regional culture and folklore which emphe- 

sizes general social and cosmological themes rather than 

learned formmlas, The castes of the middle renge, more concer- 

neé with oe textual standard of behavior and able te employ ea 

Brahman at their wedding ceremonies enjoy some, if not ali, 

of the Brahman rites, We will return to these generalizations 

in our conclusion. There we will consider how this detailed 

dvaw from it can help us to understand some of the differences 

orldeview between the lewer and the higher castes, This 

mihiitiin ih, dhiin dns 0k 6 valk mn on Oe @ eh 

and to modify a second important theme in Indien studies, that 

of “Sensiritisetion?.— 

     



7 PURITY AND AUSPICE ON NUPTIAL OCCASIONS 

(a) The Tans 

  

which we @id not mention in the previous section because, al~ 

though it ie universally ineluded in south Indien wedding 

ritual, it is a regional tradition end not apecifically des- 

eribed by the Sanskrit texts, ‘Thie is the knotting of a string 

of some sort, often with a pendant attached, around the bride's 

neck, The £814,860 it is enlled, hae become the honored bedge 

of marriage throughout south India, Often 4% is the sole way 

to distinguish ea married from an ummarried women by sight 

(Dumont, 1957: 227). The ta14 ie frequently made of string 

@n@ dyed yellow with turmeric or seffron, Sometimes the 21% 

is simply a string but often it has a pendant of gold or & 

of gold as well, It is said that the t@lis in the southern 

part of the Dravidien region tend to be yellow and pendulous 

while those to the north are tied more tightly around the neck 

and are sometimes dyed black or have a black bead on then 

(Commiade, 1920: 159-60). 

the ¢eli is always purchased or provided by the groom's 

fenily end among Brabmans it is always the groom whe ties it 

to the bride's neck. Here the ceremony of knotting it on 

 



disevased earlier. It is custom 

  

a or blewing a conch shell 

while the $214 is being tied on. This noise is said te drown 

out any ineuspicious sounds as for example sneezing that might 

otherwise be heard and do damage to the couple at this very 

importent moment, With the death of her husband a widow 

must pemeve her tali. It 14s usually thrown into the pyre, 

inte water or at the trunk of a sacred tree. 

Among the non-Brahmens the $814 can be tied by the groom 

er by the groom's sister. This seems to vary from caste to 

caste end to bear no particuler correlation te a group's status 

in the social hierarchy. Dumont, in fact, reports the deserip~ 

tion of a Eallen marriage, as given by two different informants. 

One says it is the groom himself who does the tying while th
e 

other refers to his sister (Dumont, 1957: 227). Thus the custom 

appears to vary, even within one caste. A priest my also tie 

the tal, and Srinivas mentions that smong the Kanada it is 

sometimes a girl whe has been dedicated to a temple god who 

does it as there is no denger of her becoming a widow (Srinivas, 

19h21 75), for the non-Breahman castes in our area the mmotting 

cf the #814 constitutes the highpoint of the marriage ceremony, 

This, rather then the septe-padi, is considered to be the moment 

when the bride and groom become legally and irrevoeebly 

Joined. LSS 

aportence the ent the 

$811 acquires. innit teh seats tenis Connie tag 
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merriage ceremony...merely consists in tying a thread soaked 

in turmeric around the bride's neck, feasting the relations 

and paying the brideprice” (Thureton, 1903: IV 16h). 

When a widow is remarried, tying the $914 is again the 

most prominent rite of the occasion. In general, however, 

only the lower castes sanction widow remerriage. In all cases 

it is @ mch reduced ceremony with few guests and the tali 

this time is just a string. Thurston says that among the 

Kopava the knotting together of the couple's upper clethes. 

4s substituted for the tying of a t@1i (Thurston, 1909: I11 

489).  Grinivas adds some other details concerning widow re~- 

eceasion. He says that such a marriage must take place in 

the dark fortnight of the month and only after sundown. It is 

usually performed in @ temple or unoccupied house and only 

twice-married women and widows attend the function, There is 

no band end the affair is quickly coneluded after a caste 

dinner is served to questa, He adds that a bachelor who 

marries @ widow is first asked to marry an arke plant, thus 

vendering him a widower in the eyes of society (Srinivas, 19h2: 

LL) « 

The seme general syxboliem, thet of tying s thread round 

the girl's neck ig resorted to in the ease of adaltearg, fe<2'°" 

gailt publicly and promise not to misbehave again. The waist 

thread of her paramour ie then eut and he ties it around her 

neck as if it were = taii. fhe couple then bathe in seven 
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caste messenger sprinkles some of this water over their heads 

as @ Sign of purification end they are obliged to give 6 

general feast to friends and relations (Thursten, 1909: V 77+ 

8)» churston gives @ similar eceount of how siiitesy is 

handled among the Uralis an@ Velaiyens (Thurston, 1909: VII 

2h3<5 and 277) In each cease his deseription implies that an 

offending couple when ceught are obliged to marry. 

Tt ie a:most interesting fact that the area in which the 

tying of a $814 at marriage is an important event is practically 

concordant with thet in whieh the four Dravidian languages 

ere spokens Within this area the custom is universal and 

sufficient prominence is attached to the {gli as a badge of 

marriage that it has been adopted by the non-Hindu commmnitics 

Christiane of Malabar retain the tying of « tali in their mar~- 

West Coast have eimilarly adopted the tal4 as have the various 

early colonies of Arsb settlers, In addition, *Portuguess 

ct prising tes sores to ratty ter avinn von 

ring" tm 19203 150) * 

ee ee 

Bast to the north of Meceas, in the Genjom District where an 

IndosAyran language, Oriya, is spoken, Similarly in the West 

this oustom resches ite furthest extent on the be rders of 

         



dialect \ineeee, 19202 1). This association with the 

area where Dravidian tongues sre spoken fits with the fact that 

tying @ tald is mowhers mentioned in the classical Sanskrit 
mdbooks on marriage. ‘The only reference is a passage in the 

rareskare Oghye ice where 4% 10 seid thet local eustone mag 

be inserted dn the ceremony at a particular point, if desired. 

A ¢Gommentery on this passage by Gedahansa, civing exemples of 

whet may be done, mentions the tying of auspicious yarns as 

one poseible addition (Penéey, 1949: 36h). It is true that 

ornments such as nose-pings, bangles end certain forms of 

of marriage, but nowhere else are they used sacrementally at 

the marriage coremony as the $g14 is in the South (Camiede, 

19203 149). | 
On the basis of these facts L. A, Camminde suggests that 

the $214 is @ custom which survives from the time of “the great 

Dravidien kingdoms that ruled over Southern Indie from a remote 

foreign in many respects to the eivilisation of Northern India 

(Comatade, 1920: 151). We do not believe that there is enough 

evidence to determine the historical origina of the t@li~tying 

vite with ey certainty. In addition, if we leok round for 

other situations in which thrends ere ceremonially tied we can 

show that the custom in question ie not as foreign to the 

general patterns of Sanskrit ritual as Cammiade would have it 

appenr, In fact, we find that @ traditian of tying theeads 

      

    

 



to the body is associated with each and every other importen 

stage in the Hindu life-cycle, Our examples are drawn from 

the North of India as well as from the South. | 

First, we note that in a traditional Brahman family on 

the twelfth day after a birth the father's sister is asked to 

tie scarlet-colored threads to each wrist and ankles of the new 

born child, She also ties two threads around its waist and one 

on the cradle. ‘Tiny bits of gold may be added to any of these 

vy the more wealthy, We are told that the threads around the 

waist end those on the cradle are the most important ones end 

that they are tied to bring luck to the new-born and as a pro- 

tection againet the evil eye (Stevenson, 1920: 13). At the 

 @ppesite end of the social hierarchy, among the Korava or 

wandering gypsies of the south, we find that on the ninth day 

after confinement the mother's brother ties a string of thread 

around the beby’s waist "te signify the child's entry into the 

Kerava community" (Thurston, 1909: III 491). 

every boy of the thredupper vargas receives a thread which is 

tied around his trunk during early adolesénce, at the time when 

he traditionally becomes an adult mesber of the community. 

There is a similar rite for women after their first menstretion, 

at least for the Koliyan, a lowly caste of agricultural laborers 

in the south, Here, on the sixteenth day after puberty a girl 

“4s asked to bathe, and a leop made from a long creeper plant 

is passed round her body from head te foot three times by a 

barber, If this is not done it is believed that the girl is not 
Freed Lrem pollution. (Thurston, \Aoq: TT 302). 

      
( page \20 mer ‘bound with) this Vel\ume -by mistoke ) 

BS.
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Just as in the previous instances, it would seem that in this 

last transition from one étage of life to another a man needs 

the spiritual protection provided by a thread. 

The fifth and last example of thread tying comes from the 

ritual connection, not with a person, but with the construction 

of a new building. In a sense a building, just like a human, 

undergoes its one important transition when it passes from 

non=-being into being. A building can also indicate an important 

social transition for the person in charge of its construction. 

We have already seen how a cord is wound round the four pegs 

which are driven into the ground to mark out the site of a temple. 

Similarly, with the laying out of a site for a house, and when 

the dwelling is completed "three separate untwisted cotton threads, 

which have been dyed yellow in turmeric, are now placed outside 

all yound the roof of the house...The long, untwisted thread is 

supposed to wish for the family long life, long sojourn in the 

house they have built and long, unbroken prosperity (Stevenson, 

1920: 359-60). Auboyer mentions a similar custom in her des- 

eription of house building in ancient india (Auboyer, 1961: 172). 

It is clear from the foregoing that the tying of a tali fates in 

peautifully with a larger culturel pattern which is not specific- 

ally Dravidian but common to the entire sub-continent, It 

appears that threads are generally associated with good luck and 

protection from evil spirits, Further the tying of threads is 

frequently incorporated into a particular ceremony a8 & specific 

and very important ritual. And lastly the tying of threads
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eppeara to be closely associated with these moments in life 

when @ men undergoes an important chenge in his social and 

ritual status, in other words, 2 “rite be pasenge”. It 

ve ee Seen meee SE ee eS ae 

serriage eas a custom peculiar to the Dravidian-epesking South, 

‘but one which transcends regional differences in its general 

ritual end religious significance. 

    

(b) 

  

lie Ay Commiade in his article on "The Tali In the Social 

History of Southern India”, 1920, points out the interesting 

fect that a very large number of sub-castes in this region are 

referred to by nemes which distinguish detailed @ifferences in 

the kind of tald worn, He discovered this by reading through 

the 1761, 1881 end 1691 census reports on the area in which 

sub-caste names gathered by the census~takers were ennumerated, 

Unfortunately sub-caste names were onitted from the census of 

1901 becwuse of a developing self-consciousness shout caste on 

the part of some eduented Indians, Sub-caste names have never 

Dens Lee Th SNES ENTS OS Hee ee Because the 

topic is interesting and < Gamandiere's article wo shecure we 

will list these sub<-caste nemes end their translations essen- 

tiglly as he gives them. We will alse chart the distribution 

by enste of some of the more important of these titles. The 

expression "tali-katti" means one whe imots or ties a tali, and 
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on the shove tables, First, we may note simply that there is 

& surprising proliferation of sub-caste names besed on various 

minor details of the kind of #814 worn and that there appears 

to be great interest in distinguishing groupe of people in 

thie matter. Thurston eleo makes some brief references to this 

non end some of his examples show that other email] details 

ot 4) Giiding amemaiis Mk enh & Oh The Kupubas, 

for instence, have a subscaste called the Attikankena indica~ 

ting thet these people tie s cotton thread round the wrist at 

marriages (Thurston, 19091 I 62), and the Jelaris are divided 

into two endogamous Givieions ealled the people of the twelve 

poles end the people of the eight poles respectively, accord~ 

ing to the number of poles or poste used to support the wedding 

pavilion (Thurston, 1906: 95). There may be a great many sub- — 

caste nemes based on deseriptive detelle of the ali worn, 

but the principle by which these names are formed is a broader 

a new sub-gaste name is required, 

tion between the high and low rarking non-2Bratmen groups in this 

matter, Both the Lendowners and the day laborers distinguish 

sube-ivisions in similar fashion, We have not, however, found 

a reference to thie means of naming andogamous sud-gastes 

aly divisions after territorial eeeceiations er the rival 
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authority of vawious ancient commentaries, This difference 

re ee 

(neti 1Sh2: ai) 

Third, end perhaps more surprising yet, is that the same 

sub-caste names are used in a muber of different castes in 

tion of mibwonste misitn fo castes whan we lowe fron the consis 

o@ in the South Arcot, Trichinopely and Tanjore 

vegheite | ap cine s Gee he i ee, 0 Oe 

with Cee sumes in the Makege Presttuney, 3% was be eivey 

that Porun-tali~katt’ and Siru~tali-katt’ are both extremely 

sommons. Pifteen castes, in all, returned the first as the name 

4c lalate ee 0 ed 

(Commiade, 1920: 153-4). Thurston confirma the existence of 

Perun-tali-katti end Siru-tali-katt’ subdivisions in the case 

of the Kaikélen and says that they ectually de wear "big end 

little badges respectively (Thurston, 1909: III 33)+ 

Camniade eopries the question further when he t¢lis us that 

"in some castes Siru-tali~kett4 is known ae the lesser form of 

nerriege”. He suggesta that thie refers to a shortened form — 

of the mCyriage ceremony which is often used when a first 

cousin marriage is performed and thet Suri~tali-katti might 

refer to a sub-caste in which such a shortened form of nuptial 

ceremony, used when marrying a cross-cousin, is probably a 

             



  

els ies Sesesitbhials tes thinly “tn Semmens tructu 

speaking nothing happens” (Yelmain, 19621 565). We have 

already made this point about cross-cousin marriage clear in 

owe earlier discussion of the role of the mother's brother in 

Dispite this interesting suggestion, however, we feel that 

Cammdiade’s reference to cross-cousin marriage is misleading. 

castes, be singled out and labelled by the fact that they permit 

eross-cousin marriage end its accompanying brief ritual?. Our 

impression from the ethnography ie that this shortened ceremony 

49 something sanctioned in a general way, by all the groups in 

the region, We aleo know that the use of a shortened ceremon; 

is not just limited to cases of evoss-cousin marriage, It also 

elected as a way out for any family who cannot afford or docs 

not went an elaberste affair, Thurston mentions the existence 

of this shortened ritual for no less than eight non‘Brahnan 

castes: Agemadaiyen, Valeiyan, Irula, Korava, Koliyen, Malayalel, 

Pallen and Periyan. It even hes @ name and ie referred to as 

shinna kelyanes" or little marriage (Thurston, 1909: ITI 302), 

© Metin usk a0 thehieenh tem Senetabeetts amen’ & 

ih seiaties sees th bls onal ee 

1957: 217). 

whieh it appears can take place in any sub-division of any 
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geste, In epeaking of Stiru-tali-ketti as « sub-ceste name, 

we prefer to interpret ite meaning in a more figurative — 

sense, ss sis daaaites 0 ai tas ks Maree Gs 

éaya that the "Pedakente Reddis are divided into ‘big’ and 

tomali' groups. One ef the Pedakente men committed the un- 

respectable form of marriage preseribed for widows or a woman 

guilty of pre-marital licence) and so his descendents lost 

status and became the ‘emall' group" (Srinivas, 19h2t 26). 

Ot ae ak in eaneEE aE epee te ae the SY OF RY 

expelling several families for o mis-marriage thought to taint, 

in some way, the purity of those expelled. (For example, Dumont, 
1957: Uyl-52). : 

 -‘¥ we expend on this suggestion we find that having to 

weer a smell $814 could be one way to point to the ignominy 

and degraded status of such a group, We know that expelling 

mous sub-castes has been a very common occurence in the history 

of south-Indien castes, Our hypothesis accounts readily for 

the fect that entire sub-divisions have acquired the Sira-tali- 

in the present, and also for the | liferation of this perti- 

cular nme im on many santo Semettitte A further point in 

‘this connection which Cemmiate raises but dees not solve is the 

tas tech atte on ecient OA tt eee wie 

Perun-téli-keatt’ appears as a sub-caste neme, Siru-tali-ketti 

appears ag a sub-caste as well. There is by no meens a ‘perun' 

           



division, on the other hand, wherever we find a 'siru' 

(Cammiade, 1920: 153-4). This cen be explained by supposing 

that 'perusf is used to contrast the great with the small or 

'giyu' sub-caste in prestige and popular esteem. ‘Perum’ makes 

little sense if taken by itself, while ‘siru' can be used to 

degrade from the general standerd without any precise verbal. 

opposition. | : 

There is one final hypothesis which Cemmiade puts forth 

in his article which we feel is worthy of discussion. This is 

the claim of the Iru-tali-katti sub-caste to wear two Salis. 

He rightly assumes that the two talis cannot plausibly indicate 

widow remarriage. 

In the case of widowhood the tali is invariably broken 

and throw away as a sign of the rupture of the marriage 

bond. A widow who remarries will only wear one teali. Henee 

&@ sub-caste among weavers that allows widow remarriage has 

appropriately called itself Apathu~kattukira-Kaikolan, 

that is to say, the Kaikolen who breaks and then relmote the 

tali, while a Patiyen sub-caste aspiring to rise in the social 
seale by re@udiating widow remarriage has returned itself 
as Aruthi-kattatavan meaning that these Pariyans do not again 

tie the tali, once it is broken (Cammiade, 1920: 156) 

Instead he speculates that "the title of Iruvtali-katti is... 

suggestive not of widow remarriage but of polyandry (Cammiade, 

1920: 156). ‘This is a most surprising conclusion since poly~ 

andyy is a very rere phenomenon in South India, Instead, if we 

read Srinivas’s deseriptive material we find that among the 

Mediges two felis are tied to the bride, one by her maternal 

uncle and the other by her husband (Srinivas, 1942: 99). Again, 

this author mentions that three t@lis are tied by Madhva 

  

Brahmans, one by the bride's mother or sister, one by the groom



mother, It is the second which is the most important and 

which is kept ac the permanent emblem of marriage (Srinivas, 

1942: 7k)» Dumont reinforces this possibility of variation 

on the basic, single tying, by saying that Kalien relations 

frequentiy do not follow the couple back and forth between 

their two villages. Therefore, it is quite reasonable that 

one tli be tied for their benefit in each location (Dumont, 

19578 227). | 
fo conclude thie discussion of the reletion of taii-tying 

to eub-enste names we wish te stress one main point, This is 

the fact that such nemes seem to build, for the larger part, 

on minute deteils of the wedding ceremony of which the ‘tali-xatti' 

are only one example, ‘To convinee the reader of this we quote 

two more illustrations of the principle. 

      

who keep the food in baskets (Srinivas, 19k2: 27). 

In each ease the argument used to form a splinter group is
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on to descendents hy not allowing ony inflow of impure blood 

expressed in linguistic terme by reference to minute detalis of 

the marriage ceremony employed by the different groups. The 

general culture appears to equate ‘eligible marriage partners’ 

with ‘those people whose ancestors have used exactly the same 

form of marriage ceremony as our ancestors used’, Only one’s 

own traditional ceremony is ‘pure’, It would seem likely that 

those who are socially degraded are asked to change their cere~ 

mony slightly so as not to sully the ritual as it is performed 

by the superior groups 

The Brahmans, by definition, have the purest ané most 

elsborate ceremony of all. They ere not particoularly concerned, 

therefore, with sociel distinctions in these terms per S¢. 

Instead, they express their rivalry by emphasising the ‘purity’ — 

aseociated with a particular place of birth or the merit of 

referring for details to a particular inherited comentery on 

the ancient ritual texts. Since secial status is so closely 

associated with ritual usage, people are often tempted to try — 

of those who are socially superior. For this reason, it seems, 

performing certain of the Vedic rituale at #11 (Srinivas, 1962: 

45). Similar restrictions have algo been invented by various 

castes of the non-Srehman group, The Beri Chettis, for example, 

    

    

           



may not tie branches of plantain leaves to the posts of the 

nagriage pavilion so that they touch the groma, otherwise the 

Paniyens, whe dispute the privilege, threaten to pull them down. 

This latter example shows that even the lowest caste retains 

certain individual traditions in regard to ite marriage cere- 

mony which it guards with jealousy. This is because the Paraiyans 

belong to the “right-hand” section, a larger grouping of castes 

whose origidm is unknowm but who consider themselves superior to 

the "Left-hand” section in certain ritual matters (Thurston, 1906: 

47-8, 96). This equation of marriage ceremony with social status 

bearing on our discussion of Sanskritizetion in the conclusion, — 

  

The tal4 is not the only thread or cord used in the marriage 

ceremony, In addition, there is @ custom of tying Kenkena or 

wrist threads on the bride and groom just before the kanyidang 

smith mitotane sats en ahaa aly These groups, 

aang rite, chose 2 convenient moment after 

      

$81, is knotted, Often the threads are dyed yellow by having 

been @ipped in turmeric end sometimes a lump of turmeric or saff~ 

si from the makeshift wristiet. This custom of — 

tankens is of popular origin and not mentioned in the 

Gyhys oftras (Pandey, 1949, 375). They are treditonaliy worn 

     



ethmogrephy. Thurston mentions them for thirteen of the twenty 

noneBrahmen castes in our sample. No correlation with position 

in the social hierarchy can be observed, 

Stevengon, Mayer and Lewis do not mention the tying of 

wrist threade in their descriptions of the marriage ceremony, 

so it is possible that the kahkeng, like the tgli, is only a 

populer ritual south of the Vindhya mountains where a Draviddar 

tongue is spoken, The katkeng are tied on the bride and groom 

juat before the two are irrevocebly united in marriage with the 
intention of keeping off the evil eye until the time of sexual 

union (Pandey, 1949: 375). In this they are similar to the 

other threads we have considered in that they are intended to 

protect during @ period of transition from one stage of life to 

another, The kaikang ere like some of these threads,but differ~ 

ent from the B14, as they are not considered a badge of social 

position which is worn for years, but merely a protective 

This would make it appear that the populer belief holds that a 

thread tied there may help safesuard commic fertility ae well. 

It is interesting to discover that #11 the sources arree 

on the fect that the kajikeng is tied to the groom's right oan 

and to the bride's left, Ae we seid in section Gh, the left is 

very frequently associated with what ie feminine in India, 

while the right is similarly linked to what is meseuline, in 

addition to the example from feonograph given earlier, we may 

           



“eg lucky omen or eign ie the throbbing of the right eye of 

a man or the left eye of a women” (Burton trans.,, 1963: 62). 

We may reiterate that the kehkeng are tied before the couple 

ave ritually united. The girl's wristlet is uweually tied by 

the groom or his sister and the man's by the bride or her 

brother, Both these facts indicate that the two are separate 

persons, of two distinet families, shout to be joined. A union 

of male and female is about to take place. It is appropriate 

tion of opposites. 

The question is different when the father has joined the 

two, the $814 hae been tied and the couple are sbout to elreumam- 

tulete the fire of the pavilion and milkepost, Here the feet of 

any evil spirite of the outside world, ie forenost in people's 

more auspicious hend for ritual occasions generally, is not sure 

prising, The third point at which the question of right or 

Left becomes prominent ie when the couple are esked to stand on 

@ stone, near the end of the wedding ceremony. ere the groom 

always uees his right foot (exeept for Thurston's curious des- 

eription of the Palli, 1909: VI 20 where he uses his left) and 

the bride may use her left or right, Thie ie in keeping with 

the fact that the bride's role in this particular ritual is more 

husband of their general duty as a married pair te be faithful 

to one another or she may be meant to think omch more 
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specifically of her role as a women end the stone be intended 

to refer, in particular, to the model woman, Ahalliya. In 

the latter case her more feminine foot, the left, might be 

treading on the stone 4s meant to have, Thus, whether the 

pride uses her right foot or her left docs not seem te be a 

matter for which any uniform practice has been established, 

‘There ie one other rite involving the tying on of » charm 

to @ivert the evil eye which is often included in the marriage 

ceremony and therefore deserves mention. Thie is the fastening 

of & empl] golé or silver plate, called pattem or bashing 

to the bride and groom's foreheads with a string» 

ell ecle sien ee eee eee 

Spehmans, but Dubois does, He seys that it ie en ornament 

covered with gold leaf and tied on the second day to “aivert 

the evil eye of jealous or ill-disposed people” (Dubois, 1906: 

226), Padfield aleo mentions the use of pattam in his deserip~ 

tion of the Telugu Brahman ceremony, but he asye these ornaments 

are put on soon after the #614 ie motted, the first day (Pedfield, 

1096: 126). sanetn sete Oe ee 

Pattenavan and Peraiyens ose ee 

correlation with the position of these castes in the social 

hierarchy. A salah cam ite te Shah 5 the REE 

  

    

      

    

 



ureton remarks that the groom's ie the shape of a large 

V ond that the bride's has the oval outline of » ping), lesf 

(Thuretom, 1906: 57). Srinivas iscren more explicit shout 

nll tliene entetme He deseribes the pilates worn by the 

Uedhve Brateane es follows : 

  

penis (nade from she wnt at the 
whieh is 

Potton crowed rag Rog ie Tie At the 
scree catia fe Sie teee Wain > taper 

towards the top, ‘The male bhashinga looks leeks Like 

} > Eerereete is a 
Ate angles end. with two. eisea ‘cuekteg 

the square is pasted 

Se ern et two marble-sized 

  

abit of red “te the center 
® pound bit red paper, 

: ‘4ng the vermilion mark worn by the women 
lesaaent or it may represent the elitoris (Srinivas, Ihe 

  

tying on of threads end ornaments to help protest the couple 

recereee to the fertity,maprotirten ent promerty wish 

results from their unions 

(&) Purification end 

  

stg eotanis on perittontion, suptatou sions snd protection 

festivities to their very core. riret, meringue do not tse 
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right moment of the dey. There is a certain amount of 

addition to fix the details of precise date and hour at which 

the $14, should be tied, Some castes, who cannot afford to 

pay for the services of @ specialist for every detail, have 

certain general rules of their om, The Kallen, for example, 

always tie their $214 in the hour before sunrise, because 

this ie said to be the auspicious hour when ascetics arise 

from sleep (Dumont: 1957: 226). Astrologers are also extensi 

ely eonsulted in choowing a bride, Vateyayana in the Kime 

Sitra records a great mmy folk beliefs about auspicious marks 

oS SA Sek ane em Ser 8 ee 
prosperous marriage (See also The Laws of Menu in Miller, 1886: 

RAV 75)» ji tlie de tien 0k tans ie oe 

examples, Purthermore, lengthy preparations are made in the 

houses of both parties to @ marriage, ee ee ee 

ing of the important rooms end the ritualized preparation of 

special foods, In addition, the two who are party to the marr 

iage met heve a special nuptial bath, The groom is specially 

shaved and his, as well as the bride's nails are paired, In 

all these events leading up to the marriage ceremony itself, 

associated with the event and the elimination or separation. of, 

in so fer as poseible, all that is considered impure, degrading 

              

with various seented oils, green gram or sandalwood paste,



yellow powder end turmeric, ‘This tradition of anointing 

the nuptial pair is both very old ané very wide-spread. It 

ae? eee oe 

now @ well~inown feature of marriage throughout India. 

salah ta eannenatil dil Wahine et te nbn « 

cleansing process, a sort of extension of washing the body 

with water, In addition, however, there is a very noticable 

oil used in andointment is often of sesamum or gingelly which 

is yellow in color (Drury, 1673: 399-90). Turmeric hes a 

similar color, ae does the powder made from several kinds of 

to a certain extent with the color of raga, the sap or fire 

whieh surges through the veins of the creat Tree of Life, We 

ee eo ee 

mbour tain) Bhanderi's material sugcest how close 

suas canetebiline waliaieh: the San way ‘ba dts be teltw of Guibas 

being smeared first on a post, then on the bride and groom, then 

on a post again, then on the couple and se on to make the cover- 

ing of the two, man and post, into one ritual (Bhandari, 1965: 

10ke5), Of course the parallel of the yellow or red sap in the 

great tree end the color of the blood in our own veins algo 

sugseste itself, nor have other writers overlooked this corres- 

ndence in other contexts (Vidyarthi, 1961: 50-31). 

The most important reference, however, in terme of general 

folk qulture, is that red and yellow are very strongly associated 

with meriage. we ehvealy wee Winines Smee ok Geka 

           



palms end sometimes even on their feet. In addition “the 

[ae 

the whole beé@y is given ea bright yellow color is preseribed 

to wives as @ mark of the conjugel state and forbidden to 

widows" (Thurston, 1909: I 5h). Turmeric is not only sasso~ 

elated with marriage but ie believed to have a certain super~ 

wouen conmonlenear their face with turmeric powler, thinking 

it will give their husbands an increase of years (Thurston, 

19091 I 5h). 

From thie general identification with red and the joys 

of the married man, red end yellow have become ever recurring 

colors in the nuptial ceremony. One of the striking features 

of the present-day marriage festivities is that the groom 

the seven otegn togethers This vite is referral to ae 
¢ sumer in) 3 

    

19h9t 382). sms aniaieaas it soe wont oon eae sal 

lave perder quae Oe Teh eae ek eS TT 

ee 

weit in cenmelll lee ee Wn ahead wn te a 1 

‘parties, the fourth day (Thurston, 1909: 1 290) We may alee 

antes eh HN a Sh NEL OS OO EE 

keikena ave dyed yellow with turmeric. Purthermore, ¢ 

invitations to a marriage are traditionally colered red 1m abt, 

19322 261), 
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with merriage and makes them more fit to be participants, but 

the color in ite om right seems to contain some of the good 

pride and groom yellow-red signifies the great change in their 

social statue which is oceurring. In addition, their very 

epplication appears to give the couple a certain elevation fron 

In this way red and yellow resexbles the rasa of the waters for 
it too ie thought to be “the negation of sicimess, o14 age and 

death..(whieh) mamifests iteslf in the fertility of womemes. and 

causes sbundanee” (Boschs196 0: 81+2). : 

  

(e) 

  

When a Bratman groom arrives at the east gate of the village 
on the day of his wedding, he is weleowed there by a party from 

the bride's family, As soon as the two groups meet, betel leef 

groom may be presented by the bride's relatives with gifte of 

flowers and of oleth, He is then le a to the pavilion and the 

groom ceremonially seate himself, traditionally on a couch of 

Garba erase (Thurston, 19093 I 262), Next he is brought water 
- for sipping by the bride's father and presented with very tasty 

    

& Gignal honer, It is a gesture traditionally made only te gode 

ond very distinguished men, such as kings (Srinivas, 1942: 72).



  

times, It is most interesting that the elixir associated with 

Veale sacrifice was aloo called main and that this “soma” 

éyink was ¢onsidered to be both the source of life and the one 

beverage appropriate to offer as an oblation to the gods 

    

groom's feet and adorns his tees with rings, ‘Sometimes the 

bride's mother helps in the washing and in some desdiptions 

the girl's feet are rinsed as well, The parents may then apply 

some of the water used for this purpose to their owm eyes 

(Stevenson, 19201 79). In one of Thurston's deseriptions the 

groom then returns the honor and washes the feet of his future 

father-in-law (Thurston, 19091 I 281), but in another place he 

makes it out that the groom simply accepts the gesture without 

return (Thurston, 1906; 223). This latter agrees better with 

the deseription of the rite in other areas. 

In any case, it is always the father who washes the groom's 

feet first, As we know, in India washing a men's feet is a 

willingly places himself ‘at the feet’ of the man he serves. 

Placing @ little of the washing water on his own eyes is simply 

eture, meant it would seem, to reinforce and magnify this 

yubolien, The implications of the father's washing 

nesens oven elneres shin G6 pentane tak te te hs ee 

and that whet might have been the expected direction for the 

     



go even further, saying that the father is supposed te 

as Parveti, ox if he is a Vaishnevite the groom as Vishnu and 

the girl ao Lakemi, ae the ease may be (Thurston, 1906; 223 

end Stevenson, 1920: 79)+ ‘The tradition is a very old one 

and intimately associated with the whole conception of marriage 

huparka is not a regional custom, but is clearly 

        

groom by any of the non-Prahman 

eerned with, secinviens: th site Gengunilias ites tn tea hia 

of the groom's feet by the bride's parents and the fact that 

times the couple are also presented with small coins and betel 

lest, and the Koliyen father even gives the groom @ coconut 

(Thurston, 19092 ITI 30h), All these are gestures traditionally 

acsociated with puja or the worship of the various Hindu gods. 

There are several other examples of the treatment of the nuptial 

couple as royal or semi-divine which we will outline before 

seeking a general explenation of this importent conception. 

  

When the groom arrives at the entrance of the villege and 

again several times while he is seated next to the bride under 

Oe 

Dubois gives an excellent deseription of this 

gesture, which is, in fact, & common ritual procedure 

 



throughout India, Dubois's account provides an ioportant 

as to ite significances 7 

    

for idole end for ‘tor the same » yuppanes of % 
% er elephants, horses and other 

the twiee-bern castes, At a birth it is waved round the mother 

and beby; at the toneure ceremony it ie used, and agein at the 

thread ceremony 1% is swing near the child, ne ee 

with fertility end prosperity and ean be waved over stand 

crops, over grain piled on the threshing floor, over a river 

when it ie worshipped end even in front of trees (Abbott, 19523 _ 

182) 6 | 

the lower castes, ae well as among Brehrens, This short ritual 

eeeurs meny times during the course of @ marriage end can be 

swung in ‘rront of various relatives (Dumont, 1957! 224) Im 

the main, however, it 19 used on the bride and groom theneclves, 

naa avin sine tae Wh SNS Os 
the couple, ineiuding mother's sisters, cross~e 

     



cousins and the greom's sistere (Dumont, 1957: 22). Thureton 

mentions that the Palld end the Paraiyan in addition to aletti 

pleee an odd number of little cakes on various parts of the 

couple's body, such se the heed, arms and feet, soon after 

their bath (Thurston, 1909: VI 19, 98). Sueh cakes are sigo 

used in paje and it is likely that they have similiar associa- 

tions with worship and with supernatural protection. 

Not only ave lempe of various kinds waved in front of the 

ag well, This latter ie a common feature of many rituals des~ 

eribed in the Gyhya Sitras., There it is mentioned that water 

4s sprinkled on the bride at two points in the marriage cere- 

monyt after the seven steps and after the domestic fire has been 

established (Pandey, 1949: 381, 390). ‘The Kanada and Gujarat 

Brahmans both eprinkle the bride after the sapte~pec (Srinivas, 

19h2t 77 end Stevenson, 1920: 90), ané the Paraiyans are said 

to sprinkle water from a ficus religiosa leaf on to the couple 

after their bath (Thurston, 1909: VI 98). Pandey says that 

sprinkling the bride helps te free her from physical troubles 

and to senitify her for married life (Pandey, 1949: 361). 

‘pr ng, furthermore, appears to be generally associated 

eat eaten reproductive capacity. A Kallen women, for 

exemple, in the seventh month of pregnancy is asked to bend 

down in a brief ceremony while her husbend's sister pours milk | 

from a betel or ficus religiose leaf on her back (Thurston, 1909; 

III 81), Even more striking, perhaps, is the parallel with 

Boseh's material, He ealis the Great Tree, infused with the 
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rasa of life, " a distributor of life-prolonging and life- 

giving powers, a ‘sprinkler’ of the elixir of life for the bene~ 

fit of all creation (Bosch, 1960: 242), | 

Another interesting feature of the marriage ceremony are 

the processions which are made back and forth from the groom's 

house to the bride's, These are always noisy and a band is hired 

to play for them wherever the family can afford the fee, This is 

a time when people dress up to parade and crowds gather to watch. 

The procession always proceeds through the center of the village 

first and there are brief stops at the various important shrines 

  

on the way. If the marriage festivities last for several days 

a parade each morning and evening is one of the main features 

of the merry-making, Theoretically the groom in many of the 

lower castes is supposed to ride a horse to emphasize his roy~ 

alty and possible military ancestry. This is true, for example, 

of the Kallen and Koliyan, although normally the family cannot 

afford such a gesture. The bride's brother may also ride on 

horseback to meet him (Thurston, 1909: ITI 80, 30h), The Palli 

groom ie supposed to wear a sword and to adorn himself with 

"ell regal pomp" (Thurston, 1902: 1)2), Similarly the Kanmalan 

groom arrives with e knife and stylus and the Are groom, who 

prides himself on his Maratha origin, is expected to make a 

pretence of going to the battlefield to fight (Thurston, 1909: 

III 156 and I 57). Im addition, the Melayalai husbend-to-be 

places a sword and arrow in the marriage booth to typify the 

hunting habits of the Vedans end to indicate the subsequent 

Malayalei conquest of them and their country (Thurston, 1909: 

Iv 08).



bute him a rege, or at Lenet, maior statue, 

ingly enough, at the same time, these processions 

stress the Aivine op godlike quulities of « mptie! covpie 

temple deities which take place on festival deys. Those days 

when the gods are brought out and carried through the streets 

en en om eee ee ee 
readily accessible to everyone (Diehl, 1956: 179). 

the great gods of the Hindu pantheon are housed in double shrines 

where menbers of the lowest castes rarely enter, and formerly 

could not go at all, because of their social disability, Thus 

many people tend to think of the more important gode of the 

paredes, Generally these gods are carried on men's shoulders 

In the same way, the bride and groom are usually carried, 

in the marriage procession, in a palanguin, on e horse, or most 

frequently on the shoulders of their mother’s brothers, During 

the parade, newly-wede are similarly like gods. A bané of music 

follows them end #1atti is waved before them, Host interesting 

Of GH 18 Wie Shek Ha 8 Ee eek Gee ee | 

on the rom, over all others, According to the , 

canenactione “thn saan (00 who ha fant vermeil Siem Bie 
stay with hie gare) bas preaedense over the King and the bride 

% enee@ over all when being taken in procession (Kane, 

19his a Thus it would seem that the bridel couple are 

treated almost simulteneously as kings and as gods, Why is this 

               



so ana is there any contradiction involved? Let we aseenble 

the rest of the evidence before we attempt to snewer. 

  

says that the newlyewede are traditionally asked to sit together 

on a mat theiye first evening with e stick of ficus religiosa 

decorated with derbha gress lying between them, He notes that 

this is a feature of the marriage ceremony which ia mentioned 

in the Gyhya Sitras, although it is today out of vogue with some 

Brahman groups (Thuraton, 1909: I 289). Pandey says that this 
ritual was known even in Vedic times (Pandey, 1949: 350) while 

Stevenson end Srinivas confirm that the Erehmens in Gujerat and 

Mysore still prectice a similer custom, the only difference 

being that the couple actually are made to sit on the darbha 

grace (Stevenson, 1920: 65 end Srinivas, 1942: 76). Of the 

art capeble of giving royal powers end the teacher's seat", Then 

after being given a email pot of water he continues: "May this 

water destroy my enemies, Mey brilliency, energy, strength, 

life, reknown, glory, splendour, and power dwell in me" (Thurs- 

ton, 1909: I 282), <A teacher's seat, presumsbly Brahman, : 

centheiiilh ik hubin tenn ob Gb Cah enthuse 

pobintbitiig 00-2 Sinaia #0 tiie, Sunn sauna 

sitting on a mat or on darbha grass for the non«-Brahmans of our 

area, They refer to the groom as a king by having him ride a 

horse, carry @ sword, fight a mock battle and other obvious 

     



@ king by having him ait on a kingly mat and by asking him to 

recite traditional verses which refer to his kingly exbitions, 

Srinivas mentions a mat used in the marriage of the untouch« 

able Holeyas of Mysore called the sighfieana (lit: "lion seat’, 

but usually understosd to mean the throme on whieh the king 

sits) (Srinivas, 19h2: 102), This mat may have a simiiar- 

Significance, : 

Dasha grees, in Indien ritual, alec hee « strong ansocie- 

tion with cosmic fertility which is worthy of iliustretion. 

There are two interesting legends connected with the origin of 

thie heru. The first is that when the gods churned the famous 

milk sea whieh rested on Viehwu's baek in hie incarnation 6e 6 

tortoise, a great nuber of haire were pulled loose, These, 

that the gods, @rinking with great thisst the famous elixir of 

to it the sanctity whieh it 1o now telaevdd to enjoy (Dubois, 

1825s Il, 450+51). Both thene legends clearly associate the 

moieture in this grass with the ell-pervading pesg of the 

Ageording to J, F, Kearns, the Korava of the Visagepatan 

Distriet arop = blade of this grass inte a pot of water before 

the bridal pair at e marriage, and thie gesture is considered 

“equal to « binding oath between then" (Thurston, 19091 ait bere 

The Tamil Brahmans, furthermore, pass a waist-cord made of this 

     



wealth, strength end children”, In these two cases the associa- 

tion appears to be with o union of the sexes and in general 

with humen fertility. lLestly, derbha cress hes ea protective 

quality end ie believed to help to prolong human life, After 

onl LG be vemnven tah Gites a i botiiny tetngs “Me 

thie darbba grase I remove the evil influence of any bed mark 

ee eee 

1909: I 283). ‘There is a similar passege from the Atharwans 

mall lies “Sab thks otens oti tne ee OO 

Life, which hes a hundred roote and « mmdred stems, efface « 

hundred of my sins, end prolong my existence on carth for a 

hundwed years” (Thurston, 1909: ITI 487). 

          

ties when the bride end groom are asked to sit side by side in 

are highlighted. This is the point, at the end of the wedding 

her merried life the bride will be expected to serve her husband 

first, end sit down to eat herself only when he has finished. 

te ee ee 

Jhammacast The wedding night is the one exception te 

 



  

this general rule. 

TEI, his aes dk es clea 2 ens le 

therefore “entails no ein” (Pandey, 1949: 391). 

fo carry this intéroretation further we need only point 

out that the very fact that the bride and groom eat together 

ie a sign of their god-like super-social condition, The bridal 

pair, on this first evening, are treated in the same way a8 are 

ascetics, who having left behind the cares of this world, seek 

union with the ultimate truth whieh is said to lie behind 

reality, Like the senyasi, or wanderer, the bridal couple are 

above the world's day-to-day concerns, and therefore, the ordinary. 

restrictions on consumption of food do not apply to them, This 

comon nuptiel meal 19 mentioned in the Gghya Siitras and ite 

existence at the current time is affirmed by Srinives for the 

Keneda Brahmans, by Padfield for the Telugu Brahmans, and by 

Dubois for the Tamil Brahmans, ‘Thurston, however, does not 

manele 0 A Oy ONE Sie et 

( commited ersight) does not do so, We do not know, 

eslaheniy Matiiae to dhs thie te tone ee ea 

Brahman groups in our areas 

  

(4) 

  

In a@dition to all of these specific rituels, we imow, of 

Course, tet the ee ae ee ee 

end somewhere near ite center, @uring the entire marriag 

mony, Here they are very near the fire and or muyurtakka) 

ineide the equare, pillared hall of a makeshift Cathie The 

   



end the perfection of the heavenly world has been expressed by 

drawing a square (Kramrisech,19h6: I 25), The couple are seated 

¢lose to the center of thie, the true universe and intimately 

birth te the great Tree of Life and the fiery sep rage which 

There can be no Goubt ahout this basie symbolic equivalence 

of pavilion with temple, fire en4é guhurtekke)] with the tree of 

life and of the bridal couple with the primeval cosmic union 

of male end femelle, This imagery rere through the marriage 

castes, this theme is carried further yet, ‘The Kenada Brahmans, 

for example, on the fourth day of the marriage place thirty-two 

lights, representing the thirty-two crores of gods, around the 

four sides of @ square draw on the dais of the pavilion. In 

the center are placed two more said to represent Siva and 

Pievati, A thread soaked in turmeric is passed round the out- 

side of these pots as if to form a fence, The couple perform a 

gua (short offering) end than cut the thread and take a seat 

ineide. The groom proceeds to tie a 4814 around the bride’s 

neck (Srinivas, 19421 84). The Gujarat Brahmans have a similer 

remony, only the pote ere arranged in a tier rather than a 

87), Padfield mentions something resevbling this squere of pote 

for the Telugu Brahmans as well, but it is not clear whether the 
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couple actually step inside it (Pedfieldy 1696:137). Thurston 

does not record any such square of pote fenced off with string 

for the Tamil Brahmans but he does say that when the couple are 

seated in the pavilion "A few married women go round them three 
times carrying water, light, fruit and betel in a trey” 

(Thurston, 1909: I 260), ‘This reminds us of the Kanada Srahnen 

ceremony where the bride's mother circles the couple, apliling 

spirits cannot enter (Srinivae, 1942: 71). 

We need only remember that the formal way of laying out a 

square for a temple site is to drive four pegs in at the cor 

nere, corresponding to the intermediate directions of the wrHn 

and to stretch a cord round their cireunference, LShen, 

nasiell teveil Geneathiie be Aen as ennee eb 00 

oostyuctions proceed from them”, and Kwamrisch adds thet “the 

the site taken possession of on ali sides,...¢losed and given ite 

measure” (Kremriseh, 1946: 1 40), Thie picture resernbles, as 

well, a traditional representation of the lotus pond in Hindu 

a painting taken from the Picture Section of the Chinese 

Tripatekea 2 

              

We notion haee Sx | 2PaT 

    

   the center polccgh pone agi = 
at Boseh, 1960: 168),



The couple in the marriage ceremony sit ineide just such 

an enclosure, with gods, represented by pote, guarding the four 

directions, Similarly, the bridal pair een be identified with 

to support + tletrres ef 1ifes Thureton, in deseribing the 

marriage ceremony of the Uppiliyans (salt workers) says that 

the couple not only sit inside a wall made of piled-up water 

over them (Thureaton, 1906: 101), Similarly Abbott records that 

the Harensikeris of Gujarat place four water pots in a square 

and wind @ string around then, They then upset the pote "so 

an to form a ring of water within which the bridal pair take 

the surgi, bath” (Abbott, 1932: 163), ‘Thurston gives us a brief 

hint that the use of such @ square of pots may be fairly common 

he nowhere describes this practice in detail (Thurston, 19091 

VII 307). We have found, however, that he mentions a square of 

water pote fenced in by a thread for the Bedar of Anantapur 

District and the Bhonéart of Ganjem (Thurston, 19091 I 201, 235). 

ALL of this imagery, the square, the gods which stand on 

ite ciroumference and the waters which they enclose, remind us 

ot ib Wweeeh taken yak uk theta Gh and ae 

golden germ of life which rose from ite méd@dy bed, There is one 

further deteil we may add in this connection, Thurston mentions 

at two places that during the marriage ceremonies the bridal 

couple are asked to sit together on a pestle (Thurston, 1909: 1 

202, and 1906: 75). Presummbly thie is the sane pestle which 
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nds ok tas Ot 0 waktar eo Dteathes totes eee EYGe 

Stevenson's mention of placing a bride's ivery bangle on top 

muburtekkg! may be a sysbolic substitute for the request 

dll Geuhhs ante ecteutin ciitieh G0 cane cues Se 

sitting on se uncomfortable a perch (Stevenson, 2920: 61). 

Our interpretation of thie request to eit on @ pestle gains 

probability when we note the parallel with severel myths. Por 
example, the divine marriage of the gods Paremaéiva end DevT is 

peed to take place on top of a tower, In addition Boach 

tells us thet a 13th century Khmer legend speaks of @ marriage 

which takes place on top of a golden tower where the king sleeps, 

and there fe a third atery from Java whieh recounte the story of 

" 9 mareiage of two divine beings, one from heaven and the other 

fren the realm of the waters, a marriage which is made on the 

top of a tower and is intended to ward off disaster” (Boseh, 1960: 

923), Thus marriage on top of a pillar is a familiar image 

in Hindu mythology and folxiore, It is generally reserved, 1% 

would seem, for kings and divine beings. 

          

It ie clear from the foregoin 

  

sometimes with gods. This regal imagery ie explicit and cannet 

ve denied, Among the lower castes it is frequently said that 
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the groom ought to ride a horse, even if, in fact, he only 

rides the shoulders of his mother's brother, In addition he 

may carry a stylus, knife or a sword, and even be asked to 

fight @ mock battle, It would eappesr thet many more castes 

make a claim to martial ancestry. Among Brahmans the groom's 

kingly etete is expressed by the throne-mat on which he and his 

vride eit and by many express versee which extell his splendour, 

renown, and power, These verses are recorded in the ove 

Siitras and therefore esnnot be out of keeping with the most 

owthodant views on marriage, — 

At the eame time, however, the bride and groom are treated 

as gods, Their feet are washed and slatti ie waved in fromt 

of then, san ato el oswaaaets mage ial mma: walagonad 

feet, and madhuperks,the beverage of the gods, ie offered to 

thems ebaiiii Socks Sask ib arten ts “eegneteh tn te weenie 

sentative of Vishnu end a honoured guest", while Stevenson boldy 

tells the reader that he “must grasp the idea that on their 

wedding dey end for at least three days after, the little bride 

end groom represent the god Siva and his wife Parvati" (Srinivas, 

lgk2: 723 Stevenson, 1920: 68), Both these writers are thorough); 

ted with the marriage ceremony as well es with India gene- 

terpretation 

      

    

    

here 18 correct. 

How ere we to reconcile these two associations? Is it 

consistent to understend the groom es similteneously a king and 

& god? Dumont does not let the matter rest here, In his
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supDOS te fines ex sas oy 

eux ford Te an etomectten sletti), 21 
= | Savarhe planes scarves onsteut 

corresy a & cn treks profend an werlage inten on 
difference est que, dene des forme ce mariage 

us orthodoxes marié est aseimilé non pas & un rol, mais 
: un oe az x eat ‘beahmane , ® mm dieu. 

oe 1957! » Ste 2 

        

We gannet agree entirely, with Dumont on this point because in 

even the most orthodex marriage the traditional Sanekrit verses 

recited explicitly indicate that the groom is to be regarded as 

a king a8 well ae a god. It would appear that Dumont over-etres- 

ses the fact thet in Hindu culture at its most erudite level there 

is a marked opposition between the conception of Brehmen and of 

Kehatriya end that a hiererchy of funetions favors the former 

(Dumont, 1962: 48-77), With thie general conclusion we are in 

gomplete accord, How then ean we reconcile the fact that no 

striking opposition or hierarchy of these conceptions appears in 

the ritual associated with marrisge?. : 

@ifficult. As Dunézil pointed out clearly in 19h5, priest and 

76). | oo 
Thas solidarity vie~Gevis the rest of humanity is well 

docunented. by Indien literature, As Mann notes, the former are 

Lona over all creatures, the latter, only over the eattle (ituller, 

18861 XXV 400, IX 327). Por the low caste man there is no : 
Mie Me cl ll i A ee PP a ei ae oe BE 

important opposition between Brahman and Kshatriya. Instead, They 

     



identification of the groom with both simultaneously makes 

This does not anewer the question, however, why the Brah- 

mang thempelves should stress that a groom resernbles a prince 

ac well as a god. We would argue thet thie identification 

oocurs because the emphasis in a marriage ceremony is on the 

groom as a husband and householder, and not merely on his priestly 

duties as a Brahman, The latter, of course, are not neglected 

es & houssholder's first duty 1s to esteblish a secred fire and 

offer €aily seerifice, However, this is not seen as an obliga+ 

tion which stands in oppesition to his funetion ae lord of the 

ee ee in hie role as a tusbend the 

ea to pureue arthe end dherme hand in hand, 

4ust as the roles of priest and king complement one another in 

ceremony, then, there is no necessary conflict and no strixing 

hiersrehy between these two concept: with which the groom, 

end secondarily his bride, ere identified. 

Prominent eae this duel theme is in the nuptial esremonies, 

our descriptions indieate that it is entwined with another of 

a re 

a tet ofa he eating at te em thr tnt retin 

               



tali,» om oxblem of the atate of marriage which is tied emtdst 

threads which protect the couple until the time of sexuel union. 

great renk, Also important are the preliminary consultations 

with the astrologer, And lastly, of course, is the ne 

setting, usder a pavilion and close to fire and mamurkekel, 

with their abundant vabebuien to cenicn ent to Cele 

of the cosmos. 

We have not tried te separate out these two themes of pro~ 

tection and procreation for treatment under separate chapter — 

headings, ner have we attempted to disentangle their associations 

with regal pomp and godliness. Indeed, these thenes are so 

closely esseciated in Indian thought that to treat thes indepen~ 

es @ whole de they lead us toward an understanding of the riddle 

The key lies in seeing behind each new marricge in human 

form, a-reacnactment of the primordial union of male and female 

from whieh all oreation springs. According to Hindu traditions 

the nuptiel couple are the most importent manifestation available 

to manking ef thie eseentielly duality and ite eternal » 

tive potentiel, This is why we find the constant esbellicheent 

of the ceremony with fertility symbolism and the continual 

ebelesnce paid to fire, «the tekst), and other syxbols of the 

Source of lifes Tis is also why the x ze of gode and the 

          

    

       



ee 

wp I ato thts saneuattins ae peciintsn wan wk 

sickness, death and decay are the negation, for a Hindu, of 

the source of life, of that elixir “sprinkled” by the Great Tree 

which brings im ite wake new birth end prosperity. The force 

shadowy forces of destruction and darimess which surround it. 

The souree of Life, therefore, needs to be defended, hedged in 

wy 9 PERN Ghaela? Gh aaah ermntel Sings en tie rend te GET” 

and maturation, and perticularly at ite moment of regeneratior 

marriages 

should be treated as kings and priests. The partners to @ mam 

riage stand for something much more than the marital union of 

two human beings. Beesuse they represent the great union of © 

creatures, Beesuse of their association with divinity in ite 

primordial form, the bridal pair are themselves deified, Since 

the entire conception of caste rests on the notion that those 

understanding the bride and groom to be at once superior social 

beings, and a manifestation of god, for the worship of great 

wen, saints, end others pessessing wusual powers hac been a 

             



familiar phenomena in India since the earliest period in 

history (Monier-Tilliems, 1691: 257). And lestiy, as we have 

already pointed out, the bride and groom are associated with 

these two highest vagnas because what are considered the 

Laentifted, in ther moet 18eu1 and concentrated form with the 

sibilities of these two clasees: the kings 
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(B. GIFT-EXCHANGS AND THE MARRIAGE FESTIVITIES 

(a) Gift-Exchange 

The question of gift-exchange between the families 

of the bride and groom at the time of marriage and the 

expectation of continued presentations in the future is 

clearly an important theme which runs through the entire 

wedding proceedings. Dumont, in his recent monograph, 

hag provided a wealth of material on this question for 

the Kallan, but a comparative picture of gift-exchange in 

the area as a whole. must largely await further research. 

Unfortunately, Thurston gives us very little iniormation 

on this topic. However, we will summarize here what 

inferences can be drawn from the present sources. 

First, it is clear from the traditional texts on 

marriage that a Brahman is expected to provide a dowry 

for his daughter when he gives her away in marriage. 

Dowry is mentioned even by the Vedic sources (Pandey, 

1949: 548), and according to Thurston the classical verse 

a father is asked to repeat during the Kanyaddina is "I 

am giving you a virgin decorated with jewels to enable 

me to obtain religious merit” (Thurston, 1909: I 2&2). 

According to the ritual text books the appropriate gesture 

was for the father to give a fatted calf to the groom for 

use at the marriage feast (Padfield, 1896: 125), as well 

as gifte of clothing and other articles. These are 

supposed to immediately follow the gift of the bride 

(Pandey, 1949: 373). Nowadays the gift of a cow is 

omitted but the bride's family are still expected to 

provide the wedding feast and to ceremonially present her 

and the groom with fine cloths. There does not appear 

to be any important general contrast between the Brahmans 

and non-Brahmans in this matter, except that both the 

gifts and the food supplied are limited by the financial 

resources of the family.
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Second, according te the classical texts, the groom 

was expected to present a garment to the bride. This gift 

of a cloth in the opposite direction is clearly mentioned in 

the Vedas and in the Grhya Stitras as well (Pandey, 1949: 

549, 370). A present by the groom of a fine piece of 

naterial is noted by Thurston for the Tamils and by Pedtfiela 

for the Telugus as still a traditional part of the Brahman 

wedding at the present day (Thurston, 1909: I 285 and 

Padfield, 1896: 124). It is also familiar among the non- 

Brahmans, for example the low caste Pallan (Thurston, 1909: 

V 480). The difference is that in the nen-Brahman 

ceremony this gift of cloth is usually made before the 

wedding begins and it becomes incorporated in a much 

larger gift of money or goods to the bride's family which 

is explicity paid as bridewealth. 

Thurston mentions this payment by the groom's family 

for nine of the twenty non-Erahman castes in our area: 

Idaiyan, Kanmalan, Kusdaven, Palli, Valaiyan, Vannan, 

Korava, Valluvan and Pallan. There does not appear to be 

any selection in this matter according to position in the 

non-Brahman social hierarchy for these castes are drawn 

equally from both ends of the scale. Dumont also mentions 

that bridewealth is paid among the Kallan (Dumont, 1957: 

228). Furthermore, several of Thurston's comments lead us 

to believe that the custom is more universal yet, in our 

area, and that he has simply overlooked the matter in some 

of his descriptions (Thurston, 1909: II 108, IV 188). 

Srinivas records that there is a similar custom in ysore 

and he adds that, in the past, Brahmans have paid brideprice 

a8 well. “vy mother tells me that some fifty years ago 

girls were frequently sold among the Brahmans," Srinivas 

hag written, and to back up his assertion he quotes some 

South Indian inscriptions which indicate that Brahmans were | 

paying a brideprice as long ago as the 14th century (Srinivas, “ 

1942: 20-21). 

it is interesting to discover that despite the fact
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of bridewealth, especially among the lower castes, the 

general cultural emphasis on the gifts provided by the 

pride's family appears to remain strong. fhurston makes 

several references to this effect. He indicates, for 

example, that the bride's family try to provide some kind 

of dowry among the Vallamban, Korava and Paraiyan (Thurston, 

1909: VII 301, 111 478, VI 99). There is also the general 

fact reappearing in ali his descriptions, that the bride's 

family ought to provide the feast. (The only exception to 

this is a very elaborate and unsatisfactory description of 

a Paralyan wedding provided by K. Nangachari which appears 

to take place in the groom's village. Rangachari was a 

Brahman and one of Thurston's assistants. Because of his 

social position he probably did not have much opportunity 

te observe or even to talk with Parsiyans in person 

(Thurston, 1909: VI 96)). Our suspicion that an emphasis 

on the gifts of the bride's family remains in force among 

the lower castes, even if not borne out in fact, is 

reinforced by Dumont's recent material on the Kallan. He 

writes that the father who receives the brideprice, ought, 

in principle, to spend twice that amount on jewelry for the 

bride, despite an agreement, in reality, to split the cost 

between the two families. In addition, he says that the 

smaller gifts carried from the groom's to the bride's 

village are explicitly doubled when the couple return. 

The same principle operates when the couple come to the 

bride's villege for a short ceremonial stay some weeks 

later, and when they return finally to settle near the . 

groom's family (Dumont, 1957: 228-9). This emphasis on 

gifts from the bride's family is apparently still more 

evident among the Kallian if we look at the exchanges 

between the two families over a period of years. Dumont 

says that the presentations from the feminine side outweigh 

the masculine #ifte more and more heavily with the passage 

of time (Dumont, 1957: 231). 

Srinivas finde that in “ysere many of the castes which
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pay bridewealth also include in their marriage ceremonies 

the dhare or kanyadana ‘gift of the virgin' rite and makes 

the interesting judgement that these two custome are 

incompatible. He inveighs against the first as “reducing 

marriage to a bargain and equating woman to a chattel". 

He algo argues that brideprice is probably a Dravidian 

custom and the dhare ceremony something borrowed from the 

Aryan conquerers and says that the non-Brahmans “care little 

for the meaning of the [Sanskritic]) rites they so meticulously 

observe" (Srinivas, 1942: 20). Even though the dhare 

ceremony is not common among the non-Brahman castes of the 

area we are moat concerned with, we cannot accept that the 

payment of brideprice is as incompatible with traditional 

Hindu netions about marriage as he would meke out. 

There are two arguments to support our position. The 

first is that, as we have seen, some gifts by the groom's 

family are considered appropriate by the ritual texts in even 

the moat orthodox marriage. In a sense, then bridewealth 

is only an increase in the amount that his family is expected 

to sive. The second point is that actual payment for the 

pride is one of the four “generally approved" forms of 

marriage permissible to Brahmans mentioned in many of the 

ancient writings. There is evidence that brideprice 

existed, even in Vedic times (Basham, 1954: 166-9). lie 

know that this form of marriage wae looked on with some 

disfavor and was not considered "pure". Nonetheless, it 

was clearly sanctioned by extant social custom. It would 

appear, therefore, that the best way to understand the 

tradition of bridewealth among the non-Brahman castes is 

not to view it as a custom which contradicts the classical 

conception of marriage, but is rather, only a somewhat lower 

or less pure form perpetuated, at least in part, for economic 

reasons. ven where a brideprice is paid, our material 

would seem to indicate that the ideal of a disproportion of 

gifts, dominated by exchanges directed from the bride's



family to the groom's is current. Furthermore, if we 

generalize from the Kallan data, it is the ideal which 

finally triumphs even among the lower castes when we follow 

the cyele of gifts through a number of years. 

(b) The Marriage Games 

In addition to the formal presentations just described 

which are frequently haggled about beforehand and have a 

definite economic significance, each guest is expected to 

make a small gift to the bride and groom. Presumably 

these are given in egual numbers by both families and are 

somewhat like wedding presents in the #est. Thurston 

mentions this tradition specifically for the Tamil Brahmans, 

and alse for the azamudaiyan (Thurston, 1909: I 291, 14). 

In speaking of the Kammalan and the Pallan he says that the 

guests each contribute a few annas to the cost of the feast 

(Thurston, 1909: III 156, V 782). Abbott also mentions 4 

small gift in coins by the guests at a wedding, ama it is 

likely that this is a widespread custom (Abbott, 1932: 94). 

The feasting itself, is an important part of the festivities 

and may last for several days. Thurston mentions it for a 

number of the lower castes and it appears to be a universal 

tradition, continuing over as many days as the family can 

afford. This entertaining and general merriment is, of 

course, one important way in which the new bond created 

between two families is affirmed. 

_ Among some of the lower castes, however, it would seem 

that very few of the groom's relatives accompany him to the 

pride's home for the wedding, and few of the bride's 

relatives accompany the procession back to his viliage. 

Probably this tradition arises out of the expenses of 

entertaining that would otherwise result. Dumont afiirns 

that among the Kallar it is only the principal actors that 

travel back and ferth and although Thurston gives very 

little information on the subject of wedding guests it would
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seem that this is the pattern, at least among the Vallamban 

and the Koliyan (Thurston, 1909: YII 301 and III 426). 

Where such is the case the joint feasting of the two families 

is replaced by the coming and going of the bridal pair, 

accompanied by gemeral polite greetings and formal presents. 

These ritual presentations sre sometimes called "box 

presents' because they are carried to and fro in 4 box. 

They consist of such things as a lamp, a brass vessel, an 

ear ornament, cakes, coconuts, a grass mat, a toe~ring, rice, 

betel and areca nuts (Thurston, 1909: VI 96). Pumont 

translates the Tamil word for them as presents of ‘beauty and 

prosperity' (Dumont, 1957: 228). Their general significance 

would appear to combine a show of polite exchanges with the 

hope for a prosperous and fertile unjon of the families 

concerned. 

re Brahmans and the wealthier upper castes who can 

afford to get together in one house for extensive festivities 

also have a number of traditional games and songs to pass 

the time. The associations of these games appear to be 

similar to the box presents in character. The songs are 

deseribed as “bawdy” and "Rabelaisian", and they make fun 

ef the various tensions that may arise between the two 

families. Phere are also many jokes played at the expense 

ef both groups. These jokes emphasize the new roles the 

relatives have acquired and often refer openly to the 

bargaining over financial details which took place at the 

time of betrothal, The guests are expected to take all of 

this in good humor (Srinivas, 1942: 80). The games, 

furthermore, ,include a burlesque of domestic life and the 

dressing up,the bride as a man and encouraging her to make 

rude remarks to her husband (Thurston, 1909: I 290-1). 

The newly-weds may also be asked to speak each others' names, 

something they will be expected to studiously avoid in the 

future (Padfield, 1896: 153). 
Whese songs and games, with their obvious reference to 

the new household and the classical tensions which may
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result, are accompanied by the frequent rolling of coconuts 

or flower balis back and forth between the two families 

(Thurston, 1909: I 291 and Srinivas, 1942: 80). The milk 

of coconuts is associated with the ciixir of life churned — 

from the original milk-sea as well as with the rasa or sap 

of the Great Tree. Coconuts are for this reason further 

identified with semen, and with blood (Bosch, 1960: 59), 

and the nut as a whole is refered to as “the fruit of the 

goddess of prosperity" (Monier-Williams, 1891: 359). 

The symbolism here of the sharing of the blood and semen of 

two families, and the new life which it is hoped will result 

is so clear as to hardly require comment. Srinivas 

reinforces this interpretation when he says in another 

context: "ilk is a very valued commodity and the ritual 

giving of milk indicates that solidarity is, or ought to be, 

prevalent between the giver and the recipient. It is alse 

a symbol of pleasure, luxury and happiness and consequently 

mourners abstain from it while they offer it te the spirit 

of the departed person" (Srinivas, 1952: 94). 

We have already mentioned the "box presents’ which go 

back and forth between households during the marriage 

festivities in the lower castes. ‘these usually include 

coconuts and it would seem that the symbolism implied in the 

exchange is similar. The bride and groom are also asked to 

exchange flower gariands at least once during the marriage 

ceremony, each one placing their wreath around the other's 

neck. This seems to be as common among the Koliyans, 

Paraiyans end others of low caste as it is smong the 

Brahmans. Damont stresses the significance of this 

exchange of garlands among the Kallan in the shortened 

form of their ceremony and gives it a@ ceremonial importance 

next to that of tying the tali itself (Dumogt, 1957: 227). 

Thurston, in describing the Agamudaiyan, says the couple 

first exchange garlands three times and immediately 

following they roll flower balis bsck and forth (Thurston, 
1909: I 15). These two rites of exchange to our mind, 
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closely resemble one another in their general associations 

and social significance. 

{e) Rise 

This general emphasis on the fertility and prosperity 

which is hoped will result from the marriage union and the 

necessary participation of two families for its creation is 

brought out in several other ways. The first is the fact 

that the guests are asked to throw rice over i.e couple 

after the tying of the tali. This tradition is as common 

to the low castes as to those at the top of the social 

hierarchy and Thurston frequently reters to it in his 

descriptions. In speaking of the Korava he says that the 

rice may be mixed with turmeric, coconut, dates, jaggery 

and even with gold and silver coins (Thurston, 1909: Iil 479)» 

all these items have a general essociation with the Zzolden 

seed, the rasa of the waters and with offspring and material 

wealth generally. It is interesting te note that rice is 

also traditionally thrown following the birth of a child and 

the new mother is expected to stick rice, colored red with 

turmeric, to her forehead (Stevenson, 1920: 16). 

here ig a similar use of rice when the bride enter's 

her husband's house for the first time. Srinivas telis us 

that among the Kanade Brahmans the bride must step over the 

threshold right foot first and kick a measure of rice 

containing a coral bead and a bit of gold. Thus she is 

understood to scatter wealth on the floor. “Her coming 

inte the house is synonymous with the coming in of plenty" 

(Srinivas, 1942: 8&5). Thurston describes a similar custom 

ameng the Palli and the pariyan, castes who stand at either 

end of the non-Brahman hierarchy (Thurston, 1909: VI 20, 98).
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fhere is still another way in which this emphasis on 

new life and goed fortune is expressed in the marriage 

ritual. On the day before the wedding (or sosetines on 

the 3r4, Sth, 7th or 9th day before) a group of married 

women set out to the northeast of the village to fetch 

earth from the hillocks of white ants in which to plant 

the nuptial seedlings. Usually there are women irom both 

families in this party. They are also responsible ior 

getting the pots from the potter which will be used to 

hold the water used for the seeds (Srinivas, 1942: 94). 

fhe earth of white ant hills is preierred tor many ritual 

purposes, because, as we have noted previously~, the 

hillocks of these ants are always expanding. ‘he earth 

from them is thus considered to be especially fertile. 

dext nine kinds of seeds are planted in trays which 

have been filled with this specie] soil and placed in the © 

northeast corner of the marriage pavilion. The water pots 

are sometimes set gently om the trays, (Srinivas, 1942: 94) 

presumably where the water will seep through slowly into 

the seedbed. The trays may be placed in a line (Padfield, 

1896: 122) er in a quincunx formation with 4 tray at each 

of the four cerners of a square and a fifth at the center 

(Thaveton, 1909: 280). Srinivas specities the nine kinds 

of grain used as: greengram, horse gram, black gram, bengal 

gram, dal, avare (dolicos jJableb), paddy, ginzelly and 

wheat (Srinivas, 1942: 69). Om the last day of the wedding 

the seeds are taken in procession te a tank, pond or river. 

fhey are either thrown in to the water directly or there is 

a short plowing ceremony and they are laid in the newly 

turned earth next to the source of water (Thurston, 1909: 

1 294, VI 21). At a Idaiyan wedding the groom digs up 

three baskets of mud from the bottom of the tank with a hoe 

and throws them behind him. Presumably the seeds are then



planted in the mud (Thurston, 1909: 11 395). ‘The planting 

of seeds at the marriage is another ritual which is common 

to all levels of the caste hierarchy. Thurston mentions 

it for eight of the twenty non-Brahman groups we have 

selected and it is probably performed by a great many more. 

The Idaiyans sometimes put bits of gold in with the — 

seedlings (Thurston, 1909: If 595), and the Patiyans simply 

aig a hole and put the seeds in along with a little milk 

and water (Thurston, 1909: VI 98). oo. , 

Srinivas, in discussing this custom, chooses to 

emphasize its agricultural significance. "This rite 

gives us the picture of a mode of life in which agriculture 

is the mainstay of the people....(Grain, earth and water) 

are €ssential for the growth of plant lite, ana plant lite, 

in turn, is indispensable te human life”(Sriaivas, 1942: 95), 

&e de not dispute the importance of these associations but 

prefer to stress the direct parallel with human life which 

is implied. in addition we cannot mise the numerous 

references to the initial golden seed and the Great Tree of 

life that rose from the mud st the bottom of the waters. 

Im the planting of the marriage seeds we would see @ 

preparation for new seeds of human life, just as the architect 

sows grain in the anticipation of the completion oi a néw 

saurine. 

One final custom we may mention in this connection is 

the drawing of a tree on the side of the house where the 

marriage is to take place. Thurston gives a most 

interesting description of this in connection with the Ksdhva 

Brahmans: 

A quaint ceremony called rangavriksha (drawing) is 

performed on the morning of the second day. after the 

usual playing with balls of flowers (nalagu or alangu) 

the boy takes hold of the right hand of the bride and, 

after dipping her right forefinger in turmeric and lime 

paste, traces on a white wall the outline of a plantain 

tree, of which a sketch has previously been made by a 
married woman. The tracing goes on for three days.
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First the base of the plant is drawn, and on the 
evening of the third day, it is completed by putting 
in the flower spikes (Thurston, 1906: 4). 

Dumont has a picture of a similar drawing in his ethnography 

on the Kallan (Dumont, 1957: pl 26a) and various other 

prief references make us suspect that the painting of these 

designs very commonly accompany the festivities sach as 

marriage (Gupte 1916: 238-45 and Bonnerjea 1933: 163-4). 

Again and again we are brought back to the theme of creation, 

the great union of male and temale forces and the Tree of 

Life which lies at the root of all procreation and material 

abundance. 

  

The emphasis on offspring, ond particularly on male 

ofispring, is an extremely important motif in Indian culture 

generally. it is so strong in the South that it has 

produced some interesting variations on the basic marriage 

pattern, There are many castes in this recion, and in 

particular in the Western taluks of Bellary, the adjoining 

parts of Mysore and still further south in Coimbatore and 

Wadura, where a family will dedicate a daucnter to a temple 

goa if there has been no male issue (fhureton, 1909: I 129, 

III 37—8, IV 121). By her marriage to a god the girl 

becomes, in fact, a public woman. Contrary to ordinary 

Hindu Law, she may inherit the property of her father and 

carry on the family line, so to speak, until a male child is 

born at which time the property and family name descend on 

him. If the daughter were to be married in the traditional 

fashion, her family line would die out and her children 

would belong to her husband's lineage. This custom is not 

limited to the traditional caste of temple prostitutes, but 

is mentioned again and again by Thurston in his writings. 

The actual ceremony in marrying a girl to a god is
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interesting, and resembles in many particulars the marriage 

of two human beings. fhe girls are decorated with jewels 

and made to stand on a heap of paddy. They are seated 

facing the idol and the officiating Srahman ties the tali, 

which has been lying at the feet of the god, around her neck. 

he priest is considered “the representative of the idol,” 

for the duration of the ceremony (Thurston, 1909: III 389). 

Alatti is waved in front of the girl and she may be offered 

gandalwood paste and lowers. "It is said that when the 

man whe ig to receive her iirst favors joins the girl, 4 

sword mast be placed at least for a iew minutes by her side" 

(Thurston, 1909: III 39). According to Srinivas the girl 

is asked to sit beside a dagger and to pour rice over it. 

She is also asked to sleep in the temple her first night. 

Srinivas also specifies that a kahkana or protection cord 

is tied to the girl's right wrist (Srinivas, 1942: 179), 

rather than her left as in marriage to a man. Thurston 

gives no information on these matters. The Kunuven of 

Madura appear to have a tradition which is eimilar in most 

particulars, exeept that they marcy the girl to a door-post 

ef the house (Thurston, 1909: IV 121). 

Not only are the gods sometimes married to ouman beings, 

but they also marry amoung thenselves. in many temples the 

principal god is taken to his becroom Gach nisht where he : 

is thought to join his wite or wives (Basham, 1954: 536). 

One of the most famous of the marriages among the great gods 

is that between Siva and Parvati. This marcliage has become 

a favorite theme in art and in sculpture. in their classic 

pose the couple face east and grasp right hands while Brahma, 

seated in the foreground, officiates at « small fire. 

Vishnu stands behind the couple ready to blow the conch and 

holding a pot of water to pour on the united fingers. 

Lakgmi and Bhiimi stand next to him, behind the bride, and 

act the part of parents in giving their daughter. In the 

background a host of other gods are portrayed, each with
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their respective goddess. ‘mes woe ih eink. arns 
folded and with the feelings of pleasure, happiness and 

wonder portrayed in their feces" (Gopinatha Rao, 1916: _ 

338-41). $All this forms an exact parallel with the classic 

Brahman marriase as we have described it. 

Pandey explains the marriage of gods by saying that 

the hold of the samsksras or life sacraments on tne 

personality is considered so strong that even the deities 

are considered to have to undergo them (Pandey, 1949: 480). 

Dumont mekes a similar point when he says that the marriage 

of gods would not be one of the most important ceremonies 

of religious cults, if the marriage of people was not a 

fundamental human institution (Dumont, 1957: 220). We 

entirely agree and only wish to add that the marriage of 

gods not only reflects human marriage, but like it, in the 

eyes of a Hindu, it helps to strengthen and regenerate the 

life-force behind all things. This is why, we would argue, 

that the marriage of trees and plants is also so frequently 

celebrated ag a kind of religious rite or offering in India. 

(Monier-Williams, 1891: 334-5 and Kincaid, 1908: 1-8). © 
We will comment on one example of tree-marriage to 

make our point. 4s we have noted earlier, the actual 

marriage of two trees is often performed by planting them 

ceremoniously side by side and entwining their branches. 

However, a pictorial marriage, performed by tracing an 

auspicious drawing of two trees on the wall or floor of a 

house for an important occasion is also frequent. 

A reproduction of such a drawing is given below.
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Auspicious Drawing Showing The 
Marriage Of The Ficus Religiosa 

And Ficus Indica Or, Equally, Of 

The Gods Vata-Savitri And Satyaven.— 
a ee 

  

(Taken from B. A. Gupte, Hindu Holidays) 
And Ceremonials: pl. 15 

An Indian author, B.A. Gupte, provides us With the 

tollowing interpretation of this scene (Gupte, 1916: 238~- 

45) 6 
Fiz. i5: 

Fig. 28: 

  

fhe tree represented on the iar left is a 
Ficus Indica, a plant supposed never to die. 

Its aerisl roots support new branches and by 

this means it can continue to grow almost 
indefinitely. Climbing the steps to the tree 

and identified with it is the god satyavan. 
He is the personification of the fructifying 

Force, eternal and ever-sreen, which is 
understodd to reside within the tree. 

The tree represented on the far right is the 
Ficus Religiosa, the gigantic tree which is 
callec king of the forest.



Fig. 14: 

Fig. 16: 

Fig. 17: 

Fiz. 18: 

Fig. 19: 

Fig. 20: 

Fig. 21: 

Fig. 23: 

Pig. et: 

Fig. 25: 
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The deity represented in the center is Mother 
Barth, daughter of the sun. She is named 
Vata-Savitri after the gigantic Ficus Religiosa 

and is identified with it. in her left hand 

she holds a leaf of this tree and a second 

branch of it rises from her head. In her. 
right hand she holds an aerial root of the 

Ficus Indica in sign of her marriage to it. 
(in the classical marriage pose, we remember, 

Siva and Parvati hold right hands). 

A tylefoot cross, a Svastik, or symbol of the 

four quarters of the earth and the four winds. 

It is a good luck emblem. 

A cylindrical box for keeping kunkum, the red 

powder applied by women (except widows) to 
their foreheads. 

A box which contains a preparation of bee's 
wax, the adhesive medium for the red powcer. 

A tabak or tray for holding flowers, moistened 

rice and sandalwood paste. 

A pamahpale or five-partite box for keeping 

turmeric powder, kunkum, scented abhir (a dark 

‘brown fragrant powder used in worship), guial 

rp: red powder used in worship), and red sendur 
an oxide of lead used in puja or worship). 

A tambya or lota to hold water anc which 

represents Varuna, the god or rain. 

A water-cup and secrificial spoon which are 

toilette requisites of the brice. 

A group of bamboo trays in which the bride's 
requisites are put together and distributed 

among married women. These traye are also 

used for winnowing. Their coll-lixe shape 

lead one to think of the symbol of the 

eelestial serpent, the emblem of the awakening 

forces of spring. 

A comb belonging to the bride's toilette. 

A looking-glass belonsing to the bride's 
toilette. 

#e have, here, a picture of the marriage of two trees 

personified as gods, or of two gods represented as trees.
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The ficus religiosa is the male aspect of the a@ivine with 

aerial reots representing its nature as truth and light 

descending from above. The ficus indica is the female 

aspect of the divine growing up from the earth as a lotus 

rises from the waters. Around the couple are numerous 

auspicious signs and objects associated with good fortune 

and marital felicity. It is not important whether the 

drawing represents the marriage of tress or the marriage of 

gods, for in fact it can be thought of as either. The 

point is that any marriage, be it of humans, of plants or 

of gods, or a cross between the taree, reiiects the great 

and primal union between opposed forces which created the 

world. Every subsequent marriage which is performed, 

even if only a sketch, helps to reiniorce and perpetuate 

the vital energy thought to lie at the heart of the 

universe.
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9. CONCLUSION 

There are three important, inter-related themes which 

underlie the ritual associated with the marriage ceremony 

at all levels in the caste hierarchy. The first is the 

idea that the immensity of the universe is rooted in a 

ground-principle of male~female duality and inspired from 

within by the life-gorce which springs from their union. 

We have argued, with Bosch, that this conception finds its 

base in the Vedic myth of creation and noted the classic 

form which its visual expression has taken over the 

centuries in art, architecture and sculpture. Furthermore, 

we have attempted to show how plant and animal life in any 

one generation are understood to stand in relation to this 

essential principle as small episodes in the working out 

of an immense cosmic process whose full scale man can never 

intellectually grasp. Marriage, as we have seen, is the 

highest form of expression for this theme. It is both the 

arch-representation of that primodial conjunction snd the 

means by which gan can participate in and rejuvenate the 

vital enersy which was ite result. #e have seen how this 

conception is embedded in the very form olf the ceremony by 

the construction of a pavilion and a fire or muhurtakkal, 

and how the couple is associated with this symbolism by 

their movements, by where they are seated, and by numerous 

smaller gestures such as planting of seeds, sitting on 

grass, rolling coconuts and throwing rice. 

Second, we have discovered that this fundamental life- 

ferce is identified with health, fertility and prosperity 

and understood that it stands in opposition to all that 

brings disease, ili-fortune and death. ‘this life-force 

surrounded, as it is, om all sides by the powers of decay 

and destruction must be protected. dust as a seedling 

must be guarded from harm when its first shoots push through 

the soil, protection is most important at those vital points 
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where new human growth is to start. Thus we have seen the 

significance at marriage (as, of course, at other life-cycle 

occasions) of the ritual purification as well as of the 

numerous charms and semi-magical substances employed to ward 

off the influence of evil. This is the general theme which 

unierlies the consultations with an astrologer, the use of 

threads such as the Katikena and tali, the ritual bathing and 

repeated snointment, and the waving of Slatti by relatives. 

Thirdly, the combination of the couple's association 

with the great life-iorce and the fact that they are 

purified and protected by a special array of supernatural 

sale-guards makes them more god-like than the ordinary 

mortals who surround them. ‘This brings the theme of 

hierarchy into the marriage ceremony as well. fhe bride 

and groom are treated like superior human beings, lixe 

those at the zenith of the social world: the Kings and 

priests. For the duration of the marriage festivities, 

the nuptial couple over-step the normal boundaries which 

separate the various castes and rise, in theory, to the very 

top of the graded ladder of groups, so that as Sanu writes, 

they claim precedence over all other men in procession to 

the groom‘s home. This is because the newly wedded pair 

enjoy precisely the protection from inauspicious influences, 

the adaed purity and, the special afiinity with ged which 

are the basis of that rationale on which the hierarchical 

opposition of social units is based. 

These three basic themes of opposition, purity, and 

hierarchy lie, of course, at the very root of the religio- 

social erder ag the Hindu traditionally conceives it. 

The interesting point is that the marriage ritual highlights 

this inseparability of religious ideas and social reaiity 

in the Indian scene so well. Marriage is a re-enactment 

of the great cosmic union of male and female which helps to 

perpetuate the life-force of the universe. But marriage 

is at the same time the union of an ordinary mortel man 
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and woman which will lead to the regeneration of family and 

increased material well-being for particular peepie at a 

particular moment in human time. The two are not separate 

eceurrences but part and parcel of one celebrated event. 

For this reason we cannot entirely agree with Dumont when 

he gays that Thurston probably passed by the essential 

point by stressing the orthodox rituals periormed on this 

occasion and thaty the Kallan te ceremony is much more of 

a social than a religious affair (Dumont, 1957: 217, 221). 

No doubt Thurston is weak in his description of the guests 

who attend and the gifts which are exchanged at weddings, 

but his persistent deseription of the pavilion, the 

muhurtakkal and the planting of seedlings at the weddings 

of the lower castes make it clear that a marriage is 

equally a social and a religious event at any level of the 

caste hierarchy. It must be regarded as such in order to 

understand why so much trouble is taken over the setting 

in which it is performed, and why the couple themselves 

are persistently venerated as superior beings. | 

Nonetheless, our material has also shown that there 

are important differences between the marriages performed 

by the high castes and those performed by the low. we 

have discovered the very general contrast between a focus 

on the sacred fire and the sacrifices made to it, by those 

who employ Brahman priests, and the emphasis on detaila of 

pavilion and muhurtakkal construction and the subsequent 

obeisance to these which is so common among the lowest 

castes. There is also a shiftin the geds worshiped from 

the great deities of the Hindu pantheon to local divinities 

sacred to the specific lineages concerned. Furthermore, 

we find that two of the great Brahman rites, associated 

directly with marriage, Kanyidana or the gift of the virgin 

and gapta-padi or the seven steps, are almost unknown in 

the non-Brahman ceremony. Only the third, the 

Circumambulation of a sacred object is familiar among the 
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low castes, where, of course, it is the warriage booth and 

milk pest which receive the attention. Circumambulation, 

unlike the previous two rites, is a familiar gesture 

associated very generally with worship and quite 

specifically with prayers for fertility. in compensation 

for the absence of some of the central Brahman rituals, 

the tying of the tali becomes increasing prominent. — 

among the lower castes it is, in fact, the highpoint of 

the proceedings and the legal criterion of union. 

In this last respect, the absence of the Brahman rites 

of kanyida@na and sapte-padi among the lower castes, our 

material differs quite strikingly from Srinivas's data on 

Mysore. There, and probabiy further to the north as well, 

these two features of marriage ritual are quite frequently 

net with among non-Brahtan groups. Yet there is little 

reagon to call Thurston's accuracy into doubt on these 

matters as he was so explicitly interested in recording 

examples of the "grafting" of Brahman ritual on to non- 

Brahman ceremonies (Thurston, 1906: 1). One reason for 

this difference in the data on Mysore anc on our area, of 

course, is the fact that Thurston wrote in 1909 and 

Srinivas in 1942. Srinivas gives the impression that 

there hes been a lot more pressure from the lower castes 

to "imitate" Brahman ritual in the last thirty to forty 

years than previously (Srinivas, 1952: 29-50, 227). It 

is quite likely, therefore, that there has been some change 

in this direction in our region since Thurston collected 

his data. There is no published material, as yet, with 

which te check this speculative guess. 

A second reason is the attespt which Brahmans all 

over India have made to ban the performance by the nson~- 

twice-born castes of those rituals which are authorized 

and described by the ancient texts (Srinivas, 1952: 46). 

The Tamil speaking districts of South Arcot, Trichinopoly 

and Tanjore, partly because of their historical continuity
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be religiously and socially conservative in comparison with 

regions to the north. It is possible, therefore, that the 

process of circumventing the Brahman ban may have been 

slower here than in other areas. Both these considerations 

point to the fact that Thurston's data reflect variations 

in the marriage ceremony at 4 place and time when the 

general pattern was less influenced by modern social trends 

than it certainly is today. As mentioned in the 

introduction, our analysis of his material should provide 

a useful starting point for consideration both of 

contemporary work and of information on marriage from other 

areas of the south. 

 Pespite the fact that we found no significant imitation 

of two of the central Brahman rites by the lower castes we 

aid discover certain indications of an attempt by these 

groups to raise themselves in the social hierarchy by other 

ritual means. At all levels of society there are men who 

claim to wear a "sacred" thread and marriages precevded by 

a “mock” pilgrimage to Benares. Both of these are clear 

attempts on the part of those generaily associated with the 

Sudra varna to raise their status to that of *twice-born" 

men. “The fact that there ere no cagtes in the area we 

have studied whe are of undisputed Kdghatriya or Vaishya 

origin suggests that there is a large gap in the social 

order as traditionally conceived. This empty space, so to 

speak, between the Brahmans and the “Suéras may be one 

reason why so many of the castes in the area appear to vie 

ever the outward signs of twice-born status. 

A second indication the material provides of an 

intense concern with ritual position ic the’ sub-caste 

names. ‘These emphasize even more clearly the interest in 

minute differences in the marriage ceremony, and in the kind 

of tali tied. Following the hints provided by Srinivas 

and Dumont in their material on areas bordering ours, it is
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likely that these names are the result of historical disputes 

related to the determination of a finely graded social 

hierarchy of endogamous communities and that they illustrate 

the expression of this superiority/inferiority in ritusl 

terms. rom the general cultural context we know that such 

separation is usually motivated by a concern with familial 

purity and that arguments for ritual supremacy “both precede 

and set the seal on social mobility" (Srinivas, 1962: 58). 

A third indication of interest in orthodox ceremonial 

ig that those castes whe can do so attempt to get a Brahman 

priest to officiate at their weddings. Such attempts are 

limited by a Brahman's willingness to presice only at those 

weddings where the social contact will not irreparably 

pollute his own ritual status, and, of course, by the demand by 

his Brahman to be paid well for the service. ilaving 4 

Brahman priest at a wedding is an important sign of social 

status. With his presence certain rites are added to the 

ceremony such as the building of a sacred fire, stepping on 

a stone and looking for the pole star. As late as 1909, 

however, it appears that the Brahmans in our area were only 

willing to direct those rituals at a non-Srahman marriage 

which did not require extensive recitation of Sanskrit 

mantras. hey reserved for themselves the two crucial 

ites, kanyadana and sapta-padi and the accompanying 

utterances which are considered the most sacred of the 

nuptial verses. 

We will notice that in each of these ways in which the 

lower castes have tried to isitate the ceremonies of those 

above them, and thus raise their own position, the emphasis _ 

has been laid on doing things speciiically described in the 

ritual handbooks, or Grhya Sutras. This agrees well with 

Srinivas’ more general characterization of the phenomena 

he celle “Sanskritization.” In his recent book of essays 

in which he tries to pin-point what he means by this term, 

Srinivas says the following:
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Sanskritization results in adopting the sex and 
marriage code of the Brahmans...(it) results in 
harshness towards women. Sanskritization has 
significant effects on conjugal relations...a wife is 
enjoined to treat her husband as a deity, (and) 
monogamy is held up as an iceal. 

In the sphere of kinship, Senekritization stresses 

the importance of vamsha, the patrilineal lineage of 

Brahmans. The dead ancestors are apotheosized and 

offerings of food and drink have to be made...thus 

increasing the importance of having sons...(and) at 

the same time...lowering the value of Gaughters... 

because parents are required to get them married before 

they come of age. 

Sanskritization means...exposure to new ideas and 
values which have found frequent expression in the vast 

body of Sanskrit literature...(such as) karma, dharma, 

papa, maya, samsBra and sidksha (Srinivas, 1962: 46-468). 

Srinivas also mentions elsewhere that Sanskritization is 

often expressed by becoming vegetarian, by refusing alcholic 

beverages and by campaigns against blood sacrifice to the 

village deities. All these are values expressed in the 

Surti literature. 

Students of Indian civilization repeatedly refer to 

the concept of Sanskritization and it has proved useful in ~ 

many contexts. Yet it is frequently criticized as vague, 

and Srinivas himself admits that it might better be treated 

as a bundle of distinct concepts (Srinivas, 196¢: 59). 

Nonetheless, neither he nor any other has succeeded in 

actually breaking the term down and stiil retaining its 

utility. We would argue that the term needs to be 

tightened up so that its reference is more specific, 

rather than split into two or three interlocking ideas, and 

believe that our material on marriage ceremonies points in 

this direction. 

Firet, we would argue that Sanskritization ought not 

to be confused by the use of the term Srahmanization. It 

is to be expected, since Brahmans are the group most 

familiar with the ancient texts anG also the ones to place
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the highest value upon them, that Sanskritization of the 

lower castes is faster when the Brahmans dominate a’ region 

and slower when the prominent caste is KAshatriya or 

Vaishya (Srinivas, 1962: 62). Yet the LingSyats have 

been a powerful force in persuading the low castes of the 

South to introduce puritanical standards in food and drink 

while, at the same time, their movement hus been markedly 

anti~Brahmsanical in other respects (Dubois, 1906: 114-16). 

In addition, of course, in Vedic times the Brahmans 

themselves performed animal sacrifice and in Garaswat, 

Kashmir and Bengal they still eat meat. Srinivas 

recognizes these facts and rejects the term Brahmanizationa 

for the process he is concerned with (Srinivas, 1962: 423). 

Yet he persists in talking about the “adoption of 

Brahmanical customs" (Srinivas, 1962: 44, 62), thus 

contradicting and confusing his own earlier arguments. 

Second, Srinivas has clouded the attezpt at definition 

by his repeated references to “economic betterment, the 

acquisition of political power, education leadership and @ 

desire to move up in the hierarchy" (Srinivas, 1962: 57)» 

Sanskritization ought mot to be equated with the universal 

process we call “social climbing", the fact that some part 

of those people who have a low status in any social order, 

when given a chance, will begin to imitate the values and 

traditions of those above then. This is a point which 

Srinivas dees not sufficiently clarity (Srinivas, 1962, 44). 

We think the term should be reserved in its use to refer to 

a highly selective adoption of particular theological ideas, 

values and ritual acts which are considered desirabie 

because they can be consciously traced to the authors of 

the ancient Smrti texts, whether or not they are practiced 

by a high caste with which the people concerned actually 

come into contact. 

The third point at which the definition of this 

important concept is unclear is in determining which body



  

of literature the term “Sanskrit" refers to. At times 

Srinivas makes reference to the Vedas, at times to the Epics 

and at times to the other Smrti texts. Je entirely agree 

with his emphasis on the authority of the written word in 

nis discussion of the question of Sanskritization, but we 

would single out the Sitras and SSstras as the body of 

literature which is paramount in this context. Certainly 

in regard to marriage ritual we would limit senakritization 

to mean the introduction of specific rites and verses whose 

desirability stems from their authoritative deseription in. 

the Gphya Sutras. Vegetarianism, the purity of women and 

the importance of metaphysical doctrines such as papa, 

gageara and moksha, although having roots in the earlier 

hymns, also are not clearly articulated by writers until 

this period. 

The importance of piaruniioe the term Sanskritization — 

in the above ways is brought out by our detailed 

examination of the marriage ceremony among the various 

castes in the heart of the Tamil region. Here we have 

seen that at all levels in the caste hierarchy the ceremony, 

the setting and the ideas surrounding it are intimately 

associated with the Vedic hymns of creation and the later 

expression of this nucleus of conceptions in art, aculpture 

and folklore. These notions appear to be the joint 

possession of all Indians ané only very slightly influenced 

py the Brahmanist, Buddhist or Jainist traditions (Bosch, 

1960: 93). They have at their base an intuition expressed 

as an imagined, semi-visible event, not an abstract notion 

embroidered upon by academic scholars. i 

In post-Vedic times these ideas were elaborated upon 

and given an entirely new tone. The classical writings 

which form the greater body of Smrti literature take the 

form of ritual and legal texts labelled Siitras and Sastras. 

These are entirely the work of Brahmans, and Basham stresses 

how thoroughly they record the priestly point of view



  

(Basham, 1954: 115). ‘They also appear to have remained in. 

the hands of Brahman scholars throughout the medievel period 

and we have seen that an intentional ban was placed by them 

on the use of these textbooks in SUdra ceremonies. Because 

these texts and the ideas contained in them are so closely 

associated with Brahman pre-eminence, efforts have always 

been made by the lower castes to circumvent the ban and 

ahare in the social and religious elevation which they 

represent. These efforts appear to have been stepped up 

and also to have met with increasing success in recent 

years (Srinivas, 1962: 45-6). 

The confusion over the term Sanskritization lies in the 

fact both the Smrti literature and the earlier Vedic verses 

are recorded in Sanskrit. Both are thorouzhly dindu in 

conception bitit is the later writings, with their scholarly 

tenor, which have been associated with the ritual purity and 

religious eminence of the upper castes. To us the essence 

of Sanskritization appears to be that effort made by non- 

Brahmans to share in this distinction end elevation by 

adopting precisely those rituals, values and abstract ideas 

for which this body of literature stands, and which the 

Brahmans have historically claimec for themselves. This 

social process should be distinzuished from education, 

economic betterment, or imitation of the dominant caste. 

At the same time it cannot be called Brahmanization, for 

many Brahmans today, influenced by European ideas, are 

beginning to turn away from the precepts of these ancient 

texts towards shorter marriage ceremonies and to place less 

emphasis on food restrictions and other details of personal 

habit. Sanskritization, we think, should be defined as 

an attempt to follow out a set of specific ideas in daily 

life, as they are understood to exist in the textbooks of 

the classical period. fnese ideas may be identified with 

the customs of a particuhar group of people, but should 

not be confused with the imitation of a clase of people 

per se.
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Our material, then has provided a useful base for the 

study of ritual in other parts of South India. it has 

also helped us to recognize the central conceptions which 

may serve to delineate and somewhat clarify Srinivas's 

uselul term, Sanskritization. Pinally, the data show 

how ancient and yet how vital are these ritual traditions 

of the lower castes. fhe persistent references to the. 

nucleus of conceptions current in India since Vecic times 

are striking in their clarity. Certainly the iaportance 

given to the ceremonial idiom and the material substances 

which are its vehicle has been an important factor in 

preserving "contact", for those at the bottow oi the social 

order with the fundamental Hindu intuition of creation and 

ef our cosmos as world "inspired from within by life 

itself" (Bosch, 1960: 231) over centuries of Brahman 

exclusiveness in regard to certain ritual and philosophical 

texts.
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10 APPENDIX OF TABLES 

(a) TABLE 1 AREA AND POPULATION TOTALS FOR SOUTH AKCOT, 
"RICHINOPOLY AND TANJORE IN 1902 
(Summarised from Govt. of India, 1901, Table 15) 

District Ares in Sq. fotal Population 
ities (IS8T) ; 

South Arcot bine 5,227 2,349,894 

Trichinopoly 3,632 1,444,770 

Tanjore 3,710 2,245,029 

  
LCE IAEO AE ARRAN GIL 

Area Totala: 12,559 6,039,693 
ORNS eR AE OER acta alae der atianallidiialial
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TABLE 2 

CASTES REPRESENTED IN SOUTH ARCOT, TRICHINOPOLY AND/OR 

TANJORE WHICH ¥. PRANCIS MENTIONS IN HIS RANKING BUT FOR 

YHOM LITTLE OR NO INFORMATICN ON THE MAHRIAGE CEREMONY 

IS AVAILABLE 

(The castes under each group heading are listed in strict 

alphabetical order) 

Fo ulation 
190 {in these three districts) 

GROUP A: Brehman and Allied Castes 

  

None 

GROUP B: Sat or Good Sudras 

60,159 Ghetti: A go-ahead trading and nerchant 

caste. Many are quite wealthy. A few 

profess to be vegetarian. They favor 

infant marriage and forbid widow remarriage 

(Thurston, 1909: I 212-15). 

11,698 Kanakkan: Village accountents. They are 

pometimes attached to landlords. They 

take food prepared by the higher castes 

‘and by Kammalans (Franecis's group B). 

They are found, for the most part, in. 

South Arcot and the other Telugu provinces 

where some lay claim to be Kshatryas and 

even Brahmans. In our districts they 

pollute Kammalens and VelYans at « short 
@istance (Thurston, 1909: III 150-58). 

Por our study they ought, perhaps, to be 

classed with a lower group. 

16,229 Pandaram: Name used to denote a non-Brahman 

priest. Hany villages have a Pandaram 4s 

the priest of the shrine of the local deity. 

Many are respectable people who have settled 

down as land-holders and some Fandsram 

manage richly endowed temples, A great 

number are Lingayate. Some are mendicants 

and quite poor (Thurston, 1909: VI 45-49). 

469,269 Vellala: Large farming caste. Some are 
“educated and employed in government sergice
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GROUP B: continued 

but the majority are peasants. W. Francis 

writes that by general consent they are 

first in esteem among the Tamil Sudra castes. 

None will drink alcohol and they will e@t outside ther coste 

only in the houses of Brahmans. There is 

a Tamil proverb that a Maravan (Francis's 
group ©) may by slow degrees develop into 
an Agamudaiyan (Franeis's group ©) and 

ae become a Vellala (fhurston, VII 

GROUP C: Sudras Who Habitually Employ Brahmans 

as triests And Whose Touch toriates to 

q Blight Degree ae ry 

§, 360 Angi Beggars who are inferior to Pandaram 
eggars.  Seme do bricklaying, agricultural 

labor or are employed in temples when animal 

sacrifices are made. They, themselves, how- 

ever, employ Brahmans at their ceremonies. 

They are recruited from all classes of 

Sudras and thus have several subdivisions. 
All of them eat meat and drink aleohol. 
er ie allowed (Thurston, 1909: 

45-6). 

88,320 Kaikolan: Weavers. Some are now in agricul- 
ure and in trade. They deny their connec 

tion with the Deva-dasi's or temple dancers, 
but they will take food in their houses and 
dedicate one girl of each family to temple 
service (Thurston, 1909: III 31-7). 

6,637 Hepaven Agricultural sub-tenants for wealthy 
owners for whom they cultivate in return 

for a ehare of the crop. Some act as village 
policemen. They are famous for the military 
prowese of their ancestors and gre still 
said to be a fierce and turbulent caste with 
a predilection for thievery. fhurston says 
they have been little affected by 2rhhman 
influence. However, there is a local proverb 
that @ Maravan may develop by slow degrees 
into an Agamudaiyan (Prancis's group ¢) and 
finelly become a Vellala. Widow remarriage 
is usually allowed) (Thurston, 1909: ¥V 22-39)
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GROUP C: Continued 

109,522 Hatt : Thurston equates this group with 
the names Maleiman, Sudarman and Udaiyan. 

He treate them all under the lest of these 

headings. They are generally cultigatore, 

but some are watchmen and some have become 

money lenders. They employ a low subcaste 

of Brahmans at ceremonies and forbid widow 

remarriage (Thurston, 1909: VII 206-11). 

106 Qechept A clase of temple priests who usually 

officiate at grama devata or “village” 

temples. Some act as dancing masters for 

the Deva Gdasis. Another neme for Occhan 

is Nattuvan. They employ a low subcaste 
of Brahmans at marvages (Thureton, 1909: 
V¥ 419-20). 

53,310 BRA YER: They are o11 pressers who are said 

© be similar in customs to some Chettis 

(Prancis's group B). ‘they employ Brahmans 
as priests and decline to eat in the houses 

of any other caste. They forbid widow 

remarriage. However, ali followers of the 

oil-presser occupation are held in low 
esteen. Because they light the lamps in 

the temples some are now beginning to rise 

in status. In finnevelly they ere not 

'  gllewed even thie menial task, because to 

fulfill their duty would take them inside 

sacred precincts (Thurston, 1909: VII 312-15). 

GROUP Ds 

  

134,072 Ambelekeren A class of cultivators and village 
watehmen found chiefly in the Trichinopoly 

aietrict. Some employ Brahman priests. 
However, the consumption of liquor is allowed 
among them and they willingly est mutton, 
pork and fowl. Widow remarriage is also 
permitted. ‘the Ambalekaren admit their 
inferiority to the Pallis (Francis's group 
@) as well as to the Uppiliyens, the Uralis 
and the Valaiyans (Franois's group D) 
(Thuraton, 1909: I 25-28, Govt. of India, 
1901: Glossary, Part 1, 141).
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GROUP Dy Continued 

737 : A caste of weavers, egriculturalists 
raders. They employ Brehmens as — 

priests, but these are apparently not 

received on terms of equality with other 

Brahmans (Thurston, 1909: VI 54). 

42,567 Urali: Found only in Trichinopoly District 

where they are agricultural laborers and 

cultivators. There may be a historical 

connection between them and the Ambalakarans 

eee Group D) and/or the Valaiyans 
Prancie's Group ©). However, Thurston — 

says that in socia) position they come below 

the Kalian (Francis's Group D). The Urali 
drink alcohol and eat fowl, mutton, pork 

fish and rat (Thurston, 1909: VII 242-44). 

GROUP BE: Sudras Who Do Not Employ Brahmans As 

Priests And Vhose Touch rollutes 

54,918 Yaunepi The washermen. ‘They are regarded 
as low end unclean. They ere always poor 

and in sociel standing they are placed 
below the barbers (Francis's Group D). 
They eat flesh, and drink liquor. Divorce 

end remarriage are permissable (Thurston, 
1909: VII 315-16). 

3,055 Vedan: Hunters and laborers who live largely 

nm the hills. ‘hey are considered to have 
fought as soldiers for the early Hindu kings 
but are now a poor and degraded group. Some 

employ Brahman priests. Their widows may 

remarry (Thurston, 1909: VII 331-2). 

489 Veeeuven: Pound only in the Trichinopoly 
Strict. The name means hunter and they 

were probably originally associated with 
the Vedans, although they now consider 
themselves to be superior to this group. 
According so tradition, they once fought 
as soldiers for the Chera kings. They 
heve their own barbers, eat meat and drink 
alcohol. Some, however, are attempting to 
raise their etatue and have taken to voget- _ 
arianiam and forbid the remarriage of widows. 
(Thurston, 1909: VII 394-5). 
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GROUP F: Castes Which Pollute Even Vithout 
‘osuching 3 D6 Bot & Bi 

15 Mondit Beggers “who lay no claim to a religious 
Character". The caste is considered so low 

that Brahmans will not officiate at weddings. 

or easy to obtain (Thurston, 1909: 

54,839 Shanag: A caste which Francis classifies 
separately because its members do eat beef 

but do not pollute except by touch. They 

are toddy-drawers who extract juice fron 

the Palmyra palm (Thurston, 1909: VI 363).
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TABLE 5 

CASTES REPRESENTED IN SOUTH ARCOT, TRICHINOPOLY AND/OR 
TANJORE YHICH Y. FRANCIS DOES NOT MENTION IN HIS RANKING 
AND FOR YHOM LITTLE OR NO INFORMATION ON THE MARRIAGE , 
CEREMONY I5 AVAILABLE 

181 

4,949 

43,607 

2,894 

Nattan: Some report them to be a main caste, 
ethers @ gub-caste of the Vellala, Most 
of them are probably cultivators (Thurston, 
1909: V 249). 

Hosen A clase of mendicants who beg from 
@liis (Francis's Griup ©). They attend 

Palli marriages and are drummers and flag 
bearers in processions (Thurston, 1909: V 416). 

negeckeren: fhe name means musician. They 
are 8 to have “adopted" the Deva dasi 
dancing girls in Tanjore. Daughters of 
dancers by them become the wives of other 
Melakkarans. The daughters of the dancers 
by other men become dancers themselves and 
are married only to the temple gods. A 
sub-section called Nattuvan sing chorus music 
to the accompaniment of a pipi and eymbals. 
They also instruct the dancing women. Nowa- 
daya the better musicians hold themselves 

ar the Deva dasis (Thurston, 1909: 

Muttiriyan: Village watchmen. Formerly they 
were employed as soldiers for the Vijayanagar 
kings. They eat flesh, drink liquor and are 
ususlly esteemed by others to be a low caste 
(Thureton, 1909: V 127-8). | 

Panisavean: The traditional occupation is to 
carry news cf a death to the relations of a 
deceased and to blow the tharai or long 

_ trumpet. The name may be a synonym for 
Nokkan in South Areot and Tanjore. In 
dladras they rent palanquins for the conveyance 
of corpses to the burning or burial ground 
and at funerals are expected to follow the 
procession blowing @ conch shell. They
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ee Brahmans eas priests, but eat flesh 
and drink liquor freely. They often engage 
in cultivation and are considered a temperate, 
respectable class (Thurston, 1909: Vi 55-7). 

7,431 Res Sugesyen: Betel vine cultivators and 
etel leat sellers. Their priests are 

Vellalas and occasionally Brahmans (Thurston,
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TABLE 4 

CASTES REPRESENTED IN SOUTH ARCOT, TRICHINOPOLY AND/OR 
TANZORE ACCORDING TO THE 1901 CENSUS WHO ARE SUBSUMED 
BY THURSTON UNDER OTHER NAMES 

5,588 Kavandean: A title of Malayalais, Anappans, 

Yevcttiyane, Pallis, Sembadavens, Uralis and 

Vettuvans (Thurston, 1909: III 263). 

3,092 Kuttadi: An oecupational name meaning rope 

anecer. It js often used in reference to 
Dommaras, Pariyans or Koravas. The title 
alse oceurs 4s the name of a class of beggars 

ee to the Kaikolans (Thurston, 1909: 

8,818 Muppent A term meaning elder, the headman of @ 
class or business. In the census it was 
returned as a title by many classes including 
Ambalakaran, Fallen, Paraiyan, Kudumi, Alavan 
and Tandan (Thurston, 1909: V 118). 

69 Pujari: An occupational title meaning priest or 

performer of puja. It is a name applied to 
prieste who preside in temples in the villages 
dedicated to female deities. It has also been 
returned in the census as a title of Billavas 
and Kusavans (Thurston, 1909: VI 225). 

330 de Lo Reported to be a distinct caste, but 
probably a sub-caste of the Kallan (Govt. of 
India, 1901: Vol. XV, 177).
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